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When Wild and 'C harlie reached the ledge a startling scene met their gaze. Tb.ere stood Arietta with.
her arms. bound to he~ sides within two feet of the roaring torrent. "Refuse to
sign an4 ;you die!'' they- heard & voice say.
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Young Wild West and the Danites
-OR-

ARIEl'T A'S GREAT PERIL
By AN OLD SCOUT_
CHAPTER I.
WHAT HAPPENED ON THE TRATN TO SALT LAKE.

"Excuse me, miss, but I should like very much to make your
acquaintance."
The speaker was a smooth-tongued man of middle age, attir ed in an ill-fitting suit of broadcloth.
His eyes were dark and sinister, and the heavy black beard
he wore made him look anything but attractive to the pretty
girl the remark was made to.
The scene was on a car of the Union Pacific Railroad, and
t he time an afternoon some few years ago, when the West
was in anything but a settled state.
Three ladies were seated in about the center of the car, the
seats being turned so they could face each other.
The train had just left Ogden, Utah, at which station the
man in the black suit nad got on, in the company of two
others who were similarly attired.
Two of the ladies were mere girls, the one addressed being
·a blonde of rare beauty.
The girl turned, and, looking the man squarely in the eyes,
exclaimed:
"Were you addressing me, sir?"
"I certainly was, miss. I would like to get acquainted with
you very much."
"Well, you had better get some one to introduce you, then,"
was the rather cool retort. "I am not in the habit of forming
the acquaintance of strange men in this manner. Perhaps if
you were to go into the smoking-car and inquire for -0ur escorts you might induce them to introduce you to us."
"I like your spirit, my dear," retorted the stranger, smiling
and rubbing his hands as though . much pleased. "1 am s ure
you can have no objections in allowing me to sit down beside
you and holding a conversation with you. I'll- - "
He wa.s just about to drop into the seat beside her when the
girl sprang to ber feet and deliberately gave him a push that
sent him sprawling on the floor of the car.
"You just mind your own business, and let me alone, sir!"
she cried, her eyes flashing dangerously.
"Zounds!" exclaimed the man, scrambling to his feet an d
li mping to a vacant seat. "You are a regular vixen . Yo u need
t o be tamed."
"It is you who needs to be tamed, si r ! And if you don't
be car eful you will be."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the two, who were evidently the
friends of the discomfited fellow_ ''Elder, you have made a
m istake, I guess."
"I have made no mistake-I never make a mistake," was the
r eply in a tone that was fu ll of meaning, a n d just loud enough

for the girl and her two companions to hear. "·By the faith!
I will be revenge d for what just happened. "
At this juncture the door of the car opened and a manlylooking youth en tered.
He was attired in a neat fitting h unting suit of buckskin, and
wore bis Ii.air down over his shoulders.
He was fo llowed by a tall man wearing a silk y beard a nd a
boy of perhaps twenty.
Both were rigged out in hunting suits, a nd it was m ore
than_ evident that they were traveling together.
The handsome young fellow with the long hair walked up
the aisle of the car and paused before the gir l, wh ose flashing
eyes and reddened co unten ance betokened that she was very
much excited.
"What's the matter , Et?" he asked, looking at her in s urprise.
"Oh, Wild," she answered, "I am so glad you h ave come. I
have just had a little trouble with a passenger. ·'
"Had trouble with a passenger!" an d a dangerous gleam
shot from the boy's dark eyes. "Which one was it, Et?"
"I suppose I am the gi:intleman she alludes t o, youn g fellow,"
spoke up the black whiskered man in the suit of broadcloth.
"I spoke to ner just now, and by the way sh e acted she mus t
have thought I was trying to insult her ."
'.' Well, if she tho ught so, you were insulting her ; a nd in that
case I demand that you apo logize right away ! "
"Me apologize ! And fo r what?" and the man put on an air
of mingled surprise and innocence.
"What did he say to y-0u, Et?" questioned the boy, t ur ning
to the girl again.
He told me he would like to get acquainted with me, and
then when I said he had better go and get some one to in troduce him, he was going to sit down beside me. "
"Yes; and what then?•·
"I pushed him away, and be fell on the floor -0f the car."
"Ah ! "

" Then he sat do-ivn where he now is, and remarked that he
was going to be revenged for what happened."
"He did, eh ? Well, sir," and the dark, flashing eyes were
t urned upon the man, "if you don't call that i nsulti ng the
lady, I do. You must apologize, sir!"
"And suppose I don't want to?'' was the quick rejoinder.
"I will make you ! "
"You will make me?"
"I certainly will. ··
The boy was now just as cool as though he was talking in
a friendly, aye, joking way.
And the man appeared to be almost as cool.
He had risen to bis feet now, and, holding on to the seat,
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he looked at the ha.ndsome young fellow in silence for a m oment, a nd then said:
"May I ask who you are ?"
" Certainly you may. And I have no objections in telling
you. I a m Young Wild West. "
" Young Wild West ? I a m sorry to s a y I have never h eard
of you before. But never mind. Since you have to ld me who
you a re, I will tell you my name. I am Elder Markham, of S:;i,lt
Lake City."
There was a sort of "1-guess-that.:settles-you! " ring in his
voice, and he sat down and folded his arms across his breast.
"It makes no difference wh ether you are Elder Markham
or somebody else; you have got to apologize to the young lady!
Now, then, I want you to be quick about it!"
There was a world of meaning in the tone the boy spoke in
now, and once more the Mormon-for such he was-looked
surprised.
As he sat there in silence for the space of a second his brow
began to darken, and then suddenly he drew a revolver from
his hip pocket.
"Drop th a t shooter, Mr. Elder Markham, or I'll drop you!"
A murmur of astonishment went up from the few passengers in the car, for never had they seen a man covered so
quickly with a revolver befor e.
The dashing looking young fellow in the buckskin hunting
sui t had whipped a revolver fr om his belt and leveled it a t
the Mormon elder so qui ckly that no one saw how it was done.
It was wonderful to see how quickly the color of the m an's
fa ce changed, too.
He uttered a muttered imprecation and then let the pis tol
fall from his hand.
"Now, then, apologize, or you will never reach Salt Lake
alive! I mean business, and I never yet told a man to do a
thing tha t I did not m ake him do! "
" Well, I'm sure I-I meant no offense," faltered the man.
"There! Will that satisfy you?"
"Oh, no! Get down on your knees before the young lady and
tell her you humbly beg her pardon. Hurry up, now, or I will
take you by the back of the neck and shake the teeth from
your head!"
The Mormon no longer hesitated.
He made his way in fron t of the golden-haired girl, and,
dropping on his knees before her, said in a tone loud enough
for every one in the car to hear:
"I humbly beg your pardon, miss!"
The passengers, who had been not a little alarmed before,
now began to titter.
But there were some of them who showed signs of anger.
They were Mormons.
Elder Markham was hi gh in the Mormon Church at Salt
Lake, a nd to see him humiliated in s uch a way caused them
to become very bitter against Young W ild West.
But the boy did n ot care how much they were against him.
H e had a way of taking car e of h imself, no matter where
he was, a nd all th e Mormons in Utah could not scare him.
"Get up!" he said to the man. '"llhat will do very well.
It matters not whether the you ng lady accepts your apology
or not; all I wan ted was you to give it. Now be seated, and
kindly mind you r own business during the r est of the jour-

ney."

It was at this juncture that the conductor came in to collect the fares from those who had got on at the last station.
" rhen he saw Mark ham In the act of sitting down, and Young
Wild West standing in the aisle of the car with a r evolver in
his hand, he came to a halt an d looked at them in surprise.
"What 's th e troubl e?" he demande d.
"Nothing a t all, " r et orted the boy, as he placed his shooter
back in his belt.
"Yes, there is, conductor," spoke up one of the companions
of the insulter. "Elder Markham has been grossly insulted
a nd humiliated by this young man. We demand that you stop
the train a nd put him off. "
Then another man arose.
" That ls right, condu ctor ," Ile said . "He must be put off the
train. "
Three mor e passengers got up aml voiced the sentiments of
t he tw o, while Elder Markham sat with folded a r ms and
nodd€ld his app r oval.
"What do yo u think of that?" cried Young Wild West, turning to the t\vo who had followed him into the car. " T hey
want to put me off because I wouldn' t allow the old rascal to
insult Et!"
"T redcon there ain't enough of ther measly coyotes on ther
train t o put you off, \Yiid ! " exclaimed the tall mun with tlle
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silky beard, who was no other than Cheyenne Charlie, the
famo us government scout, and one of the partners and chums
of Young Wild West.
"T hey will have some fu n doing it, I guess," chimed in the
boy at his side, who was Jim Dart, another of Wild's partners.
The t hree wer e traveling together on a t rip to Salt Lake City,
and as Cheyenne Charlie wanted to bring his wife along,
Wild and Jim Dart had invited their sweethearts to come
along, too.
.
Pretty Arietta Murdock was the sweethear t of Young Wild
W est and she was very proud of her young lover, who had
been 'ni cknamed the Prince of the Saddle a nd Champion Deadshot of the West.
'rhe girl who had promised to marry Jim Dart wh en they
were both old enough was Eloise Gardner, a pretty but rather
frail looking brunette.
Arietta Murdock had been born and reared in the West, but
Eloise Gardner and Cheyenn e Charlie's wife Anna had not.
Still , th ey had lived there long enough to become accustom ed to the ways of the people In that section, and though
they were not as expert as Young Wild W est's sweetheart was,
they could ride and shoot much better than the average man,
not to say woman.
Arietta was one of the sort that remain cool In trying
times, and it Is safe to say tha t if the Mormon had insisted
on sitting beside her, a ft er she pushed him down, she would
have drawn a revolver on him.
But Wild had come in from th e smoking-car in time to keep
her from doing anything like that.
And now they wer e going to put him off the train for making the old rascal apologize to her!
Arietta did not believe they could accomplish it, but at the
same time sh e did not want to see her young lover get into a
fi ght with t he train hands and passengers.
It so ha ppened that the conductor was a Mormon, as many
of the train hands in that section were in those days, and are
still, for that matt er.
He was one of the radi cal, pronounced kind, too.
The idea of Elder Ma rkham being hu miliated and insulted
by a mere boy dressed in a fancy hunting costume was more
than h e could stand.
Certainly he would put him off!
He was just about to pull the bell-rope when our hero took
a step toward him.
"Just hold on a minute, mJ· fri end," Wild said calmly. "I
have paid far e to Salt Lake, and I am going to ride there
right in this car. 'r know we are in the domain of Brigham
Young, and I a lso know tha t I have go t some rights. If you
pull tha t bell-rope I'll fill you so full of lead t ha t t he Mormons
will be able to use you for a sink er to fis h in the lake with !
Now you just go a head and tran sact your reguar bus iness, and
then' get out of this car. Do you hear what I say ?"
But the conductor was one of the spunky kind.
He heard what the boy said well enough, but he h ad n ot the
least idea of obeying him.
He reached up to ·grasp the bell-rope.
Crack !
Young Wild West 's revolver spok e, a nd, uttering a ho wl of
pain, the conductor jerke d his hand down.
The bullet had grazed one of his fingers .
"That's on ly a warning for you to be careful," observed the
daring young deadsh ot , smiling as th ough it was merely a
joke. " Don't try that again , please. And just remember that
we ar e going to ride to Salt Lake on this train . "
One of the Mormons said something to t he over-zealous conductor in a low t one, a nd then he t ook out his h a ndker chief,
and, win ding it a round his bleed ing fin ger, star ted in t o collect
the fares.
T hen our three friends sat down.
Young Wild West knew his victory was only t emporary,
however, and both he and his partners were k eeping a watch
on the Mormons in the car .
But none of them offered to do anythi ng, and wh en the conduct or had collected the tickets he wen t on out of the car.
Ther e was only one stop between Ogden and Salt Lake, and
when the t rain slowed up Young Wild West wen t. to the window and looked out.
He expected there was going to be tr ouble, and he wan ted
to know what was in the wind.
But when the train stopped the conductor merely h urried
to the telegraph office, and none of the brakemen came into
the care to interfere with them.
But Wild knew what was 1.,.p now.
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"Boys," said he. add ressing Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
"About half an hou r , I re ckon," sai d Charlie.
in a low tone, " we have got t o look ou t for ourselves wben we
The tvrn men wen t back to the depot and soon succeeded in
get off the train in Salt Lake. The cond u ctor has telegraphed engaging a hack to take them to the hotel.
for some one to meet us."
They arr ived there in a few min utes, and Wild at once went
to th e office and inquired for those who had come ahead of
them.
The clerk shook his head.
CHAPTER II.
"They h ave not yet arrived," he said.
"What!" gasped the astonished boy. "Why, they left the
RATHER ll1YSTE IIIOUS.
depot more than half a'n hour ago."
,
"They haven't got here yet-at least they have not regisTh e tr ain was ten minutes late when it pulled in at the depot tered here."
at Sa lt L:11, e City.
Thinking they might be in the hotel parlor waiting for them,
Tt had been raining about. half an hour before, and as it was our two friends went there.
n ow dark, the a dv ent of our friends in the great Mor mon city
But Jim and the girls were not there.
was not wh a t migb t be called a pleasant one.
Cheyenne Charlie looked at our hero and shrugged his shoul'l' hci r h orses had been shipped in a box-car on a freight ders un easily.
t rain that should have a rri ve d s ome time that day, and when
"Something's wrong, Wild," he observed.
they got off the car Young Wild West thought it would be a
"I don't k now. "
good idea to make inquiries concerning them.
"Don't you think something's wrong?"
But he did not like to leave the others just then, for he was
"Yes, Charlie, I do."
quite cert. ;,,in that the Mormon and the conductor had arranged
"What kin have happened?"
som e sort of a trap fo r him.
"It is just possible that the hack might have broken down,
Besidf' s, he was satisfied that Arietta was not what might or th e horses have run away."
be tall e rl perfectly safe.
"We'd better go an' find out."
Tile ma n with the black bea rd and ill-fitting suit of broad"Of course."
cloth had evi~lently taken a notion to her.
Young Wild West was doing some hard thinking at this moA:cd when eome Mormons take a notion to a girl for just the ment.
p urr cse cf add ing her to their list of wives, they will go a
The sinister countenance of Elder Markham was continugreat way:i to acoomplis h it.
ally before him, no matter which way he looked.
T he fact of the man bein~ an elder showed what power
"That man is at the bottom of it all," he thought. "By the
he mus t have at his back.
Jiving jingo! if he has insulted or harmed Et, I'll shoot his
But Young Wild West was not afraid of Arietta being harmed two eyes into one, as su re as my name is Young Wild West!"
while he was around.
The two now hurri ed from the hotel, both being agitated.
The party of six walked out t oward the street, carrying their
They were scarcely outside when they met Charlie's wife .
lu ggage with them.
and Eloise Gardner.
·
When they got to the en trance of the depot, where there
The two were so excited that they could scarcely speak.
we re a nu mber of cabs waiting, they came to a halt.
"What's ther matter, Anna?" cried the scout, seizing his
'·Now," said Wild, as he looked around and found that there wife by the hands.
wer e no suspicious characters loitering near, "I guess Jim can
"Oh, oh!" she gasped.
take the girls to the hotel all right, Charlie. You and I will
"Tell me, quick-that's a good gal."
go and look after the horses. I am very anxious to see Spit"Arietta is-is gone!"
fire, though I know he must be all right, since Lively Rick
"What! " cried Wild, his worst fears realized.
promised not to lose sight of them during the trip."
"And Jim has been taken to the Jo ck-u p for shooting a
"I guess ther horses will be all right. R ick ain't ther sort man," went on the woman, not noticing the interruption.
of a feller to neglect 'em," answered the scout.
" It is true what Anna says," exclaimed Eloise, bursting into
"You will bring them r ight to the hotel as soon as you get a flood of tears. ·"It is true!"
th em, won't you?" asked J im Dart. .
Young Wild West remained silent for the space of a second.
'· Oh, yes. We won't waste a minute. If the car is here, it
Then he turned to Cheyenne Charlie and said:
may be that Rick has already taken them there. He was to
"Calm An.na as soon as possible, and get the whole story
do that, you know."
from her."
"Yes."
He took Eloise by the arm and, without another word, led
"It is the Spencer House we are to stop at, is it not?" Ari- her into the hotel.
etta asked.
Then he calmly went to the desk and r egistered the names
·· Ycs. I suppose our r ooms will be ready for us when we of all hands.
get there. I gave the proprietor enough notice. "
The rooms they had engaged adjoined one a nother on the
"Well, I w!IJ be glad when we get there, as my head aches second floor, so they quickly went to them.
from the excitement on the train this afternoon."
In Jess than five minutes Wild and Charlie learned just what
•· A cup of good, strong tea will fix that a ll right," said Char- had happened.
lie's wife.
The hack they got in did not come to the hotel, but went
"That's ri ght, llttle one," spoke up Wild. "Don't you go to to another part of the city.
worrying abo ut any Mormon elders. I guess no one will atWhen it pulled up in front of a low stone builcling, and th e
tempt to bother you again. We sort of gave them a lesson driver opened the door for them to get out, Jim Dart rema rked
on the tra in Lhat they are not lik ely to fo r get very soon."
that it was a queer looking hotel, if that was the Spencer
'·You can' t tell, Wild," was the reply. "We are in a r egular House.
hotbed of them, you know. 'l'his Is a place I always thought
Then a man had sprung upon him with uplifte d club.
I would like to see, but I almost wish we had selected some
Jim dodged the blow aimed for his head and drew his reother place to go to on our trip · now."
volver.
'"Nonsense! Don't let what happened on the train bother
Then another man fired a sbot which did not hit him, and
you. If any one does attempt t o harm you, j ust use your re- as the fellow with the club came for him again, Jim fired at
volver on him. You know bow to shoot well enough, and him, dropping him to the ground, where he la y motionless.
you've got the nerve, t oo."
At this juncture two officers rushed up and placed J im un" All right,,. and the girl broke into a merry laugh .
der arrest.
There was a hac:kman bowing and scraping right before
Anna and Eloise were fri ghtened and confused at what was
them, and Jim at once made arrangements for him to drive taking place, and the first thing they kn ew they found th emthem to the Spencer House.
selves alone on the sidewalk in front of the low stone buildWhen they saw the four into the vehicle, Wild and the scout ing.
headed for the freight office.
Jim had been arrested and Arietta was nowhere to be see n,
After no little delay they managed to find a man who kn ew so they did just what a co uple of fri ghtened females wou ld be
somethin g about the business they were on.
apt to do under the circun;is tances-they sl10ut ed for h c1p.
He inform ed them that their horses had arrived that mornA policeman came running up to th em, antl then, a£ wcil as
ing, and tha t the man who had come with them had just taken they could, they told what had happened.
them away.
The policeman advised them to go to the hotel they h,u~
"Good!'! exclaimed Wild. "We mig~t just as well have gone· started for, and offered to escort them there.
to the hotel with the r est, but we won't be much behind them." I "We did not know what 0160 to <lo. so we ca!lle," s·.tid AnL"-,
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in conclusion, and the moment the officer was near enough to
point out the building to us he left us. Then we saw you
coming to meet us."
"Did you notice anything about the building that was different from the ones near it?" Wild asked.
"It was a very low building, and there was none adjoining
it on either side, as far as I co1,1ld see in the darkness," r eplied the scout's wife. ' "But the policeman who brought us
to the hotel could take you there."
"How am I to find him?"
'' His number is 196. I saw it as we walked under a street
lamp. As frightened as I was at the time, I made up my mind
to remember it."
"I am glad you did, Anna. We have now got a show to find
Arietta. Charlie, you head for police headquarters and see
what you can do for Jim. If he is Jocked up, go around to
the president of the First National Bank, where we have letters
of credit, and he may get him out. I will go down to this
building that Arietta was undoubtedly taken in, and see what I
can do. If you get Jim out on bail, come down there with him.
Now to find that police officer whose number is 196."
Young Wild We1:1t was now talking in a business-like way,
though lt was plain that he was greatly worried over the startling events that had taken place.
Leaving Anna and Eloise in the care of a female employee
of the hotel, Charlie followed the dashing young deadshot to
the street.
The scout found where the police headquarters were, and
headed for the place as fast as he could go, while our hero
went in search of the policeman.
It was raining quite heavily now, but Cheyenne Charlie went
along witho ut an umbrella.
He was us ed to being out in all kinds of weather, and a
little wetting did not worry him in the least, especially in a
time like this.
'rhe noble-hearted feliow was as much worried over the
disappearance of Arietta Murdock as Young Wild West was.
He had learned to love Wild as a brother, and he even looked
to him for advice in all things he did.
"I reckon we are in a bad place," the scout muttered, as he
hurried along. "If them Mormon fellers take a notion to do a
thing, they kin do it. Some of 'em are all right, I've heard
say, but it is them what bel-0ngs to ther secret order they call
ther Danites what's to be looked out fur. Them's ther ones
what believe in sheddin ' ther blood of what they call ther Gentiles, which is us, an' every one else what ain't Mormons. I
reckon if I had ther say about these feller&, instead of havin'
half a dozen wives apiece, they woulJln't have any. I'd have
every one o_f 'em hung, ther same as though they was horsethieves. Any man what wants more'n one wife is either a fool
or a scoundrel! Them 's my sentiments on ther question!"
Having delivered himself of this flood of thought, the scout
felt just a trifle easier.
He soon reached police headquarters, and was not long in
getting an audience with the officer in charge.
Then he asked about the young fellow who had been a,rrested for shooting a man in self-defense.
"There has been no one arrested for shooting a man today, " the officer informed him.
"What! " cried Cheyenne Charlie. "Is that ri ght, officer?•·
'.'Yes, sir. I am the head of the department, and I ought to
know."
Cheyenne Charlie was much puzzled, but thought that he had
better t ell the story his wife and Eloise Gardner had told them,
so he did so.
The officer was much interested in the recital of it, and
showed signs of being surprised, as well.
Then the scout referred him to the president of th e bank
as one who would vou ch for his truthfulness.
·' I will inves tigate," was the reply. ·' And if I find that you
are right, I will send two picked men with you to the place
you say this kidnaping and shooting occu rred."
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waiting for them, and, as the reader knows, he had no difficulty in getting them as his passengers.
Elder Markham was the head of a council of Danites, a secret society that was a power in Utah in the days of which we
write.
As the conductor was a member of the order, it is not surprising that our friends were easily made the victims of the
villains-for villains they certainly were, as their hatred of
the Gentiles and their fanaticism led them to do anything
in the name of the Church of Mormonism.
The elder, though already the possessor of six wives, had
decided to make Arietta Murdock his seventh.
He made this resolve two minutes after he set eyes upon
her when he entered the car at Ogden.
The extreme humiliation he had been put to by Young Wild
West only made him all the more determined to get possession of the girl and force her to marry him.
So when the villainous driver pulled up in front -0f the low
stone building there were Danites there ready to abduct her.
The orders were not to interfere with the rest at all, unless
they put up too much of a fight.
Then they were to be killed, if it became necessary.
If Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had been there
when the coach stopped, there might have been a different
story to tell.
But they were not, S-O the plot was carried out, though they
lost a man.
While Jim was fighting the villains Arietta was seized and
a heavy hand thrust over her mouth.
Then she was whisked inside the queer looking building in
short order.
Jim made a gallant fight, but in the darkn ess th ey were too
many for him, and he was forced to the ground and a bag
thrust over his head.
As he had shot and fatally wounded one of th eir number,
the Danites were not going to allow him to go free.
Neither did they want to kill him and leave his body lying
on the sidewalk.
So as the hack rolled away in the rain and darkness he was
dragged into the building after Arietta, leaving the other two
passengers of the vehicle groping around, too terrified to In,ow
what was going on.
A long rope was wound about the body and legs of Jim,
pinioning his arms to his sides, and rendering him absolutely
helpless.
He could scarcely breathe through the thick bag that had
been pulled down over his head, but he retain ed his full fac-~Ities for all that.
He could hear his capt-Ors talking in very low tones for a
minute or so, and then they seized him and dragged him over
a smooth stone floor for some little distance.
"We will keep him in the vault till the elder comes," l:e
heard one of them say.
"Yes, brother," answ ered another. "He will no doubt be used
in the initiation to-night."
"That is true, brother; I never thoug!Jt of that. The warm,
red blood of a Gentile must flow when a candidate is initiated
in the mysteries of our order."
"As the elder has gained the girl he wants for his seventh
wife, he will no doubt gi~e us the young fe!lO\\' to use as a sacrifice."
"He will surely do that. "
Jim's heart was beating faster t han it had for some time
when he heard this cold-blooded dialogue.
He had heard of the Danites and some of their doings, a nd
realized that he was in a desperate situation .
But he had great faith in Young Wild West.
The boy tnought, of course, that all of his three fem.ale companions had been seized and brought into the building.
4
The short fight had been a hot one, and he had no time to
look around to observe whnt was going on.
A moment la ter he heard a thud, as though a heavy stone
was being turned over, and then he was seized again and
pulled down through an opening in the floor.
Down a fli ght of stone steps he was dragged, regardless of
CHAPTER III.
the bumps his body received.
When he had been depositeu on the ground one of his capJI.}[ DART AND THE DANITES.
tors said to him:
"We are going to take the bag from your head to give you
We must now take up the thread of our narrative at the a chance to breathe better, dog of a Gentile' lt will be well
point when the train arrived at Salt Lake.
fo r you if you don't try to find out how loud you can scream
T he telegraph dispatch the conductor had sent had fixed for help.·•
things just right for the trouble our friends got into on their
"I am nc;t going to sc;·ea111," Jim . nswered in a muffled
arrival.
/ voice. "'!'here is nothil).g cowardly acout me. Go ahead wit h
The llackman who got them to enter his vehicle was there your fooliug; you can· t sc·arc me."
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There were only two of the Danites who had brought him us both to get out of here," answered Jim with a ti;-embling
down in the cellar of the place, and they chuckled when he voice.
spoke in that kind of a strain.
"I will untie you. Where are you?"
"You think we are fooling, then? " asked one, as he took
Her_e."
the bag from the boy's head .
The next moment he felt a hand touching him, an'd then it
"Of course I do. You are initiating me in some secret or- was that his heart jumped with joy.
If he once had th e use of his hands and feet he cciuld acder. You can't fool me."
Dart did not mean a word of this, but he was pursuing the complish a whole lot, he thought.
tactics he had learned from Young WiJd West.
Another hand was now placed upon 'his body.
·
He wanted to throw the villains off their guard as much as
Then the two of them felt about until they found 'the rope
possible and gain time.
.
that was wound around him.
The two Danites laughed as though th ey thought they were
It was not very long before the knot was found.
having a great joke.
In less than a minute Jim Dart was freed of his bonds.
They concluded that they had captured a very innocent fel"Thank you, madam! " he exclaimed fervently, as he arose
to his feet.
low indeed.
But it suddenly occurred to one of them that he had shot
"It is not necessary to thank me," was the reply. "It is I
one of th eir companions.
who will have to thank you."
That being the case, he surely ·could not think it was foolDart felt in his pockets and found that he had some matches.
He quickly struck one and found himself in the presence of
ing.
"Say,·• he said to his brother of the order, "this fellow shot a black-gowned woman of perhaps thirty.
one of our members, didn't he?"
Her face was very pale and thin, though there were traces
"He did," wn.s the reply.
of rare beauty there.
"I wonder if he was fooling when he did that?"
About her waist was an iron band, to which was attached
"Ah, I never thought of that. He is trying to fool us now, a piece of rusty chain about six feet in length.
though."
It was the latter that had made the gruesome sounds the
"'i es; he does not mean a word he says."
boy had heard.
"Let's take a look at him and see what sort of a Gentile
"You are in a sorry plight, madam," he said.
he is."
"Yes, indeed," was the retort. "But I was chained to the
"Agreed! "
wall in a small cell,, at the farther end of the cellar. Come 1
Then a match was struck, anc as the flickering flame flared with me to it; th ere may be something there that will be of.
up, Jim Dart saw that h e was in the presence of two men who use to us in making our way out of here."
we re masked and gowned in a queer sort of way.
"All right."
Their evil eyes showed through holes in the masks, making
As Jim started to follow her he lighted another match so
them look fierce and unnatural.
they could · see the way.
Jim met their gaze unflinchingly.
The way was clear, and they soon reached the room the
"He is only a boy," said one.
woman spoke of.
"Yes, " was the reply, and then the match went out.
The door was open, and as they entered it our young friend
"Shall we leave him right here?"
struck another match.
"Yes; this is as good a place as any."
Almost the first thing his eyes lighted upon was a bit of ,
VVithout another word they ascended the stone stairs, and a candle standing on a small, square table.
a few seconds later the captive boy heard the heavy stone door
"That is it!" she exclaimed as he lighted the candle. "That
shut.
is what my jailer always uses when he comes to bring me 1
Alone in the darkness in that strange, dark cellar, the boy food."
felt anything but good.
Jim Dart's fear had now turned to curiosity, and as he l
A strange feeling of horror came over him.
lookesJ about the dungeon-like apartment he gave a nod o•
He tried in vain to shake it off.
satisfaction.
"Heavens!" he groaned, half aloud. "This is awful. Who
"I guess we will get out of here, madam," he said.
had an idea that they did such things as this in Salt Lake
City? J wonder what has happened to Eloise and Arietta and
Anna? Wild, where are you? You must save us from ·a n awful I
fate!"
CHAPTER IY .
.Jim was working himself into a state of great nervousness
when suddenly he heard the clanking of chains in the cellar.
WILD ENTERS THE ?.lEETlNG-llOOM OF THE DA:',lTES.
"Oh!" he exclaimed, unable to restrain his feelings.
Wild was not long in finding the policeman who wore the
Clank-clank-clank! Jingle-j ingle!
number 196 on his hat.
Stealthy footsteps were approaching.
"Officer," said he, touching the man on the shoulder, "I wish
All the stories of ghosts he had ever heard of flashed upo1,
you would show me the low-looking building the two ladies 1
his mind then.
were standing in front of when you found them and conducted!
Jim Dart was a brave boy.
Bat the incidents he had just passed through were enough them to the Spencer House a few minutes ago."
to shake the nerves of any one, and then to hear the clanking . "J don't know what you are talking about, young fellow,":
of a chain and footsteps coming (.oward him in that cellar that ' answered the policeman, with affected surprise. '·I haven't/
was pervaded with darkness.
conducted any ladies to a hotel. "
It was enough to make the stoutest heart quail.
"Your number is 196, I believe?"
Helpless, and every moment expecting to be pounced upon
"Yes, that's my number, but don't get sassy about it."
by some horrible creature, Jim strove to pierce the inky black"I never get sassy about anything," remarked Wild, as he !
n ess a nd see what it was approaching.
took a good look at the man. "Are you a Mormon?"
,
But he could not see an inch.
"What business is that of yours?" demanded the policeman, 1
By a desperate effort he partially regained his composure. angrily.
"Hello!" he called out faintly.
·' rt is my business, ·o ecause if you are a Mormon that ac- ·
"Hist!" came the reply, and then the clanking noise ceased counts for your denial of having seen two ladies in fron"t of al
for a moment.
building that anoth er lady was carried into against her will . .
"I am Amy!" was the next thing he heard, in a voice that Your number is 196, and you know just what r am talking I
was surely that of a woman. "I have broken my chain at about."
last, and I have come to free you."
"You lie, you meddlesome young fool! I've a notion to !
Jim's heart gave a bound.
arrest you.•·
"Heaven bless you for those words!" he managed to articu"Why don't you arrest me, then? I guess there are some1·
late.
honest men connected with the department in Salt ,Lake, and
"I am the wife of Elder Markham," went on the strange perhaps if you were to run me in I might find one or two of
speaker. "Because I displeased him I was shut up here in your superiors who are not members of the Mormon Chm:ch."
the horrible darkness. How long I have been here I know
"You move on about your business or I'll knock you down!"
not, but it seems a year. You are but a boy, I heard one of the
"That is something you cannot do, my dear sir.··
fiends in human form say, but I am sure you can help me to
"I can't, eh? Take that!"
make my escape. I want to leave the Mormons forever!"
The officer struck a blow at him with !1is fi:,t, but. il. unly
"If you will untie me I will do my best, to find a way for cleft the empty air.
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But as far as he could feel or see in the darkn ess, the re was
Then came a resounding whack, and No. 196 went rolling
not th e least sign of a door.
in to the gntter.
H e con tin ued his inves tigations till he finally reached the
Youn g Wild West had hit him squarely on the point of the
front.
ja w with his clenched fist.
T here was a door th ere, to be sure-a big double on e-T lle darin g young deads hot did not stop to see how the
but to a ll appear an ces that had not been opened in a long
fell ow made out.
He started away at a swift walk and was soon lost to view in time.
Young Wild West looked around to see if any one was comth e rain and da rkness.
T he street lamps gave but little light, but Wild was not ing.
He was standing in the shade of a fir tree at the time, and
afraid of the officer following him, anyway.
H e knew he had worried him considerably before he knocked as he listened he suddenly caug ht the sound of foots teps.
He drew back close to the tru nk of the tree and then looked
hi m down.
in the direction the sounds came from.
The fellow was a Mormon, too, of that he felt sure.
The next minute he saw two forms coming through the rain
And all the police were not-or at least if they were, they
wer e hon est, and pretty fair in their dealings with mankind with raised umbrellas.
They were approaching from the heart of the city, too, and
in general.
that showed they must either live at the outskirts, or have
Wild hurried on.
From what Anna had said, the house he was in search of important business to call them out in the storm.
But Wild was not kept long in suspense.
was on that street.
The two forms halted in front of the building, and then,
As it was a business street, the 'tact of there being no houses
on either side of the low stone structure would make it easy after looking up and down the street, made their way to the
door.
to find.
As they lowered their umbrellas Wild saw that they were
And so it proved, for in a few minutes Young Wild West
came to a little park, or plot of ground, where there were no others than Elder Markham and the conductor of the train
they had come in on.
trees and grass growing.
He was so close to them that he could easily dis t inguish
In the center of this was a low, one-story building of stone,
them, and the fact that the conductor was still wearing his
built r ight up to the sidewalk.
The big lamp in front of the place was not lighted, but by uniform and cap made it all the more easy for him to recogaid of one from the corner our hero made out to read the in- nize them.
Then something happened that the boy had not calculated
scription that was on the front of the bullding:
on.
"Erected to Joseph Smith, 1857."
The elder turned the knob of the door and opened it.
Tha t was all there was on it.
It had not been locked.
Wild looked around and soon saw that the street ended in
The next minute the two men passed inside, closing the door
a good-sized park that was well filled with trees, about a hungently behind them.
dred yards further on.
"Ah!" exclaimed Young Wild West under his breath, "if
"I had no idea I was so near the outskirts of the city," he
thought. "I must have come here sooner than I thought. I they can get in there, I can. Now I feel sure that they have
got Arietta in that building. The scoundrels! If I don 't make
suppose I am at least a mile from the hotel."
things hot for them before I get through with them my name
He was just about that distance.
The street that ran parallel to this one was where several is not Young Wild West!"
He waited for perhaps two minutes, and th en boldly walked
of the bishops and elders had their residences.
These looked like prisons more than anything else, sin ce up to the door.
He had taken particular note of which knob th e elder had
they were long and gloomy looking, with a number of garturned, and, catching hold of it, he turned it.
dens at the back, which were fenced off by high fences.
The door opened.
Each one of the gardens belonged to a suite of rooms in
All was in darkness, but Wild did not hesita te to enter.
the house, and each suite of rooms was occupied by a wife of
He knew he had not reached the main part of th e building
th e owner of the building.
The more wealthy and influential the man was, the larger yet.
Jie felt around carefully and found that he was in a sort
house and more wives he had.
But it is not our duty to chronicle that part of the Mormon of vestibule.
As his hand came in contact with another door he h esitated
life in Salt Lake. There would be nothing elevating or inabout opening it.
structive in it, so we will leave that to others to do.
But after a moment's thought he concludod t o run the risk.
Wh a t we want to show is the Danite part of it-the organizaHe had closed the outside door, and that would be the means
tion that had been formed for the purpose of getting rid of
of not allowing any light to enter.
all those who did not believe in the Mormon faith.
Carefully he turned the knob and pressed agains t t he door.
A heartless, cru el set of fanatics they were, as what we
As it st arted to open a faint stream· of ligh t came in to the
ha ve already chronicled will prove.
The rain was falling steadily, though not with any great ves tibule.
It was a very slight on e, however, showing that t he illumiforce.
Wild noticed that there were no pedestrians traveling that nation in the building was r ather dim.
Slowly Wild pushed the door till it was open wide enough
way, and that told him why it was t hat the villains had been
for him to see inside.
able to execute their work without being interrupted.
Then he fou nd himself looking up a long, narrow hall, that
T he thing to do now was to find a way to get into the buildappeared as though it extended the whole length of the building, for the boy was convinced that Arietta was inside it.
H e walked on past it till he reached a thick clump of trees, ing.
ln the farth er end an oil lamp was burning.
and then vaulting over the iron railing that divided the little
But it gave light enough for our hero to see that t here were
park from the street, he started for the rear of the queer lookseveral doors on either side of the hall.
ing structure of stone.
There was not a soul to be seen, so the boy s tealthily adIt was so dark there that he could barely see his way, but he
vanced into the place.
ma nage d to get there without stumbling over anything. •
The fir st door on his lef t was ajar, and as it was dark in
Wild found that the stone building was not more than a
th ere he ventured t o en ter.
hundre d feet in length, and easily forty feet wide.
It was but a s mall apartment, but, j udging fro m th e n umber
So somber and gloomy looking was it that it suggested a
of gowns ha nging on hooks, it was a s ort of clothes room.
cemeter y va ult, or somethin g equally as gruesome.
Wild rem oved on e of the gowns and held it wher e h e could
The only wind ows it contained were near the roof, and they
were so narrow tha t a man's body could not have possibly get a view of it .
Then he gave a start .
squ eezed th rough, and were shielded by iron bars.
The gowns had peaked hoods a ttached to them, with eye'' Looks like a jail," thought our hero. " I wonder if there
is a possible chan ce for me to get inside ? Poor Et! She is a holes to form a mask.
"Ah!" he mu tter ed. " The men who come in he re mm;t put
brave girl, but if they ha ve really got her in that dark building it will be enough to frighten her almost to death. I must these rigs on before going furth er. Yes, for ther e a r e the two
umbrellas the elder an d t he con ductor had."
get her a way from the fiends."
Sure en ough .
Having form ed this resolution, he got close to ·the building
'l' he dripping umbrellas stood in a corn er wltere t hey had
an d began making his way around in search of some means
Ileen placed by the two Danites.
of ingress.
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Wild thought for a second and then began donning the gown
and mask.
He had barely got it on when he heard the front door open.
Pulling the hood down over his face so he could see through
the holes, he turned.
He had his revolver in his hand, and was holding it con·
cealed in a fo ld of the gown.
The next moment a man came in.
"Are there many inside, brother?" he asked Wild, taking
'
him, of course, to be one of the Danites.
"I don't know; I just got here," replied the boy, speaking
in a changed voice.
The Danite said no more, but quickly donned a gown and
hood.
Wild waited for him to go ahead, not knowing just what
to do.
It was ticklish work, and no one realized it any better than
he did at that minute.
But Young Wild West was not the sort to back out after
undertaking a thing.
His sweetheart was in that building, and he had come there
to rescue her.
That meant that he was going to see the thing through, even
If he lost his life in trying it.
As the man left the little room he· boldly walked after him
along the hall.
At a door on the right in the middle of the hall the Danite
came to a halt.
He gave two quick raps, and then, waiting for half a second,
rep eated it.
It was answered by one rap from within.
Then a wicket was raised and a voice said:
"Who?"

"A brother," answered the Danite.
"What made you a brother?"
"The life-b lood of a Gentile."
"You remembe r your oath?"
"I do."
"Then enter!"
Wild impressed the brief dialogue on his mind so he would
not forget it.
He had resolved upon going in.
If he was not called upon to unmask, he felt that he could
mans1ge to deceiv e the villains.
As the man stepped through the door it was immediately
closed.
Then the daring young dead-shot stepped up and gave the
raps on the door.
He was answered by one rap.
"Who?" si: id the man on the other side of the door.
"A brother," replied Wild, not the least bit excited.
"Wh at made you a brother?"
"The life-blood of a Gentile."
"You remember your oath?"
"I do!"
Ou r hero said the last as though he meant it.
"Then enter !"
Young Wild W est walked through the portals of the meet
Ing-room of the Danite council, of which Elder Markham was
th e presiding officer.
The daring boy had heard nothing to prove conclusively that
they were Danites, but he had seen enough of them to feel
certain that they were.
When he stepped inside the room he knew that he was perhaps walk,ing to his death, but he did not hesitate.
If there were not more than a score of them there, he felt
that he would be able to take care of himself.
If it came to the worst, it would be an easy matter to shoot
out the lights.
There were slit.s on either side of the gown, evidently for
;the purpose of allowing the wearer to get his hands in his
pockets, and it would not take an instant for the brave boy
to grab his ,r evolvers.
As Wild cast a swift glance around him he saw a square
chamber that was well lighted with oil lamps.
In one corner was a raised dais with a chair that was made
of solid stone, in which sat Elder Markham, in his regular
apparel, and minus a mask.
In the chairs that lined the walls sat a dozen men gowned
and masked like Wild.
The boy knew there must be some sort of sign or salute to
give the presiding officer, but he was at a loss what to do.
However, he walked up to the center of the apartment, and,
facin g the elder, saluted him in military style.
'.I.'hen be started for a seat.
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"Hold on, my brother!" exclaimed the elder, "you have forgotten something! "
Young Wild West had forgotten nothing, but he knew the
time had come when something was going to happen.

CHAPTER V.
WllA'r CHEYENNE CIIABLTE DID.

Cheyenne Charlie was kept Jong at the headquarters of the
police before the officer in charge returned to him and said:
"You may go. We will send out some special men to look
for the young lady and the boy. You can rest assured that
we will do our best to find them."
"All right," said the scout, and then he headed for the street
his wife had said the low stone building was located on.
Though not used to traveling in cities, Cheyenne Charlie
had an excellent memory.
He knew the way back to the hotel, and he knew the direction Anna and Eloise had come from when the officer brought
them to the hotel.
"I'll go to ther startin' point," he thought, "an' then I'll
head straight on ther trail of Wild. This is a humbug game
all through, I reckon. Jim Dart wasn't arrested, any more
than I am. It's them Danites what's at ther bottom of all
this, an' they've got Jim an' Arietta in that building Anna told
us about."
Charlie walked rapidly up the street, not minding the rain
in the ,least.
There were but few pedestrians passing that way, and the
nearer he got to the outskirts of the city the less they became.
At length the scout found himself walking along behind a
man who had an umbrella raised.
There were no others going in that direction.
Charlie was keeping a sharp lookout for the stone building.
True, there were plenty of stone buildings in Salt Lake, but
the one-story one with no houses adjoining it was the one he
wanted to see.
Pretty soon he saw it.
It was not until he was right in front of it that' he did, however, and then the man ahead turned and looked at him
sharply.
"Are you following me?" he asked.
"I've been walking right behind you, mister," was the cool
reply. "But I can't help it if you are goin' in ther same direction I am."
"Where are you going?"
"I don't know as that is any of your business!"
Charlie was glad the man had turned on him, though he
had not suspected that there was anything wrong about him
before.
Now he made up his mind that the fellow was going into the
low, peculiar building.
"You think it is none of my business, eh?" queried the
stranger, testily.
"I cer tai nly do think that. It ain't none of my business
where you are goin', an' it ain't none of yourn where I'm goin'.
That makes it even up."
"Well, go on to your destination, then. I am going no fur- '
ther just now."
"You ain't goi n' any further, hey? Well, that's strange!
You ain't goin' to go in that gloomy lookin' house, are you?"
"That's just where I am going, my friend. Now, see here1
I guess you had better go on. If you have an idea that you
are going to rob me, you will find yourself mistaken."
Charlie saw that he was in the act of drawing a pistol, so
he quickly jerked his own shooter and thrust the muzzle under
the fellow's nose.
"Don't do anything you'll be sorry for, stranger," he coolly
r emarked. "I ain't goin' to rob you, but I am certainly goin'
to kill you if you don't promise me something!•·
"What!" gasped the man. "Wha-a-t do you mean?"
"I mean that you will never leave this spot alive if you don't
give me your promise to set free them what's been taken in
that house agin their will to-night!"
The man thought a moment, and then said:
"Suppose that some one had been taken in there against
their will, and suppose I knew all about it, and promised you
to liberate them,what good would it do? I could easily break
my promise, could I? What wonld you do in that case?"
"What would I do? Why, I'd shoot you dead in your tracks!"
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"You couldn't

do that very well."
"All right," was the rejoinder, and then the villain hurried
"Yes, I could."
away.
"Why, I would be in the building, and you would be out
He came back in about five minutes.
here."
"We are to put him in the cellar, where there's another dog
"Oh, no! I'm goin' in with you, after you make tiler prom- of a Gentile wa.iting to be carved up," he said. "The eld r is
ise! .,
inside, and that is his order."
The i:.tranger looked aghast.
"Well, what the elder tells us we must do," said the other.
"It is impossible for you to go in ' that building with me. Catch hold of him. We will get him down in the cellar in a
That is a sacred edHice erected to the memory of Joseph jiffy!"
'
Smith."
Cheyenne Charlie was on the verge of crying out for help,
"I don't care if it was erected to ther memory of ther Old but he restrained himself.
Boy! You've got to take me in there with you! An' you have
Instead, he began to figure on some way to make his escape
,got to cause them what's prisoners in there to be set free! If and get the best of the Danites.
you don't promise to do it I'll shoot you!"
But that was a hard thing to even think of, since they had
Cheyenne Charlie was terribly in earnest, and the Danite it all their own way . .
was not slow in realizing it.
When they got him to the rear end of the hall, and were
He must have felt that his life was in grave danger, for he opening the stone door in the floor, the scout became despershrugged his shoulders and said:
ate.
"All right! I'll promise you."
He exerted all his strength, and strove to break his bonds.
"Good enough! Now, to see if you keep your promise. If
But it was useless.
you don't, you will be as dead as ther deadest kind of a mackThey had been pretty careful in tying him, and he could have
'ere! in less than no time! It makes no difference if I die ther worked a whole day and then been exactly where he started.
next minute-you've got to be shot through ther heart ther
Charlie made considerable noise while he was struggling.
instant I find that you ain't keepin' your promise!"
"You had better stop that," said Berg, giving him a kick.
"Very well," answered the man. "I am in your hands, I "It won't do you any good to ki ck or yell, but you had better
,suppose. You can do with me as you like. I don't want to stop it, just the same. Ju st calm down and think of what
'die, and therefore I have got to do as you want me to, or as will be done to you before we get through with you. Your
near to it as I can. I don't know about the people being in blood will be used for ink before the night is over!"
there that you speak of. I was simply going there to attend a
"It will, hey?" exclaimed Charlie, rlefiantly.
"Just you
meeting of my lodge, and I thought you were following me. wait an' see if it will. If I ain't mistaken, ther blood of you
That is the truth, my friend. I am not speaking one word of a fellers will be soakin' in ther ground afore mornin' ! It run s in
lie!"
my head that way, anyhow."
"That's all right," answered Charlie, still keeping his re"Ha, ha!" laughed the other villain. "That is impossible,
volver close to the nose of the Danite. "Now, then, I'll take my friend. We are as safe in this building as you would be if
1charge of your shooter, an' then, after I've :-.sked you a couple you were in a fort.
None but Mormons ever enter here and
of questions, we're goin' in there to find Jim Dart an' Arietta go out alive!"
Murdock."
"Jest wait an' see !"
"I never heard of tlie two you mention!" declared the man.
That was all the scout could say, though it is safe to say
"Most likely you never did. You've heard of Elder Mark- that he did not fael the way he was tr)ling to make it appear.
ham, though, ain't you?"
He actually thought his tim e was getting pretty short.
"Oh, yes!"
And when the Danites carried him down the steps and de"Well, he's ther feller what wanted Miss Arietta, an' he's posited him on the ground, he was still more of that opinion.
,responsible for st.ealin' her an' Jim Dart. Young Wild West
But the next instant he clrnnged hi mind.
'set out to hunt for Arietta, an' I reckon if he don't find her,
A light suddenly flashed upon them.
I will. Say, what's your name, my friend?"
Thud! Thud!
"Israel Berg."
Two blows descended upon the heads of the villains, and
"Israel Berg, hey? That's a srter peculiar name."
they fell to the ground.
The scout was getting careless now. He had, brought tho
"I guess you are all right yet, Charlie!" exclaimed a voice,
man to terms so readily that he did not stop to think of there which the scout instantly recognized as belonging to Jim Dart.
being any of his friends about.
"I am glad they caught you and brought you here, for now
"You are what they call a Danite, ain't -you?" he went on. I can get out."
"I am a Mormon," was the evasive reply.
"Great Scott! Is that you, Jim?"
"Of course you are. But yo u ::11re a Danite, ain't you?"
"Yes, it is me, Charlie. But don't talk so loudly. We might
"Perhaps I am. "
be heard by some of the rest of the fero cious gang. It is a
"An' so is Elder Markham, ain't he?"
regular nest of them in this buliding, you know."
"Yes."
"Yes, I reckon it is. How did you get here, Jim?"
"An' this is a sort of hang-out for 'em, ain't it?" and the
"They got the best of me and brou3llt me in here, after I
scout nodded at the queer looking building of stone.
shot one of them. The hack drove here, instead of going to
Before Israel Berg had time to give an answer a dark form the Spencer House, you know."
suddenly leaped upon Charlie from behind and knocked the
"Yes, I know that; Anna and Eloise told me.''
revolver from his hand.
"They got away safe ly, then?"
Then Israel Berg caught him about the neck, and he was
"Yes."
forc ed to the ground ill a jiffy.
"And Arietta?"
The other man, who had sneaked upon him in such an un"She is among ther missin'? .'
expected manner, lent va luable assistance, and between the
"She must be in this building."
two of them they soon had the scout helpless.
"That's whnt I think. "
"Now, I guess my turn has come!" hissed the Danite, draw"Where's Wild?''
ing an ugly-looking knife.
All the time Jim Dart was ta lking he was busily tieing the
"Wait!" interposed the other. "Don't kill him yet. There two Danites, so they would be unable to help th emselves wnen
ls to be an initiation to-night. Perhaps they haven't got a they came to from the effects of the blows be had given them
Gentile to work with!•·
wiLh an iron bar.
·
'"That's so," and Israel Berg lowered his knife.
rt was just possible that one of them might never come to,
'·We'll tie his hands an' fee t an' take him in ther ante-room but he did not know that.
an' then send fo: ther elder, if he's . go~ here," went on the : "Wilcl sta:·tad for this place to find E t," said the scout, in
man who had. arrived upon the scene rn time to effect the cap- I answer to Da-r t's question. :•Anna and Eloise said you had
ture of Char!Je.
been arrested and taken to the station-house. ,.
"All right."
.
·'Yes, I suppose they did think that. 'l'he scoundrels said
It did not take them long to carry out the programme, and they were officers when they got the best of me. But they
a couple of minutes later the helpless scout, who had been belonged to the same gang that abducted Arietta in suc-h a
too ambitious and not quite cautious enough, was dragged into cunning way. Who would have thought that we were being
the buildin g and dropped in the hall that Young Wild West driven to this glo-0my place, instead of the hotel Wild had enhad traversed but a short time before.
gaged rooms at?"
·
"Hold him right there on the floor," said Israel Berg. "I
'·Jt shows what cunning and· power tho Mormons possess.
will go to the wicket and see if the elder has got there yet.'' ' .Jut Jet's git out of here, Jim."
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"Wait ' I have a lady friend here who wants to go out with casion for him to g·et up and say anything, and so the meeting
us."
continued for h'1Jf :m hour.
"It ain't Arietta, is it?'' Charlie asked hopefully, as his
Then they gnt re::uly to initiate the Mormon who had aplJonds were severed .
plied for admfa;:;ion to their ranks.
"No; it is the ceventh wife of Elder Markham. She was
Wild was accm;tomed to all sorts of surprises, but when the
locked up here in the cellar because she displeaseq him in elder arose and called upon him to go out and see if the cansome way. It was she who cut me loose when I was left here." didate was in wuiting, he was taken aback somewhat.
Jim told just what had happened.
But he was not the one to show it.
"When she took me to the room at the other end of the
"Find the two brothers who put the last Gentile in the cellar,
r ellar," he went on, "I was surprised to see what was in there. and have them bring him up here. Let them also bring the
1
: was a regular arsenal, and I soon gotwhatweapons I wanted.
first one. A double Rmount of Gentile blood will flow to-night!
Since that time I have been vainly hunting for a way to get It has been ordered so, and it must be done."
out of the cellar, and it was no t till I heard the two villains
To tell the truth, Young Wild West breathed a· sigh of' relief
bringiug you down that I had the least hope of getting out. when he passed through th,e portal of that chamber.
Come, I want to introduce you to the lady. She is in the room
He realized that he had never been placed in such a position
where she has been confined. Her nerves are pretty well shat- before.
tered from being in the darkness so much, and I told her to lie
But the thing that bothered him the most was how he was
down while I was looking around for a way to get out."
going to find out where Arietta was concealed in the building.
Jim carried a fresh piece of candle in his hand, for he had
But he was making such good progress he resolved to be as
found several in the room occupied by the female prisoner.
patient as possible.
He led the way to the room. an d they found the woman , He arose as though he was well used to being in the room,
who called herself Amy waiting for them.
and, after saluting the villain in the chair, walked over t o
'' I saw and heard wlla t you did," she said in a whisper. the door, which was promptly opened for him by the guard.
"Now we can get out, c:an we not?"
Then it was that he breathed a sigh of relief.
"I think we can,'' answered Jim. "This is my friend CheyWild would much like to see the initiation, but he k new it
enne Charlie, Mrs.-- "
would not take place that night-that is, if they depended upon
"Just call me Amy, please," she interrupted.
the blood of a Gentile flowing to carry it through.
"Very well, then."
Though he did not have any idea who the two prisoners
Charlie shook hands with the woman in his rongh but honest were, he felt that one of them might be Cheyenne Charlie.
fashion.
It was possible that the scout had come there after going
He felt sorry for her, and he did not hesitate to tell hlr so. to police headquarters.
"Y ou ain't a Mormon, are you?" he added.
And it was a lso quite probable that he had been caught nap" I was brought up · one," she repli ed.
ping by the Danites.
"But you ain't one--not at heart ?"
As he st ood in the hall trying to think of some plan of ac"No ! " and she shook her head decisively. "Not any more." tion he suddenly heard a noise in the rear end of the hall.
When the ~wo Danites tied him they had neglected to reActing on an impulse, he started swiftly but lightly in th at
move bis wea.p ons from his belt, so there was no need for direction.
Charl ie to make a selection from the assortment of rather oldThe next minute he saw the head and shoulders of a man apf:>.sllio n cd stuff that was in the apartment.
pear through a n opening in the floor.
"Them fe!Jers upstairs is Danites, ain't they?" the scout
Then a cry of surprise intermingled with joy came to ·his
ask i)ct the woman, as they started for the place ,where the stairs lips.
wer e.
The head and shoulders belonged to Cheyenne Charlie.
''I guess they are," was the reply.
He knew he must make himself known quickly, for he
"You don't know, then?" spoke up Jim.
caught the sudden gleam of a revolver.
"No."
"It is me, Charlie! Don't shoot!" he cried, quickly pulli n g
The three soon r eached the stairs and started to ascend the hideous mask from his face .
them.
"Jumpin' eatamounts!" came the rep!J.
"Come on up, old boy. I am playing the part of a Danite
to-night, so you mustn't mind this rig I've got on."
"I'll be shot for a prairie dog!" gasped the scout, as he came
CHAPTER VI.
up th e steps and stood on the floor. "What won't you be up
to next, Wild? Come on, Jim! Wild is here!"
TUE ESCAPE FROM Tl-IE CELLAR.
Then it was our hero's turn to be surprised .
He had not figured on Dart being there, and when he saw
Young Wild West stood before the presiding officer of the
him come up, leading a female form, his heart gave a bound.
m eeting of the Danitcs in a rather unoasy frame of mind.
He thought to a certainty that it was Arietta.
He had gone so far in the game that he hoped to get through,
But the next instant he caught sight of her face, and then
but n ow it did not look as though he would.
Just what the elder wanted him to do he did not know, so a thrill of disappointment shot over him.
"Oh," he exclaimed in a whisp er, "I thought it was Et."
he cast a swift glance about the room.
"We have not seen her," answered Jim, placing his hand
And in that swift glance he noticed that one of thll masked
men made a move as though he was cutting his own head off. on Wild's shoulder, to show the syl)lpathy he felt for him.
"We must find her!" was all the boy said just then.
It flashed upon our hero that this was the sign he was supHe motioned the three to follow him, and then he walked to
posed to give, and that the man was tr ying to help him out,
the room where the gowns were hanging.
probably with the idea that he had forgotten it.
In a few words he told them how he had gained admission
He de cided to try it, and he did so.
to the secret chamber of the Danites, and also what he had
'"fhat's it, my brother," said the elder.
been sent out. for.
Then Wild niade another courtesy and sat down.
Then the regular order of business began.
"It won't do for me to go back there, I suppose," he said.
The Danites worked with a system, and he was astonished "Charlie, you had better take the lady to the hotel at once
at the way they ran things.
and turn her over to the care of Anna. Jim, you will put on
He was also as tounded when he heard the various commit- one of these rigs and he! p me find Et."
"All right! " they said in a breath.
tees make their r eports as to how many Gentiles had perished
Jim quickly put on one of the gowns and pulled the mask
by them since the last r egular m eeting to satisfy the demands
down over his face, while Wild led the scout and the w-0man
of the "blood atonement."
"They are demons," he thought. "It don't seem possible to the door.
The next minute they were on the street and hastening for
that they are human. But I will bet that the whole twelve in
this room are cowards when it comes to the point. "
the hotel.
One thing satisfied him pretty well, and that was that no · Then Wild and Jim began trying the different doors.
All were unlocked, and opened readily, .save one.
talking among the members was allowed.
"That is where she is," said Wild, "if she is in the buildin g."
A man had the privilege of getting up and addressing the
Dart nodded.
chair, but whispering or talking to the next-door neighbor
But before he could make a remar k the door of the secret
was not a llowed.
chamber opened, an d the fe llow who had been acting as guard
That was a great thing in his favor.
As four or five of them did all the talking, there was no oc- came out.
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"What are you doing there, brothers?" he asked in surprise.
"Don·t you know that is the elder's private room?"
"I know that,., ·wild answered. "We thought we heard a
strange noise in there, and we stopped to listen."
"There is no one jn there," said the guard, "so you must
have been mistaken."
"rs not the Gentile girl in that room?" Wild asked, his heart
beating fast as he propounded the question.
"Why, no," was the retort. "She was only kept in the building a few minutes. She was sent over to the cave on the hill.
It is there that we will assemble to-morrow afternoon and
make her become of our faith. Then the elder will take her
for his seventh wife."
"His eighth wife, you mean," spoke up Jim.
The Danite gave a start.
·
"What know you, my brother, that you speak that way?
Has the elder confided his secret to you?"
"He has," answered Jim.
"I am puzzled, brother, for I do not know you; I do not
·re~ognize your voice."
"Perhaps not."
.Tim was getting closer l:o the scoundrel all the time.
Wild gave him a nod of approval and stood with foldeil
arms. wal1 ing for the Danite to get the surprise that was
in f<tore for him.
Ile was satisfied that be could learn nothing further that
nic:ht in regard to Arietta.
She had been taken away to some cave, and the only way
for him to find the cave was to follow the Danites when
they went to assemble there the following afte1moon.
It was hard to wait so long, but he was satisfied there was
no other course to pursue.
But he meant to search for the cave before that time, just
the same.
But he thought it would be a good idea to ask the man a
question, anyhow. before Jim tackled him, so be said:
"v\' hat is the time set for us to asseml.Jle at the cave? I
ba·ve forgotten ."
"At five o'clock," was the retort.
"And we leave here at--"
""\'l"'e do not start from here, as you ought to know. By
all that's wonderful, I believe you are not what you seem!"
The Danite reached over to unmask Wild, but just then
Jim seized him in a vise-like grip.
"Keep quiet!" he cried. "Make an outcry, and you will
di e!"
But the man was not going to give in.
He pulleq a revolver instantly, and was about to shoot the
boy tbrongh the heart, when Dart, who had drawn bis bunting-knife, sent the blade deep into him!

CHAPTER VII.
TIIE SEARCH FOR THE CA VE ON THE HILLS.

"It bad to be done," said Jim Dart, as be allowed the body
of the Dan!te to slip to the floor. "Now, Wild, I guess we
hacl l.Jetter get out of here."
"Yes," was the reply. "The Danites will be a surprised
lot when they find the two fellows in the cellar and this one
dead."
"And you among the missing."
"Oh. they will not know that I am missing. They did not
know me, anyway, you know."
"But they, will expect you to make a report."
"That is true. I never thougllt of that. Well, they will
pro l.Jn bly thin!, you and Charlie carried me ofl', then. That
will maim it all the better if they do think that way, because after things are settled nnd Et is found, I am going
to tty and see an initiation of the Danites. I know how to
get iu now, and I just want to take the risk of seeing what
they clo."
They had been wallring toward the door of the vestibule,
and removing their govrns at the same time.
TheRe they r olled up. a nd placing them under their arms,
they wall;:ecl boldly out into the street.
rt \Yas not raining very mnch now, and after taking a
g-ooll look at the low stone building that was a sort of temple
for the Danites. the:, set out in the direction of the hotel.
T heir arrival in Salt Lake City bad been marked by a
series of thrilling Hdventures.
Ancl if it had not been that Arietta was still among the
missing, they would really have enjoyed It all.

TIIE DANITES.

Wild was bnclly worried. though he felt certain that the
D1111ite had told him the truth as to where she was.
The cave on the hill!
Our hero marle up his mind to inquire about such a place
of some resident of the city.
"'.rhe hotel-keeper will do, I guess," he thought.
They reached the Spencer House without being'- interfered
with.
'.rhey found Charlie in a state of great uneasiness waiting
for them.
"So you didn't find her?" be remarked with a disappointed
air.
"No; but I soon will," was the reply of the young deadshot.
"Have you got an idea where she is, Wild?"
"Yes."
"vVhere.?"
"In a cave on a hill."
"How far from here?"
'".rhat I don't know; we must find that out. Et is safe
till to-morrow afternoon, anyway. Then the Danites will
assemble at the cave I spoke of and force her to take up the
Mormon faith. After that she Is to become the wife of the
great and powerful Elder Markham."
'l.'hough the boy spoke in a sarcastic way. there was a tlangerous glitter in his handsome dark eyes when. he spoke the
name of the villain.
That meant that the elder was a marked man, and that
he was the one who had marked him.
As soon as Wild found that all were comfortably installed,
including the woman who called herself .A.my, he went aud
laid 'down to get a short rest.
The boy bad no idea of going to sleep, for be could not, in
the state of mind be was in.
It was shortly before midnight when he called Cheyenne
Charlie a nd went downstairs to the hotel office.
•
The proprietor had not yet retired, and be nodded pleasantly when Young Wild West walked over to where he wns
sitting in a chair smoking.
·
"The young lady has not been found yet, eh, Mr. ·west?"
the landlord remarked.
"~o." replied our hero.
"\Yhat do you really think has become of her'/"
'"l'he Dan.Hes have got her, I--"
"S-h-b!" cried the man. "Don·t talk so loud; the very walls
haYe ears in this town."
This was said in a low whisper.
"I nnderstand," said Wild. "It would not pay you to talk
about what takes place in the city."
"No. it would not. But say, I am not a Mormon, nor
have I any sympathy with their religion. I am here to make
money, and I am doing it. It is because I mind my own
business pretty well. But for all that, if I can be of a11y
help to you in finding the young lady I will be glad to tlo
what I can."
Wild thought it best not to tell· him the circumstan'"'es
that brought about the abduction of Arietta, so he did not.
Instead, he looked the man squnrely in the eyes al](1 said:
"Do you know of such a place as a eave on a hill?"
The proprietor gave a s tart.
"The cave on the hill!" he gasped . ""\Vby, what do you
know about it?"
"Nothing. I have heard of the place, and as I would like
to know something about it, I ask you."
"\Vell," said the man, looking around as though he was
afraid some one was listening, "all I know is that the caYe
on the hill is supposerl to be the headquarters of the D:rnites from this part of the country. 'l'be entranc:e to this c-a vc
is on a ledge of rock that overlooks a c:ataract. It is forty
miles from here, and the way leatl s over the road that nms
to the mountains. I am one of the kind of people who hear
and see a great deal when they a re not act!ng as thong-11
they see and hear anything. 'l.'bat is tile way I have learned
thi. 11rnch al.lout the cave on the hill. I am of the opinion
that a person with a religion othe r than that of a ~!ormon
ha$ never been there and return ed."
"So it is forty miles from ltcre, t hrn," and "\Vild sho,Yed
signs of anxiety and disappointment.
"Yes; forty miles by the mountain road that leads almost
due south."
'"l'hank you for the information. sir. "\Ye will get ou r
horses from the stable, if the stal.Jleman is up.,.
"You shall have them. whether he is up or not"
"We will saddle and briule tllem ourselves.'·
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"Very well. I will go and call the stableman, and let him standing the strain of beinl? a prisoner so long? It is tough
on her, Charlie--very tough ."
unloek the stable for vou "
"I reckon it ls," replied the scout. "'Ve kin only do ou r
It was not more than' fiv~ minutes Inter when Young Wild
We.~t aur1 Cheyenne Charlie rode out from the rear of the best, though."
In a few minutes they started to ride slowly back.
hotel nnd turned up the street that led to the park where the
.
They continued on for at least fifteen miles before they
meeting-p!Me of the Danltes was 'located.
It wm; right at this park where they were to turn off on came to a halt again .
Not the least sign of any water had they seen or heard, let
the road thnt rim over the mountains.
It had stopped mining. and the stars were shining brightly. alone a cataract.
Young Wild ,vest wns very much worried.
'l'he two rode along at a gentle trot. as they did not wish
"I am sorry we did not wait and follow the ,Iormons
to al a rm any of the resident;, of the c-ily by furious riding.
1Yilrl now realized more than ever that the Danites were when they cowe out to-day," he said.
"We kin wait an' clo it. anyhow, can't we? They'll come
a power in the city.
The trouble of it was that you could not tell when you nlong this road, most likely."
"If it really is the right one."
were in the 11reRence of one of them.
"S'pose we have somethin' to eat afore we do anything
ThP only "IYay for a so-called Gentile to do in Utah in those
cla_rR wa:-; to move along in the even tenor of his way and pay more? We will feel more like work, if we do.•·
"We haven't anything to eat."
strict nttention to his own business.
''I've got some salt an' pepper in my saddle-bags."
:\"ot that th e 11.lonnons, as a rule, would interfere with any
one.
"Well, If we can strike a flock of partriclges we will be a ll
For the most part they were honest and conscientious, right, then."
and the more ignorant they were the more honest they hap"We kin do that easily enough, I reckon. Let's tie our
horses here in this clump of bushes an' go back in the woocls
pened to be.
But the organization known as the Danites was the par- a ways. I reckon we won't be long in finclin' a breakfast. "
Anything was better than waiting in silence, so Wild wa s
t!cn lar blot upon them .
'l'his a~sociation was contro!led by many of the best edu- glad to do as Charlie suggested.
Being on the go took the worry from him somewhat.
cate<! and intelligent .of the faith, and that was why it was
A few minutes later they were stealing through the bushes,
so powerful.
Wilcl remained pei·fectly silent until they came in sight of their rifles in their hands, ready for instant use.
In less than ten minutes a tlock of partridges flew up.
the low, ugly looking building where they bad experlenced
Both fired twice, and the result was that three of the birds
such exciting adventures that night.
"I woncler how they made out with their initiation?" he fell.
"That will do, I guess," said our hero. "There is no need1
remarked, ns he nodcled in the direction of the place.
":\'ot very good, I reckon," retorted Charlie, with a chuckle. of chasing them around a mile or two, when we have no
"TlJey had to do it without using the blood of a Gentile, un- need of -them."
Picking up the game they had shot, they started back fo r
les~ they sent out and caught some poor fellow and put him
to death, just to make the initiation go through in accordance the spot where they bad left their horses, plucking the bin.Isl
as they walked along.
with their fiendish rules and regulations."
But when they got back their horses were not there'
The scout shrugged his shoulders.
"I s'pose they'd be bad enough to kill some innercent feller." ho said . "They are a pretty cruel lot, I reclrnn."
""'e have both seen and heard enough to know what they
CHAPTER VIII.
woulcl be apt to do."
"),.cs.,,
ARIETTA AT THE DANITES' RETREAT.
Th eir horse~ being fresh, and the road a pretty good one,
they Roon left the city far behind them.
It is now about time that we turned Qur attention to pretty
.
"'ilrl was a very good judge of distance.
fared.
He conld tell pretty closely how far they traveled in an Arietta Murtlock and learn how she has
girl had been seized so suddenly that she bad no time
hom. and he figured that they would reach the cave on the to The
draw the revolYer she always carried.
hill llefore daylight.
She clid not eve-o see how Jim Dart fought the villains,
When they had left the clty twenty miles behind them they
about her and a sponge satufound themselves in a very picturesque part of t he terri- for a heavy shawl was wrapped
with some kind of drug was held tightly over her
rated
tory.
and nostrils until she lost consciousness.
Salt Lake City lies in a beautiful valley of ferti le ground, mouth
must have been something like half an hour later wile~
a1Hl the ri8e to the south is pretty gradual fo r a h undred theIt girl
came to. ancl as she gradually realized what had
miles.
happened she th rew off the feeling of nau,-ea that was upoli
The country was very wild in that section then, and w hen her and began to struggle.
they halted at daybreak, without having found anything that
But her hands were tied behind her, so she soon gave it
looked like the pince the proprietor of the hotel had de- up.
scrillecl, our friends looked around them and found that they
Then it suddenly came to her that she was on the back of1
harl heen traversing a veritable mountain wi lder ness.
a hor!ie, and that she was being held there by a powerful
"I guess we have covered more than forty miles," W ild r e- arm that was around her waist.
marked, as be looked around in the light of the early m ornShe was enveloped in a rubber blanket. and when she,
ing.
turned so the raindrops fell upon her face she began to
"I reckon we have," replied Cheyenne Charlie. " We've recuperate from the effects of the drug with amazing quick-1
come nearer sixty, I should reckon."
ness.
"Then we have missed the place In the dark."
Though badly fr ightened a t her plight, Arietta was no t t he,
" Yes, if it ls only forty miles from ther city. "
one to go into hyste rics.
" The hotel man seemed to be quite certain that It w a s n o
Her handsome young lover had taught her how to be cool,
more than that."
under almost nn'Y circumstances.
She calmed herself in a few minutes, remaining perfectly
" Yes, I guess he told ther truth, as far as be kn owed. "
""\Veil, we may as well wait here tm it gets good a nd light, quiet meanwhile.
Then she spoke to the person whose a rm was holding her,
and then we will ride oack and be on the lookout for the
so firmly on the back of the horse.
place."
"Where are you taking me to?" she jl.emanded.
"Ther t rouble Is, " and Charlie scratched his hea d th ough t"Paleface girl keep still," was the (Julck rep ly. "She no,
fully, "thnt there are so many places what look alike a r ound
here. There's a w hole lot of bills that might have caves in be hurt."
A thrill shot through the frame of Arietta when she heard/
'em, you know."
this.
"Ye1,; but very few that have cataracts by them."
From he r know ledge of Indians, she was of the opinion,
"That's so, too. I never hell rd any waterfalls on our way
that it was a squaw wh o had her on the horse.
here. did you?"
"Who nre you?" she a~kecl .
"No: anrl I was listening for the roa r o! water, t oo."
"1 am Nekosita, a ser vant of Elder l\farkham," was thElj
"Still, we might lrnve passed one."
"That is what I think. Poor• l!Jt! I wonder how she is answer."
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"I nm glad you are a woman," said the girl , truthfully.
"The elder no allow men to take you. He send me and
two more sq uaws to take you to the raYe where the water
falls all day and a ll night and nen'r gets tired; where the
s"·eet-smelling flowers bloom in the summer and die in the
winter. "
.\ri etta felt very much relieved n ow.
"-n1 hat are you going to take me there for, Xekosita ?'"
she :iskerl.
":\Ie t:1ke :,ou there because elder F<ay so." was th e reply.
"'Vhat is ::11:i rkham going to do with me?"
"l\Iake you marry !Jim."
"He will not do that."
"Yes. he will. ·•
"But I say no!"
"The paleface girl mu st not talk that "·ay. The cave she
,is goin!(" to is a sacred one, :incl when s he gets there she will
'ktss the ground and cry out in joy to the spiri t of ,Toseph
Smith. She will kiss the ::11ormon book and be glad to be<'ome the wife of Elder J\Iarkham. ··
Arietta uttered a scornful langh.
"Are rou a l\lormon. Nekosita ?" she asked.
"Yes; me a Mormon."
"Do yon know what it means to be a :\Iormon-do you
know wby you are o'ne?"
"Yes ; me get paid good for th e work I do for elder."
"'Vhat ,, work do you do? "
"I put away his wi~es wb rn he no like them any more. I
have worked for blm five, , ix years, and in that time I
have poisoned three wives. You are to be his seventh wife,
though he now has seven living."
Arletta shuddered.
The s<1na,v could speak English very good, and she appearetl to be real iutelligent.
But she was a hardened creatur e that wonlcl not stop at
any thing.
The fnlr girl captive realized this.
Th~ horse jogged along lazily. keeping pace with the two
that went alou ..:. at its side. and the miles were co,ered.
Dnrln _g th e rirle .Arietta kept up, 11 running conversation
with tlie squaw, anrl she soon learned the whole programme
of the Dauite leader.
'rhough very much alarmed. she was not altogether discouraged.
She had been in plights fnlly as bad as this one, and she
clepenclerl on her dating young lo,·er to get her out of the
clutches of the rascally l\lormons.
"="'ekositn, ·· she said. after they bad ridden alo~g for a mile
or t"·o in silence, "you like the white mau·s money. do you
no t?"
"Yes; me like money," was the retort.
"'Yell, take me back to the city and let me get to my
fri ends, and ~-ou shall have a hundred dollars."
The squaw s hook her bead.
"I mnst 11ot clo that," she said. "I would die if I did.
The Dnniws 1Youlcl Idll me at the order of elder.·•
"If you take me to the hotel where my friends are you
shall have five hundred dollars."
"K()! ::Ironer is no good to any one after they are dead.
I wonlrl be clead as soon as 1 took you there.·•
""No. you ,voulrl not. I have friends who would protect
yon from tlle D11 uites."
"The.,· conltl not protect me. 'l'he Danites are all powerful in the city. I woulrl be killed. Xo: you must go to the
cave w liere the falling water makes . weet music, and the
birds sing in the branches of th e pines o,·erhead. Money
cannot make me do anything different."
"Snppost> I should get a w:i y from you?'" remarked Ariett11,
after u pan, e. during "·hich she was doing a lot of thinkJnj!.
"The palefnee maiden cannot get away from me," was
the quirk reply.
"But you could let me get away from you."
"~ekoslta will not do it!"
"Then l suppose I will have to go with you."
"The palefaC'e maiden is getting wise."
"But, Nekosita, I will not be there long before Young Wild
West will come and save me. He will come with bis friends,
ani th ose "·ho tr:, to hold me there will he shot. Young Wild
West never misses. If he draws hi· r e,olver on Elder Markham, the man will surely die!"
The squaw shrugged her shoulders.
"Your friends will not get where you are going," she said.
"They never find you!"
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Thrn the captive girl changed her tactics and he~an to
plead with her.
But ~he might as well have talked to a stone.
Thert> "·as not hing at all sympathetie a!Jout the bard ht>11rted squaw.
After a v~r:" "·earisome · journey the squaw~ rearh ed their
destination .
Arietta was lifted from the horse ancl then led np a short
ascent.
l\'ekosita uttered a shrill cnll and then remained silt>nt for
a moment.
After nearly a minute her rry was 3nswered from above.
The roar of a torrent conld be plainly heard cloRe at h:ind,
and the pretty girl captive concluded that this mn s t be the
music of the water the Indian squaw had spoken of.
There was no chance for her to get away, slnee her hands
were tied behind her in a secure manner, and if she had undertaken to run away she snrely could not hope to get far
in the darkness.
Kekosita's call bad scarcely been answered wh:m a rope
was lowered from above.
A grunt of satisfaction came from the squaws, and then
a slipknot was fastened under the C'aptive's arms.
When a j erk l.Jacl been given upon the rope to i:ignif:, that
everything was all right, the rope tightened. and then Arietta felt herself being clru wn upward.
Up, up, for perl1aps twenty feet she 1vas hauled. nnd then
a pair of hands seized her and drew her over 11 ledge.
"Ah!·• exclaimed the voice of fl. man, "so you've got here
at last, have you? Yon took it along mighty ensy, I gue,;s.
for I started jest ahead of you to make a romfortable pince
for you till tbn elder arrives. Take it easy. gal! There
ain't no harm goin' to come to you. You oughter feel mighty
proud to become thcr seventll wife of Elder :\larkbam. He
don't take a notion to every woman he sees, you know, an'
if you consent to become a Mormon without too mnch persuasion it will be all the better for you."
Arietta had remained perfectly silent during the haulingup process. hut she now sncldenly founrl the u!<e of her
tongue. all(l uttered serp11111 after scream.
She hacl stood about all she could of it. and now she ha<l
broken clown, the same as most girls wonlcl hnve done at the
very start.
Arietta was only human. nfter all.
The man lifted her oveT to a le,PI spot bel•inrl fl bcnlclPr,
and then he pulled a ladder from the darkne~s and thrust
one encl of it over the leclge.
He let it clown gentlr until it tou<'l1ell the grounfl helo,1·,
and then, leaning o,er. be called out to the squa•,rn:
"Come on up. you redskins. I'll go clown an ' pnt tht> r
horses away. You come up an' take rharge of ther p:11). "
It was not Jon g before tile ungainly creatnres c-amP up
the ladd er and allowed themselves to IJe assist r1 to a footing on the ledp:e by the man.
He took the one caller! :N"ekositn to wllere Ariettn lay In a
huddled heap, a11cl then he went elm ·n the ladder.
The squaw llfteu the girl to her feet and h:ilf !eel. half
dragged her into a wide-mouthed cave n<>ar by.
Arietta knew by the roar that a eataraC't w:is very cloFe
by, and she could even feel the spray on her fnc-e as she was
taken to the cave.
But she paid little attention to th is. sh1ce s he wns rnpi<lly
losing heart over her . perilous situation.
.
Once inside the cave, she !<aw that it wa s dimly lip:hted by
a lantern that was burning low.
One of the squaws turned the wick np, and then they could
see just wbnt sort of a place they were in.
The cave was a pretty large one. though it was very irregular In shape.
It extended back fully fifty feet under the hill, l\11d was
dry and airy for a place of the kind.
In a corner there was a curtain of skins, and to this Arieta was conducted.
"Paleface maiden stay here," said Nekosita, pulling the
curtain aside.
The next minute the girl half fell upon a couch that was
made of skins and dried leaves..Just tht>n she "·as ready to give np. and her head fell oYer
ancl she laps.eel into a ,;late of semi-co nscionsne s.
From this state she soon drifted into a deep sleep, which
was fortunate for her, as had she .been possessed of her full
senses when she entered the place she could not have possibly closed her eyes from fear.
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'l'he ceaseless roar of the cataract mnst have made a
soothing music to her ea r s, for she slept on, and it was not
till the su n wa. high in the heavens the following morning
th at she wokt up.
Ancl that ~IP<'P hacl cl one her a world of good.
Sbe was strengthened and refreshed, and wh en Nekosita
brought h er a piece of broiled venison and so.me fresh corn
bread 3nd a <'llP of str ong coffee, she did not refuse to eat.
Her nerves hacl return ed to someth ing like their norm al
state. an<'! she was hopefnl of making her escape.
The girl placed the utmost ronfiflence in her lover.
He bad never failed her yet in the time of need, and she
could but fee l that he wonlcl come to save her now.
Both the squaws and the men who had hauled her to the
ledge by means of a rope on her a rrival treated her very
kindly.
She even thought the man acted 3S though be pitied her.
"It will come out a ll right, miss," he said , as he tied her
hands to her side nfter she had finished the meal. "You jest
keep up your spiri t:,."
"I w ill try to," she an.-wered. "I hop e it do es all come
out right, as yo u say."
But she had a difl'ermen t mranlng in saying the words.
Along abont the middle of the afternoon about fifteen men
arrived and ciune up the ladder,
'.l'hey were Danites, and among them was Elder Markham.
The height of Arietta's great peril was now close at ha nd.

CHAPTER IX.
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Young 1Vilcl 1'i'cst was scarcely on the gr onnrl at the root
of t!Je tree when the so rrel came trotting up to him.
"I'll go and get your horse, Charlie," he said, mo~mting
him. "You go ahead and get the birds ready for breakfast."
The sco ut's horse. not being trained so we'! as our b ro·s,
had stopped at tbe roadside, and went to grazi ng, along with
t he one the thief had been riding.
Wild soon reached him, and had no difficulty in catching
him.
Then be rode back, and was just in time to see Charlie
lighting the fire to cook the birds they had shot.
" 1'7 lmt sort of lookin' coyote wHs it you dropped?" he asked,
as he got up and tied his hor se to a tree.
"I didn't stop to look. " was the retort. "He is dead,
thoug h-of that I am pre tty sure."
"I reckon he is. No man ever breathes many breaths after
yo n draw a beH d on him."
"I generally make a j ob of it when I fire."
"I know it. ··Tain't everybody wh o kin do it, either."
"'Vell. pe rhaps it is a good thing that eve rybod y can't do
·1t. If they could. the W es t would have been pretty well
tbinne1l out by this time. "
Wild then set to work and helped Charlie get the breakfast ready.
A litt le brook trickled near by, and when they had cleaned
the partridges th ey gave them a thorough washing in t his ,
af ter which they were salted and ready to be put over the
fire.
The two were not so careless as to not keep a watch during
this t ime.
Th ey had kindled the fire in n snug little glen about two
hundrerl ya rds from the road, and as there was a co nvenient
pile of r~ks near by, th ey would have good cover in case
they were s urprised by enemies.
In half an hour from the time the birds were r ea dy for
cooking our two friends sa t down and made a meal of them .
Tirey had no coffee. but the sparkling water from the brook
answered the purpose.
"Do yo u know one thing'?" said Charlie, as they were read y
to proceed in their search for the cave on the hill. "I'd
like to have a look a t ther feller you s hot. Wild."
"1''ell. go and take a look at him. then." was the r eply.
"If I was you I would let the body be where it is, though, as
his fr iends will be along pretty soon, and they will bury
,
him."
"You mean if he is really a Danite?"
"Ye ."
"Suppose he ain't'? "
"Well, then, if no one come along we will have to do the
burying."
"I'll soon find out wheth er he's a Danite or not."
The scout mounted his horse and rode off up the road to
where the dead horse-thief lay.
Dismounting. Charlie proceeded to go through bis pockets.
Almost the first thing he found was a note addressed to
William Flesh.
It was not sealed, so he opened it and r ead the follow-

Yo1,og Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie looked at each
otbrr in nm a zement.
The ir horses were gone.
As they bad tied t!Jem so they could eat the grass
that grew ~here in abundan ce, it was plain that some one
hnd bern t!J ere anrl ta ken them.
"That's what I ca ll mighty strange!" exclaimed the scout,
i n a low tone. "I reckon we want to be on the r lookout for
·'
a hnllct, Vi' ild."
"That's right." nodded our hero. "I suppose some of th e
Danites have been around here. I am going to climb this
tree ancl !Jave a look around ."
"All right; I'll stay right !Jere."
Wilcl ·was soon going up a fir tree that wa.- full of branches.
He t ook care to lrnep as much as possible on the opposite
side of the trunk, so he could not be seen so well from the
road lhHt led over the mountain.
It wns easy climb in g, anrl with hi s rifle swung over his
ba<"k. he went up rapidly.
As he nenrecl the top of the tree he saw that he could command an execllent view of t he road.
r\.ll(l ns he looked In the direction they had been traveli ng 011 thei r way ba ck, he suddenly canght sight of a horsen!an riding- along, leading Charlie'fl horse behind him.
in g:
"_\ 1101 se- thiefl" be mutte red, as he unslung his rifle.
"1\-ell, t!Jere ls only one way to get our horses, for we
"B!lOTHER FLESH: Quiet the girl as much as possible, and
conld never catch him afoot. He has got to dle!" •
prepare her gradually for what is to come.
ELDER. "
"Yours,
W inding his leg about the trunk of the tree, he brought
his riflc to his shoulder. and without saying a word to his
That was all there was to it, but it was enough to make
comp:inion on the gr ound, took a quick aim and pressed the
the scout feel certa in that the dead man had been one of the
trip;ger.
Danites connected with the abduction of Atietta.
Crack!
Leaving the body lie where It was, he mounted ancl rode
As the rifle spoke the horse-thief threw up his hands and
back to Wild .
tumbled from the saddle.
"I reckon I got some information, " he remarked, handing
Then he gave the shrill whistle that he always used to
the note to our hero.
cnll Spitfire, and started to descend the tree.
"You found this in the fellow 's pocket, I suppose?"
"You've found ther horses, I reckon," said Cheyenne Charlie,
"Yes."
looking up expectantly when Wild was but half-way down.
Wild read the note.
"Yes."
"I guess you have got some information, " he said. "It Is
"Only one man had 'em, h ey? "
too bad that fellow went under now. We might have fol"Yes; only one."
lowed him and found where Et is. This note alludes to her,
"An· you dropped him? "
beyond th e shadow of a doubt."
"Yes."
""Tell, we kin go thcr wn)' he was goin'. cnn·t we?"
"Th.it was right. A horse-thief aiJJ't got no right to live."
"Yes, of cou 1·se. But don't you thln l, it woulcl Ile a goo<l.
"Well, 1 c'lidn't exactly want to shoot the fellow, but it
was a case of necessity. If I ltad not ·dropped him he would idea to wai t here for a while'? Tile Danit cs wci"c not to
leave tl.ir. city in n body, you kn ow."
have got a way with the horses."
" Thrtt's so; you !.;:now best. Vi'c"ll stay right here till you
"Of course. Tl1cn ,Ye'd have l.rnd to foot it around in our
think it ia ti rue to leave."
aeuch for Arietta."
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The horses were tied again and then they prepared to
wnit till something turned up.
But it was tedious waiting for our hero, and at the end
of an hou r he got so restless that he proposed ti.mt they ride
'on down the road and try and meet some one.
So they mounted their steeds and started oft', nllowing the
anlmals to walk.
They rode along in this way fOl' half an hour.
Then, as he thought they were surely going- away from
th e place th ey wanted to find , Wild suggested that they go
bacl, ancl make a search for the en,e that was supposed to
be situated in the top or n hill adjacent to a waterf!lll.
Charlie, of course, acquiesced, and they turned their horses
around.
It was at that very Instant that a noose whirled through
the a ir and settled over the head and shoulders of Young
·wnd W est!
Charlie heard the sound and turned around just in time
to see his chum dragged from the saddle.
He had his shooter out Instantly.
The lariat that had caught ,vild was being drawn around
an angle of rock a few feet awuy, but he could see no man.
Crack!
Charlie fir ed in the hope of hitting the lariat where it
went around the rock.
But he made a miss of it.
.Tnst as he was going to fire aga in another lariat came
11·lli:~zing over the top 01 the rock, straight for him.
The scou t easily dodged the noose, and then, catching the
lw:dle in his teet h, he wbippcd out his other shooter and
rode for the rock.
Cheyenne Charlie meant business now.
His move must have been entirely unexpected, for he sudden ly caught sight of two men, one of whom was dragging
Wild over the ground.
Crack!
The scout had better luck this tim e, for the fellow let go
th e lariat and rolled over on the ground.
Tben Wild sprung to his feet.
The shock of falling from his hot-se had temporarily stunned
hi m, but he was now himself again 0
But his se rvices were not required, for with ll well-directed
shot Charlie sent the other fellow into eternity!
"They must have wanted to take us alive, I reckon," he
remarked, as Wild looked around to sec if there were any
more of them.
"Yes. Charlie. they must have." was the reply. "~Iy! but
I was certainly caught napping t hat time."
"Anybody kin be caught that wa~-- 1 g-uess. We must have
tnrued around a li ttle too soon. If we·u gone right ahead
wc·d have seen them fellers here."
"Yes, I suppose we would. These are more ~of the Danites,
I suppose. If we keep on, there won't be many of them
lef t to fo r ce Arietta to become a ~lormon, and wed l\farkh:1m."
'.rh ere was a grim smile about the handsome l1oy's lips as
he spoke.
He was now becoming confident that he would be on band
to save his sweetheart from her peril.
"Cbarlie," said he. as he brushed the dirt from his clothes,
",inst go tbrough those fellows. anp. see if you can find any
more notes from Elder ::uarkham ."
The scout Jost no time i n doi ng so. as bot)l men bad died
almost inst::mtly.
P.ut his search fa iled to r e-ea! anything more than somp
money. tob acco and th eir regular weapons.
"1Yell," obser ved our hero, "we will leave them r iA"bt here
for the present. Any one coming tbis way can't help but
see them . and as the rest of th e Danites will be along befo re tile clay i. oYer they will surely see to burying them."
"There's their horses tie rl OYer there. How about them?"
"Untie them and let them go. "
The scout did so.
The n " ' il cl called his hor,;e, which was grazing at the road sicle a few yards dist a nt from them.
The n ext minute they were ridi ng along the mountain
ro ,ul as calmly as though notbiug had happened.
"Charli e'. " said 1Yild. "I think we will uot he long in findiD A" I he place now."
'' I ilop not." was the scou t's reply.
".Tnst kC'ep your e~·es open as we ride along."
"Yon kin jest be£ I will."
Tile•; :-0:1,, a!on_g for nllont :1 mile and then tl,Gy came to
11 p!;t :·<· 11·1,NC' , lic:-c ,rn:; a ll rnuch from ill'! road.

-

"I nnderstnnrl why it was that we dld not bear the waterfall," rema rked our hero.
"Yes; we followed tber fork to tl1er left, when we should
have kept on thcr right."
"We cll<l that in the darknesR, so there's an excuse."
'l'hc two came to a hnlt and took a look around them.
.Tu t then they heard the noise made l.Jy approaC'hiue; teamR.
A pnrty of truYelers was approaching from the fork on
the left.
"\Ve ·will wnit a minute." said ,vud. "Stay ri;:d1t here."
The next minute they were able to disc-em a good-RizC'd
wagon train npproachiug, and then all of a su<ldC'n a burst
of singing rang out.
"1Ve are marching to Zion!" came in a roar that was
really m11sical :ind impressive.
"Some 1110,.e 11ilgrims for old Brigham Young'. " cxclaimert
Cheyenne Chari ie. ·'Ther poor deluded fools'."

CHAPTER X.
WILD FINDS THE PLACE.

Our two friends were not a little impressed witb ihe singing of the pilg-riIDs .
The, sat ti.Jere in the saddle at the fork of the roads and
waited for them to go by.
""Te are marching to Zion!"
A c-llorus -of n hu11Llrell voices. both male and fernnlc. fillcrl
the air. allfl ,\-ild and Cbarlie sat in the saddle and listenc<l.
"That is a beautiful byrou, ·, remarked onr hero. "and it
seems that the words (·ome fr om tbe hearts of the singers.
It is not my way to interfere with a pcrscn's r elig-iou, lint I
will be willing to wager all I am worth thnt some of thnsc
wome n and girls in that crowd will not find Salt Lake to be
the Zion they have been long ing to re:w!J. "
"They'll be more apt to think that i bey struck jest lher
opposite place," retorted the sccut dryly.
In advanC'e of the train three henrderl and bronzed men
were riding.
When these observed onr two friend,; calmly sitting there
in the saddle, waiting for them to pnss, they SC"O\Yle!l.
"Ab. " exclaimed " 'ilcl, "they rl on·t li kC' ns to lonk at them."
"'Veil. I r eckon t bat won't top us t'rom lookin', if they
don't !ikP. it.. "
"No."
""'e're grin' to stay ri gh t here till they go by. ''
"'!.'hat'· rlA"ht."
On <'nrnc the pilgrims as they c-al'ed the.msf'lYe~.
They were bound for the lanll of milk and h0n:,~-- RS they
hacl been le(l to believe. and once there, life "·ould begin
anew for them .
They kept right on s inging and as the can1l c:ule fil0d s lowly
pa.-t t hem our two fri en(ls sn w that many of the females
were not mncb more than C'l1ildre11.
Ridinf? a lougsicl e ead1 wago n was a mnn "·ho must ce rtainly be a ~Iormon elde r.
These seemed t o h ave charge of the pilgrims, for they gave
them ord ers. a nd lecl in the singing.
As the renr of the wag-on train was winding its 11·a~- pnst
them a scream ,;udJenly r:111,z ont abo,·e the sin,:,;ln.!!. an•l
the next 'instant a young girl sprang- from oue of the wagons
and ra n towa rd " ' ild and the ·cont.
"Sa,e mC'!" she cried. "I clo not want to go with these
people!"
Instantly Young Vl'ilrl ,vest's chivalric nature was nrou.::ed.
"Ccrtn inly l will sa ve yo n." he answercrl in a r inging tone.
"If you are there against your will, just quit tbe partr at
once."
So quirk!~· had she left the ,Yagon th:i t ~he h•ul renrhf"l
the sirle of " 'ilcl's horse !1efore the older in charge of the
wagon could prevent h~r.
But Ill' suddenly nr_gl'1l hi;; borRc forwn rrl nnd rai:=;ed a
long-lashed whip a s though to ;;trike the girl.
·
The singing of the throng ahPafl clrowned all tlrn t was
taking- pln c-e in the mar. :incl ou they WC'nt, regardless of the
fac·t that tht>rP was tro n lllt' in 1 th e .-car.
"Put clown that whip'. "' commancle1l \Yild. at the same tir.1e
pre:=;enting ihc mnzz le of his r evo!,er :it tlw ::\forruon·s far-e.
"Yon meddl eso,11e Gent:lC', yon! " Phrid-!'cl tl•c enra.2:ecl ehll'r,
nml lbr n. rc!:!:nnllc,;<; of t·h e f>\C't i hat the rl Ntdl,r tulle wnR
staring him straight iu t!,c [ace, he l.Jro ng bt the whip clo,yu
•v ith great forr·e .
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The lash coiled nbout the :slender form of the girl, and it
was only her clothing that prevented her from being badly
hurt.
Thnt was more than Young Wild West could stand.
Crack!
The Mormon scoundrel dropped from his horse with a
bullet in h is brain.
"We must get away ,from here, Charlie!" cried the daring
boy, as he caught the girl by the arms and drew her up behiua him. "Come!"
Away dashed the sorrel with his double burden up the
right fork of the road, and close behind him came Cheyenne
Charlie.
'l'lley got around the angle of rock before the Mormons
we1·e really aware of what bad happened, and then they let
thei r horses go at top speed.
It was on a sudden impul se that Young W ild West had
aded, but he w as certain he bad made no mistake.
'l'he girl had called upon him to save her, and he was not
the one to let su ch an appeal go unheeded.
On ·with the sp ed of the wind dashed the two horses,
Cheyenne Clrnrlie riding behind to coYer the retreat of Wild
and his fair <:lrnrge.
But at the end of five minutes he called out:
"Vi' ild, they aiu 't follerin' us!"
"Good! " was the reply, and then be slowed clown a trifle.
At the end of ten minutes more our hero was satisfied
that the Mormons were really not going to pursue them, and
then he brought his horse clown to a walk.
Charlie fo11owed bis example.
The girl bacl not fainted, lmt she had remained strangely
silent since sbe llacl been lift ed to the horse's back.
Now she thought it time to speak, and she lost no time in
doing so.
"How can I thank you?" s he cried, the tears starting in
her eyes.
"Don't mention it, miss," repl ied Wild.
"I am so g: a<l, becnuse I meant to kill myself before we
arr"ivecl at our destination."
"Then I am more than glad that we happened along as
we dicl."
"I was forced to go with those people by my stepmother,
who became com' ertecl to their faith," went on the girl.
"My name is Irene Gray, and my home was in Layton, Mo.
I have sufl'ered awful torture on tbe long journey here. You
won't let the Mormons get me again, will you?"
"Xot if we can help it, Miss Gray," replied our hero.
"I rec·kon some of the1· measly coyotes will bite tber dust
before we give you up to 'em," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
with flashing eyes. ""We've got another little gal to save
yet. an' as soon as we git her we'll try an· git you to a place
where you' ll lie safe."
'l'he gl rl looked at him In surprise.
"Yon are going to rescue another girl ?" she asked. "Not
from tlte wago n tmin, because they are all satisfied to become :\Jormons, and a re j oyful in the expecta t ion of arrivin g at 1lreir destination in a few hours."
":C-.:0: tile other girl is not one of those in the wagon train,"
said ·wild. "The girl we are searching for is my sweetheart,
Arietta Murdock. She is biduen somewhere in this vicinity,
an rl this afternoon sh e is to be forced to accept tbe Mormon
faith anll bPcome the wife of a Mormon-that is, this is to
happen if we are unable to prevent It."
"But w e ain't go in' to let it happen," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, with an air of dogged determination.
With the girl holding fast behind him, Wild started bis
horse ahea<l again. and they soon covered a few miles.
Then a faint r oaring so und came to their ears, and Charlie
gave a nod.
"There's ther waterfall," he said. "Now, be on tber lookout for ther cave on tber bill."
"That is right," answer ed our hero. "I guess we had better t11rn off here; it seems to be a path that has not been
used in a long time. Per.haps it is a short-cut to the cave."
Irene Gray bad by this time learned all about the peril
of pretty Arietta Murdock, and the thoughts of what might
happen to the sweethear t of her rescuer made her forget
her own danger.
'
As they turned into the path and rode along the sounJ of
falling water became plainer.
·
Three minutes later they suddenly came upon a log cabin
that was in a state of decay, and almost bidden In a rank
growth of bushes and undergrowth.
Wild unhesitatingly qismo unted.
0
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He saw at a glance that there was no one around, 1md
the sound told him that the foot of the cataract was but a
few feet away.
He quickly parted the shrubber y and stepped throu gh. while
Clleyenne Charlie got off his steed and approached the cabin.
Wild bad gone but a fe w paces when be found himself gazing at a cataract that came tumbliug down from the
rocks in the neighborhood of forty feet above.
•
To the left. and across the turbulen t streAm that wo und
its way down the mountain, was a small hill of rock that •was
at least twenty feet bigb.
There was no way of getting to the top of it that be could
see, so after he had taken a good survey of it he went back
to the log cabin where Charlie and Irene Gray were standing.
"I have found the place where Arietta is," be said with an
air of confidence. "Now, the thing is to get there."
"You have found it!" echoed Charlie, in a low tone of excitement.
"I feel sure that I have."
"Show me."
"Come right over here, then."
The boy !eel the way to the foot of the falls and pointed
to the other side and above them.
'.'That's ther place, I'll bet!" whispered the scout. "We
have got to find a way to get up there, Wild."
"It looks impossible," sp_oke np Irene Gray, who had followed them to the spot. '.rhe walls are too steep."
"If the Danites can get up there, we can," answered Wild.
"An' if we can't do no better, we kin wait till they come,
an' then foll er 'em µp." declared Charlie.
"You go back to where the horses a re; I am going to find
a way to get up there, if it is possible." srricl Wild.
As they obeyed, be started along the bank of the whirling
stream.
He found that it turned around the base of the hill, and
as he followed it be suddenly came upon a place where lt
ended and went on underground.
"Ah!" exclaimed the young prince of the saddle. "I guess
I will soon find out something now."
But in spite of what be thought, he made his way all
around the hill and came back to the log cabin without seeing a way to ascend to the top.
"I'll try it again," be said resolutely, and once more be
started around the base of the hill of rocks.
He bad not gone far this time when he suddenly heard
the sounds made by a horse munching its food.
Young Wild West did not hesitate to creep toward the
place the sound came _from.
The next instant be pa.rted a bunch of ba nging virtes a nd
saw four horses cropping the moss and grass that grew in a
little glen.
He bad been of the opinion that the vines ran up close
to the · rock f rom its base, but now be saw bow he had been
deceived.
Ent there was no cave there.
After he bad looked arouud him carefully without finding a way to get up any higher, be suddenly turned his gaze
upward.
P rotruding from a ledge twenty feet above him was the
encl of a ladder.
"That settles itl" be exclaimed. "Now I have found the
way. But how can I r each the ladder?"
There was no possible chance for him to catch the encl of
the ladder with a lasso.
That was utterly out of the question, as the vines and
scraggy bushes that grew on the face of the cliff would prevent such a thing as that.
Wild was one of the sort who could generally find a way
to do almost anything, but when be bad completely sized
up the situation be was forced to admit to himself that,
with nothin g more to work with than they bad, it would be
an utter impo~s ibility to reach the ledge above unaided.
He remained there for fully ten minutes, a nd then started
to go back and report to Charlie.
To get there quiclfly, he went pretty close to the spot
where the str eam lost itself underground.
"I wonder where that stream comes out at?" he muttered,
as be paused and looked at th e rus hing water. "It comes
out somewhere i'n a little valley beyond, I'll wager. I - - "
That was all our hero said just then, for the ground suddenly gave way and be was precipitated into the stream!
He made a desperate effort to save himself, but it was
too late. and like a flash be was whisked out of sieht!
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CHAPTER XI.,
TO THE RESC UE.

ft was not the first time that Young Wild West lrnd fallen
into a trap like that, but he very naturally thong-ht his tim e
}rnrl come.
The water was very deep at the point whe re the stream
JHts-sed undergr ound, and it was running with the speed ot
n, mi llra ce.
'l'he sudden fall, of course, carried him below the surface,
and when he struggled to get his head above the water he
bumped against some hard substance with such force as to
lnearly stun him.
:Rut in spite of all this, the daring boy did not lose hope.
He helc1 hi. breath and started to swim with the current,
knowing perfectly well that it would be impossible for him
Ito stem it.
HiH only chance lay in his getting· throug l.l the undergroun d
place 1111d landing in the open air.
If the stream proceeded undergroun d for any great clis•tance he would surely be done for.
But Young Wild West was not doomed to die in that
way.
It might have been a minute, or possibly two, when he
1sudrlenly bobbed out in the daylight, and found himself in a
pool of water that whirled and spun him around like a top.
Something struck him gently in the face, and reaching upward, his hands caught upon an overhangin g vine.
A drowning man will grasp a straw, it is said, and so It
wnR with Wild.
He clutched that vine with a grip that could not have been
broken by anything short of denth.
" ' ith almost superhuma n strength he began pulling himself out of the water. and in a few seconds he dropped upon
the ground at the edge of the pool a lmost exhausted.
For fully five minutes he lay there, and then he got up
and looked around him.
He was in a sort of natural pit, with the pool in the center
and a narrow strip of sand on either side of it.
It was not more than twenty feet square, and was easily
fifteen feet in depth.
"A regular well!" Wild gasped. "Gracious, but what an
Now I am in a regular prison. I must ha,c
1experience!
been carried qulte . a long di stance after I tumbled into the
water. Well, I must get out of here."
H e started to go around the well-like place, but It was
hardly necessary, for there were only two ways to get out
of it.
One was to fling himself into the pool and allow himself
to be sucked undergroun d again, and the other was to be
drawn out with a rope by some one from above.
The latter was the only feasible way .
But how was he goiug to be drawn up when no one knew
he was there?
That was the question.
He was wet to the skin, but as the sun was shining
brightly, he took off his coat and hung it over a rock to dry.
'l'hen he shook off his hat, which had become tightly pressed
oYer bis head when he tumbled into th e water.
"I guess I had better sit down for a little while and sturly
for a means to get out of here, " he muttered. "It won't do
to try and make Charlie hear me, for some one else would
be apt to come along, and the some one else would probai.Jly
be one of the Danites. It may be that Charlie will come
this way and find me here. I will wait a while, anyhow."
Wild sat down on a: stone and proceeded to examine his revol,ers.
He had left his rifle at the log cabin with Charlie and the
girl, but he was afraid that his impromptu bath had s poiled
his cartridires.
"It won't do to depend upon them, I guess," he thought,
ns h e removed the s hells and snw that they were pretty well
soaked . "I guess I had better run the risk of firing a shot,
though: it might attract Charlie's attention, and if it draws
nny of the Danites around here I can ~ide."
1Vl:d figured that he was within hearing of the spot where
he had fallen into the undergroun d stream, when in reality
he was a good distance from it, and. being down in the plt1ikt- place, the report of a shotgun could not ·11ave been heard,
much less that of a revolver.
After looking all around him again he raised his shooter
in the air and pressed the trigger.
'.rhere was a click, and that was all.
1
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HP t!'lecl ngnin. with t hn Rarne re., nlt.
Ontf' more h(' pulled tLe trigger, aucl thiR time thNc was a
rep ort that was nllout l,ulf :is loud a~ it would h:1 ve l1een
Lla 'l t Ile t·artri dgC' 1Jeen cl ry.
T hen he waiteil patiently for ><ome one to s how np.
But 110 onE' c-:1me. and nau ght bnt n clcndly ~.tillne~R reigned.
It wa s about Hoon when the rlirt <':lYeLl and r1ropped our
liew into the nDtlerg roun rl Rtream . rrnd when Ile had b een
lu the pit for nn hour he "·as very un enR, indeerl.
But whpn another hour vassed ther e was no <: han ge in the
sitnation.
Then he began to try some more of the cn rtrl<lges he had.
But not one out of ten woulrl _go off. th ey ha ,·ing l;Jecome
soaked with the dampness hy this time.
And these that did go did not make any louder noise thau
a popgun.
'l'he sun was now heading for the wC"stern horizon .
His C'loth ing was dry, nnd Il e wns hm1g r_v as a hea r .
And tile wor~t of it all was th at the Dauites would soo n
be at the nppointed place to force Arietta into a marriage
with the 111ormon!
,Yild hegan to fret a1Hl fume.
He trieci everything b e lrnew to get ou t of the pit, or to
attract the attention of some one.
He did not ca re if he brought the Danites up on him now.
Anything was better than being imprisor:ed there.
,vben he had been there about three hours he suddenly
heard a low voice calling to him from above.
Young Wild West gave a start and sprang to bis feet from
the stone he bad been sitting upon.
He recognized the voice as belonging to Cheyenne Charlie.
"Hello!" he called out.
"~ot so loud , Wild." came from above. " ,Tumpin' c-atamounts! I feel so glad at fiDdin ' you tbnt I'rl like to jump
clo wn there an' hug you! Now ,iest take things easy, and
book onto thi s. "
'rhen he saw the head nnrl shoulders of the scout leaning
over the edge of the pit, and at the same time a lariat came
down.
Young Wild ,vest -waitecl as c-almly as though it was merely
a bit of fun h e had been participatin g in.
When the lariat came close enough he quickly knotted it
beneath his arms.
The next JTomeut he was being hauled slowly upward.
Cheyenne Charl ie was a powerful man, and he had no
great difficulty in hauling him up.
"How in tbundrr did you git down there'/" h e asked, when
be had landed vVild safely on the ground above.
Our hero told him in ns few words as possible.
"An' only to think of how I'Ye been hnntin' around for
you!" exclaimed the scout. "Why, I must have been within
a few yards of this very place a lot of times. But it is better late than never, though it co me near to bein' too late."
" vVhat do you mean?" asked Wild, an anxious look coming
over bis face.
"Some of ther Danites have arr h-ed."
"Have they gone np on the hill to the cave?"
"No; I jest Feen 'em come. an' I ll earrl 'em say that they
was goin' to wait for ther elde r before th ey wen t up. They
expect him along at nny minute. We'd better hurry up! I
left tlwr gal in ther log cabin."
".lust let me load my shooters with some of your cartridges,"
and Wild quickly ejec: ted the spoiled ones from the chambers
of bis weapons.
He was soon fixert in proper shape, and then the two hastened for the waterfall.
As they came to a bend in the roclc a few yards from the
place where " ' ild hnd discovered the horses and the ladder
abo,-e. they f;aw about fifteen men cong regated there.
,
All bnt one of them were gowned and masked the same as
Wild had see n them at th e meeting the ni ght before.
The one who was not 11 ttired in this manuer was Elder
l\Iarkbam.
Yonng Wi ld \Ves t felt like shooting the scoundrel th en and
there. but he restrained himself.
H e knew that if he did bis chances of saving Arietta would
be less.
N0w tl.Jat the fiends bad got there, there was only one way
of rescuing his sweetheart.
It would have to be done by strategy.
While the two were looking a man sbowed up on the ledge
above, and the next minute the ladder was lowered.
Then, one by oue, the Danites 1'-ent up.
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1'he last OJH' bad s<·Hrc;el,r di~appC'ared over the top of the
ledge wlicn ,vild w as on the ladde r.
A sudd<'n rc~o lve bad come into hi~ head, and he was acting- upon it.
If he c:ou l<l 11:e t up th ere he would open fire on the scoundrels, and those h e <·ould uot shoot Ile wou ld trv to force over
th e brink of th e high pla<'e, and send th em' either to the
ground or into th e roaring cataract.
Ile weut up the ladder as nimbly as a squirrel, and right
at his heels came Cheyenne Charlie.
Luck seemed to be with thew at last, for no one offered
to pull up the ladder.
Up they went. our hero in the lead.
,Yhen Wild and Charlie reached the ledge a startling scene
met their gaze.
'l'here stood Arietta, witl.l her arms bound to her sides,
within two feet of tl.le roari ng torrent.
"Refuse to sign. and you die!" they hea rd a voice say.
The girl was as pale as a marble statue. a nd naturally she
was the first Jiving object that Wild took note of.
'But be fla shed a swift glance a r o11 nd and took in all that
was to be seen in one brief instant.
Elder Markham stood behind a ,;quare bloek of stone that
represented an altar, and on this was placed a legal-looking
doc ument and a pen and ink.
Back of him, In a semicircle, stood the masked Danites.
It was the e lder who bad uttered the words "Refuse to
sign , and you die!"
Arietta stood unmovable for a moment, and then in a voice
that was wonderfully calm, answered: ·
"I will di e, then, you fiend in human form!"
She made a move as though she was go ing to s tep off backward into spa~e and allow herself to plunge to her death ·in
the wa terfa 11.
But at that moment a rin ging voice cried out:
"Don't, Et! I am here to save you!"
Th e girl gave one cry of joy and then pitched forward on
her face.
She had fainted at the sound of her lover's voice.
As she fell, two pistols began to crack in rapid succession.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had set at work
to clean out the Da nites.
Crack! Crack!
At every shot one of the villains fell.
But they were not going to stand there and be shot down
like sheep being slaughtered.
Elder ~Iarkham los t control of himself and ran for his
life.
Off the ledge h e jumped, landing squarely into the falling
stream!
·
Three otllers fol!o,-..ed him, but the rest s tayed there.
There were good reasons for their s taying there, t oo.
Tliey co n!(! not move, nor would they move again.
'l'he bulll'ts of our two friends hacl fi xed them for good
and all.
"l guess this wind. up the business," said Young Wild
\\'est, as he lifted the form of his sweetheart in his arms
anrl carried her back from the edge of the .ledge.
.Tust then the squaws wh o had brought the girl there came
rushin g ou t of the ca , e.
Xekosita had a g leaming knife ill ber hand, and she made
straight for the unconsc-ious girl to plunge it into bel' breast!

CHAPTER XII.
OONOLUSION.

Elcler Markham and bi s baud of Dauites had no sooner
reachNl tbe ledge than Arietta was brought out by the man
in charge of the place.
'"l'lJe ceremony shall take place at once," sa id the villain.
"\\'e must hurry it along a little, as strange things have happened on the road here. Some of our men have been slain,
a ml there is no telling bow soon we may be attacked. The
girl must join the Mormon Ch urch, and then she shall go
wi t lJ me to a house I have ready for ber."
Pale and trembling, Arietta heard the w ords.
But she said nothing.
"Produce the papers I have prepared for her to sign," resumed the leader of the Danites in a voice that showed how
uneasy he was. "Place them , together with pen and Ink, on
the stone a ltar. Tben w hen shP s ignifies her willingness,
the youn.1: larly·s bonds "·ill be se\'cred, a nd sl.Jc can step for-
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ward and sign. I will read the doctuneuts first, which may
be the mea ns of making her more willing to sign. No one becomes a member of our faith un less he know s wha t it is."
After having spoken this rank untruth the villain stepped
over and picked up the papers.
.
T hen he read a bon-il!Jle and binding oath tq Ariett,a, who
stood there as though she had suddenly turned to &tpne.
"Are you willing to sign the paper?" ,he asked.
"No!" came the rep ly in a low but positive voice. 1
"You see the water behind you?"
She nodded.
",Yell, unless you sign that paper t he same water that goes
roaring down to the stream below sha ll become your w indingsheet !"
The brave girl said nothing.
But s he was hoping a last hope that Young Wild West
would come and rescue her.
If he did not, she would wait till tbe last resort and plunge
over the falls of her own accord.
Tbat would be far better than to fall into the hands of tl.le
Mormon.
How near she came to keeping her resolution has been
told.
But she hea rd the voice of her lover just in time.
Wild had picked her up and was carrying her in )l~s arms
when Nekosita. the squaw, became possessed of the idea to
kill the fair white maiden.
But before she could com mit the foul crime Cheyenne
Charlie seized her wrist in a vise-like grip.
"Drop that knife!" he sternly cried. "Drop it, or l'll shoot
you dead, woman or no woman!"
Nekos!ta obeyed.
"Now, then, you she-wildcats! sit down th ere on ther
ground, an' don't you dare to move till I tell you to!"
The squaws seemed only too glad to get off so easily.
It Is probable that they thought they wo uld be shot and
killed by Arletta's rescuers, _and that is why Nekosita made
the last attempt to kill the girl.
Charlie quickly took the weapons from them and then
turned to Wild.
"Get me a little water," said' our hero. "Et don't seem to
be coming to in a hurry."
"She'll co.me around all right. She wa s overjoyed w hen
she heard your vo ice."
",Toy k!lls sometimes, I have heard say."
"But it won't In this case. T her nearest Arietta ever was
to death was when she took that step back towa rd ther edge
of ther ledge. There wasn't much between her an' dea t h
then. You yelled out jest in tune, Wild."
"I know it."
.
When some water had been sprinkled on her face Arietta
opened her eyes.
W'hen she saw the face of her dashing young lover bending close to hers she gave a cry of joy.
"Don't get excited, little one, " said Wild. "You are safe
and sound. We got here in time. "
"You are always on time, Wild," she answered. " B ut I
did think that you would not be this time. I was--"
"Never mind, now; don't say it. As soon as you feel strong
enough we will get down from this place. There is a young
lady waiting below. We saved her from a lot of Mormon s
who were taking her to Salt Lake with them against her
will."
"You are always doing good to somebody, Wild. "
"I am a lways trying to stra ighten t hings when I find It
Is necessary. J ust because I get so many chances to help
people out makes it a ppear as though I w as hunting for
trouble all the tune."
Arletta smiled at this speech.
But she began to recover w ith remarkable q uickness.
In a few minutes she declared that she was able to leave
th e ledge.
:\leanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie had been engaged in clearing the place of the dead bodies.
Ile thought it would be better to consign them to t he t orrent. as Wild bad told him that it continued on underground.
That would be a quick way of burying them .
But before he began to toss them over he told Nekoslta she
might take what belongings they had.
The squaw did this willingly.
"I will take the things to their w ives," she said.
Charlie grinned.
"How many wives do they represent ?" he queried.
The squaw thought for a minute and then answered:
"Xinctecu. "
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"That's too bad. Look at ;her wielders there are in Salt
Lake now, an' all because a measly old rascal wanted to make
Arietta his eighth wife!"
Arietta was still nervous and weak from the terrible excitement she bad gone through, so Wild took her in his
strong arms when he got upon the ladder and carried her
down quickly.
He took her right to the Jog cabin, where Irene Gray was
waiting In a state of terror.
She had heard the shooting, and did not know what it all
meant.
But when she saw Young Wild West come leading his
pretty sweetheart, she uttered a glad cry and ran out to
meet Arletta.
"I know who you are, though I have never seen you before!" she exclalmejl, seizing her by the hands. " I a.m so
glad you are safe."
The two became friends on sight.
While Wild was looking to the horses, Charlie came up.
Wlld soon selected two of the horses that had belonged to
the Dan!tes and got them r eady for the girls to ride.
This did not take a great while, so they were soon riding
back toward the Mormon city.
Our friends were rather mistaken when they thought Elder Markham had gone to bis death when he leaped from
the ledge into the rushing torrent.
That was the means of saving his life, for had be landed
on the ground he would surely have broken e,ery bone in
his body.
But as it was, he was simply whirled down into the basin
at the foot of the falls, and being very lucky to escape the
rocks, he arose to the surface and caught upon a bunch of
trailing vines with both hands.
Nerved to desperation, the villain exerted all his strength
and managed to drag himself out upon the bank.
Then he lapsed into a semi-stupor.
It was some little time before he was able to get up, and
when he did so the old fire of hate was burning in his eyes.
"I must have revenge," he muttered between his clenched
teeth. "Tbe Gentiles must never live to leave this place!"
He hurried around to the spot where the ladde r was placed ,
and just as he got there he was met by the squaws, who
had just come down.
"Where are they?" he asked.
"Gone!" answered Nekosita.
"Gone?" and he looked about him with a beastlike J?lare.
"Yes; they have taken the paleface maiden with them.
They were only two, but they fought like ten."
"Yes; they finish ed all but me. I guess. I was very lucky
to escape when I jumped, and I have liYed to be reYenged
upon the Gent!les!"
The Danita leader now became a little more calm.
The squaws had not neglected to arm themselves with th e
weapons they -had taken from the bodies of the villains who
had perLqhed on the ledge, and they now handed them over
to the villain for him to make a selection.
He took a rifle and a brace of revolvers.
Nekosita hastened to where the horses were. and soon they
were mounted and following our friends .
Wild and Charlie, of course, expected the squaws would
follow them back to the city, but they had no idea that there
was a man alive to do so, much less Elder l\Iarkhnm.
.
However, they had a pretty good start of the man, and 1t
was not un til dusk that they were overtaken.
The first they knew of it was when a rifle crncked from
somewhere behind them and a bullet whistled o,er their
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the villain who bad been re<;ponslhle for all their trouble
since they had reached Salt Lake City.
.
"Yon dog of a Gentile!" gasped the Dan1te leader. "You
have triumphed, after all!"
That was all.
.
Elder i\Iarklrnm had died as he had lived .
"He Is gone!" said "\V ild, as Charlie came up. "Just ca~l
those squaws and make them bury him. I can see their
forms back there in the road."
,
..
"Come here !" sho uted the scout. "Come here, an be qmc:c
about It, or I"ll begin to let some lead fly. Jest come here
an' hury the r man you ca!lecl your boss. He could stand
goin' over a falls, but a bullet fired by Young VVild West
was too much for llim."
'l'he squaws rode forward tremblingly.
They had untlcrs toocl Charlie's words perfectly, and, dismounting. they n t once set tu work.
.
"See here." said "\Vilcl, as they were 1:cady to resume t~e1r
journey, "I suppose you people are gomg back. to th e ci_ty .
If yon do, you want to be careful how you mention anythmg
about us to the Danites. If you make any ID?re t1:ouhlc for
us yon will surely be killed, or else landed in prison. Do
you understand that?"
"Me understand, " answered Nekositn.
'l'wo minutes later our friends wuro ridi11g swiftly toward
the city.
.
_-0 tbing interfered with their progress, and in due time
they were safely at the hotel.
But Wild arnlll"ed it so they went In the back door.
It waR Arietta<"' fir s t nppearance nt the hotel, and she was
overjoyed wlleu she met Anna nnd Eloise.
Jim Dart harl remaine!l close in the hotel with them, waiting anxiously for \Vild and Charlie to return.
.
Amy, the Re,·enth wife-or rather wi~ow-of the D~mte
leader, had declared her intcntlons of lea,lng the Ternt~ry
forever, so Anna and Eloise had arranged lo take hn with
them when they left.
,
Aml now Irene Gray mnt!e another to the party.
Young "\Vild \Vest · Llid not care about the additicna l expcn~e.
Hi;; income from the mines he was interested In was ample
for :rnylhing he wanted.
The prol>rietor of the hotel was a man who could be _tru ted,
and the nexr morning he shippecl the horses of ~m· fl"le nds to
Denver, under the personal <"lwrge of LIYt>ly nick, wh? lrnd
remained nt the hotel _all the time as a strung-er to our fnemls.
That made it qnite ens.,. as th e I>anitcs, who m1:;;t c-ertnin ly hil ve been spyin,g around the hotel, had ho idea to
"·horn the horses belonged.
It was not un til the next night after clark that our friencls
were d riven to the depo t to take the truln that left at eight
o'<'lock for Denver.
They a ll fe lt much rclicvccl when they got tllci1· places in
the ca r. and the train got in motiou.
[fig hting a ,g ainst a seeret clhiue that seernetl to lie in <'Ontrol of 1he rity, almost. wa~ not to the i t· lik ing. :rnd they
were glarl to get away from the plar·e.
Wb~n tlie conductor came around to take up their tickets
:i. snrpri~c ,Yas In store for Young "\Y ild ~ ·es t.
The conductor was no other than the one they had met
when they cnme to the city.
But our hero "·as equa l to th e oecnsion.
He called him aside aml said:
"See here, my friend, I wnnt to tell yo u sometbin_g. If
you step in to a lclcgrnph statidn before we get out of Uta h,
~,ou will be a dead man th e moment you enter the car again!
You understanrl wlmt I mean "I We arc going to get out of
this place, if all the Danites in it have to go under."
"I understand," was the r eply, and the co ncluctor·s face
was very pale as he spoke. " If you are inte rfered with,
shoot me; that's all. "
That ended it, so far as tbeir troubles with the Danites w~s
concerned. and in due time they reached Denver.
Salt Lake City is quite different now from what it was in
tho1se days, but there. are no doubt some people li ving there
who know how Young Wild West got the best of the Danites.

be~rid had scarcely beard the sing of the bullet than he
gave the word to get to cover.
·
There was a convenient clump of rocks on the left of the
road, and they got behind it in short order.
1 th
the clatter· of
Just then ano th er s h ot rang ou t , nnc
en
a swiftly approaching horse was heard.
Wild took the risk of peering around the corner of the
rook.
He saw a man riding for them at full speed .
It was too dark now for him to r ecognize the man, but it
made no difference . whether he knew him or not.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST 1::-f
Young Wild West thought it best that he should die.
THE SHADOW OF DEA'l'II; OR, s~~ VED BY A RED
His revolver spoke, and down went the horsema n.
"I am going to see if I know you," our hero exclaimed, as ::\IAN"S BULLET.
he hastened out into the road.
yerhe man had fallen on his face, and was not quite dead
As Wild turned him oYer he was surprised to see that it
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CURRENT NEWS
Sept. 27 of that year, has grown to $35,000. The owner,
if there be one, is in \'ited to call and prove his claim.
George B. Norri", of 43 Union street, Jersey City, who was
appointed adminUrator of the Coyle estate on J an. 20,
J 915, has begun a suit in the Supreme Court fo r disbursement of the funds . He has been unable to fin d any lawT he army and navy football game this year wil l be ful claim:mt. H a lawful heir does not appear t h e estate
played in Philadelphia, it wa~ definitely announced recent- wi 11 go to Jersey City.
ly, bnt it ma}' not he contested on Franklin Field. Philau.elphians contemplate huilcling a stadium capable of seatThe University of Chicago baseball team r eturned t o
ing 50,000 persons, ancl if this project is carried out, an Chicago the other da:v after a trip throucrh the Ori ent of
effort will be made to transfer this ann t1al contest to the more tlian 10,000 miles. T h e nthletes reported tha t basestadium ~ermanently.
b::ill is growing more popular than ever in Japan. They
said the J apanese have developed the habit of baiting the
T he snit for $,iOO damages for the loss of five eyelashes umpires and that thc_v refuse to supporL a losing team,
which 1Iiss J nlia Perub. ky, of 125 Prospect avenue, much after tl1e manner of American followers of the gam e.
Bayonne, siarte,l against the Central Railroad of ~ew The inability of the native teams to defoat the Ame ricans
.Jersey, was setlleLl, when )Iiss Perubs~y agreed to accept caused a great decrease in the attendance, it wa s said. The
~200 . She said that hot cinders from a passing express \Yasecla Un iversity team is expect ed to play in t h e Un i ted
train sin.!!ed her eyela,shcs while she awaited a train at States this year. In the Phili ppines there is much ent he East T wenty-second Street Slation in Bayonne, N . J·. thusiasm oYer baseball, thou gh Americans m ake up most of
the better team s, it was said. Best seats sell in Manila
$1 .50.
for
Eluding threr wntchmen, a thief gained entrance to the

Dawn the other (lay reyeale<l at many point!' in Southern C1lifornia the remarknble spectacle o( orange trees
mai1tled wi th snow. J t was a scene which hacl not been
witnessed in years, but temperatures dicl not range b3low
3i degrees, anc1 the orange crops suffered no damage.

Art In~titute o I' C'hicngo recently and escaped with rare
jewels, valuecl at si,;50,000. The collection was the girt of
L a Y erne 'iY. Xoyes, a C'hicago manl!facturer, in memory
of h is wi fe . Jt wao marle up of five pieces, all of ancient
French make. 1t inclncle,l a necklace of diamonds and
opa ls, a brooch of iliamonds, earri11g:=-, a \\'akl1 . hnckle and
penclant of opa];-. Entrance was gainecl tlll'ou~;J1 a ;skylight
on the roof of the builtliJJg.

Cor0ner Li vingston, of N ew Roch elle, N. Y., decided
tha t· l\rrs . Sarah Hec kler , a. widow, of Mam aroneck, who
wa~ found in a shack with diamonds and bank books worth
~50,000 , had died from pneumonia brought on by privation . Mrs. H eckler, widow of Capt. Frank H eckler , a
Yelernn of the Union army, lived alon e in a little hovel at
"\Yeaver and Palmer avenues, and deprived herself of t he
ncccs~arics of life that she might deposit in a saving·s bank
the rent she rceei Yed fro m a bi g country h ouse she owned
near by . M:rs. Heckler hacl been collecting a p ension of
$29 a mont h, ,vhich she deposited regula rly in a Mamaroneck bank, Coroner LiYingston said : ''Wh en I saw the
body it was n othing bnt a skeleton. She must ha ve practic·ally stan-ec1 herself."

It is probable that at an early date !he oil procluced
from the shale cleptJ;;it~ in the Glarl~tone clistrid of Queensland will be ava ilab!e . The particular area on which the
operati ons are being cond uctcd is in the n eighborhood of
L owm eal1, n enr Bame Creek, in ihe Glad tone district.
B ores are now being sunk for a companv which has leased
the lanr1. At 17:J fed in one ho1·e a th tck heel of shale ,ms
penetraterl . A ri Amer ican com pany has offered to build
Am erica's fi rst nan1l air ship is nearing completion at
a plant for rec>orerir- 6 crude oi l fro m shale .
the facto ry of an aircraft manufacturing plant in Connecticut. According to the fina l specifications, the a irship
ment
is to be 175 feet lon g, its m axim um height 50 feet , and
Govern
S1Yec1ii-;h
the
of
rector
cli
ram,
B aron Ceclcrs!
aeroplane facio ry at ;o;occlertelge, is cred ited with a brief i!s gre;1tes t beam 35 fee t. W here t h e fins are a.ttached,
statem ent concerning German battlcplanes of gigantic pro- the beam is increased to 50 feet . T he volume of t he en portions wl1ich he examined while visiting aYialion crn(er~ velope is to be 115,000 cubic feet, whi le each balloonette
in Germ an:v. The new hattleplancs are said ·to be t hree is to liave a c~paci ly of 15,00 0 cu bic feet . T he weight of
times the size of tllP onlinar,, Albatross t_vpc, "'ith irernen - the envE:-lope is to be J 5,000 pounds. T he dead weight of
clous l ifting power, ~r0:1t Ftahil i(y, high spercl, and carry- the mach ine is specified as t,000 pounds, while the lifting
ing rm u nprccrdenh'd wri gM 01 armor, armament, fue l and effort is 7,800 pounds, leaving t he carrying cap acity in t he
provisions. together with n large ere\\· . It is CHrthr sbted neighborhood of 3,800 poun ds of useful. load. T he diTigible is to he driven by a 150-horse-power motor th r ough
i.hat the rrafl ie stenecl frum the liriclge, lib a steamer.
two four -bladed propellers. T he maximum ~peed is speciA deposit of $1,.5 ,6 made in the Proviclent Institution fied at between 2:5 an d 35 miles an hour, ,1·hich can be
for Stwi11~.::, at ,ra,hington and (hancl .,ir~cts, .Terciey C ity, mai ni.ainccl for a per iod of five h ours. T he dirigible is to
X . J ., in 18,5± by John Coyle who was drowned at sea on be cap'.lble of rising t o a height of 5,000 feet .
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Charley, the Cattle King
- '- O B -

THE BOY WHO OWNED THE RAN GE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY )
CHAPTER X (continued)
Tom j oined Charley at the hollow, where he was trying to
"Very good, sir." Bill Downing replied with as mucb sec what he could clo for Jack Cody, the half-breed boy.
r espect as though Charley had been his father, instead of
When Long ·Tom got there with the wood Charley had
only his father's son.
laid the boy down on his blanket and, helping him to re"Dick Dunn!" called Charley then.
move such of his clothes as was necessary, he and L ong
Dismal Dick came hurrying forward .
T om examined the wound by the light of a lantern.
"Who acts as boss under Michaels?"
"That there hall isn't in very far," declared Tom. " If
"Sometimes I do, sir; sometimes Tom L eathers. Pete you could stand it, boy, I could pick it out with my
Mi chaels was a great hand to play the boss himself."
knife."
'
"Very well. You will take the other half of the herd
"I can stand it, all right," repli ed Jnck. "I must stand
at daylight and nm them up to corral No. J, which, I it. Go right al 1cad ."
understand, is on this side of the river."
Tom had the bullet in no time, anc1 then they built up a
"It is, sir."
, good fire and mad e the boy as comfortable ae they could
"Those are yom orders. The rest of the boys will go after Charley had careiully washed out the wound.
wit!t yon. l want you all to understand that I do not
J ae:k, who never made even a. souncl while the cowboy
propose to give up No. 3 permanently, but until we have was probing for the bullet, appeared to be very grateful.
a chance to see how matt.ors are going to work bore with
H e said hnt li ttle, however, until Tom L eathers left, and
the wnter this corral will remain closccl. Tom Leathers!" then, tnrning to Charley, who was sitting on the grass be" Y cs, sir!" replied Long Tom, springing forward with side him, he pnt out his hand.
all the promptness of a man-of-war's man on duty.
"Say, I want to thank you again for what you have
" \\T'JI
·
J
you lJe goo d enoug11 to b rmg
an am1ful of dry cloue for me,." he said, eamcstly. "I shan't never forget ."
wood and a bucket of water over to the place' where I made
"'l'hat's all right, ,Jack. You go to sleep," replied Charmy camp?"
·
le.v. "You'll pull. through; don't you fear."
"Yes, boss! Right away!" rcpliecl Long Tom .
·1 "I how 1.liat. I'm not hard hit, hut what's going to be'l'hen, without further i'alk, Charley guiclecl ihc reel mare come of me aftcnvnnls? That's what's worrying me."
over to the hollow 1Yhich he had left hour~ before.
"Don ·t let it \\·orry you."
H e hacl won for the time being.
" I raid help it. Do yon mean to turn me OYer to the
The cowboys lookrcl after him in 1=ilencc aR he retrcaterl. ~hcri ff?''
"By time, he's a wonrl er !" ~aid Sall(]:y Spcnc:c. "T
" 1 clon't lhink so, 1mless yon lnrn out to be a very bad
thought he was asleep o,·cr there in the hollow all the time. one. l haven't 11::icl time to iny_aire about you yet."
Say, Bill, what's all this aboul ;''
" I'm bad enough, h1,t I'm not as bad as that gang you
''You fellows will .finrl ont wlwt it's all abont if You al- cau!;:ht me with . I only got in with them by accident .. I
tempt to fool with that kid!" chucklccl Bill -D~\\'lling. neYer wa11t to sec them again."
"Pet(! Michaels' plot didn't work, that's all.. We\·e -licked
"What do you want? What would you like to do if you
thunder out the Navajos, that's n.Jl . The new boss brought ,hacl your own choice?"
us fellows up from No. 5 ang turned the tnblcs on your
Jack looked at Charley earnestly.
crowd, that's all. Next time you start to play roots on
"J suppnRe you'll thi.nk T've got a deuce of a nerve if I
Charley Catherwood you will have to be a little quicker was to tell ~'on?" he replied.
about it, and that's all, too!"
"No, not at all . Just tell it right out."
.
"There wasn't never no plot! We don't know what you
"I .know how you are fL,rnd here. Pete Michaels came to
are talking about," protested Sandy, and Dismal Dick; our camp and told all about it. That man means to break
Ike _Osborn and several others chimed in to the same ef- you, Charley. Say, you don't mind my calling you Charfect.
lcy, clo yon? You are not much older than I am, anyhow,
It was all right for Charley. He hacl cliYidecl his men and--''
among themselves by his shrewd move and p1:ompt action.
arl'liat'~ all ri ght, but you haven't told me yet."
Wl:ile they were squabbling over the matier, one side
"What 1 really ,rant?"
~ _
1,1,1d tllt other 11-id.e prote..ndillj{ uinocanoe, Lo:ng
" Ye~."
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"Keep me with you . I can make myself useful. I don't
wan t no pay. All I want is a chance to pull away from
the gang. This wound is nothing. I'll be able to straclclle
a broncho after I've had a couple of hours' sleep. Will you
let me ~ork for you, Charley? Say?"
''.I'll think about it," said Charley. "I really need some
one I can absolntely depend upon, but--"
"But you are afraid to trust me? You think because
I am a half-breed I'm treacherous, and will put a knife in
your back first chance."
.
Charley was 8ilent.
''Try me, boss! If you'll promise I 'll iell you something
right now."
" I'll say this much, you can stay by me for the present.
I won't give you up to the sheriff, that is all I can ,say."
"That's enough. N" ow, I tell you what you do. Take
me over to Vista City as soon as it's daylight and you shall
kno,v for yourself what Pete Michaels is up to ."
"Do you think you can ri<le with your wound?''
"Sure T can."
"Explain what you mean?"
"I Cfln't, further than I have. I know where Pete is.
I'll take you there. If you will just consent to let me disguise y011 a bit you can bear his talk about you; then you
will know what danger you are in. T he raid to-night was
only a snrnl l part of it. There's more to come.''
"Put it off till to-morrow. I want to ride over the range
this morning."
"Tt '.;; tla ngero us to wait."
"All tlir r-arne I can ·t go to-clay. I'] I think of what vou
say, ihougli . Suppose we take Tom Leathers along?" ·
"~o : it mnf't be just you and me alone."
"But why?''
"Boss, how could we fix up Tom T,eathers
that Pete
Michaels would not know him?"
Then, was truth in that, and the boy's earnestness had
greatly impressed Churley.
"Let it rest for the presGJ1t," he Rai<l . "You go to sleep
now . I 'll deride later on."
Daylight w/l s now close at hand. Charley ,ra!ked over
to the campfire and joined his men.
They were ~till discussing the rairl, hut the talk stopped
as lie camr up. Bill Downing asked him what he intended
to clo with ,J rick.
'"J'o keep 11im bv rne for tho present,'' replied Charley,
" ancl l want you all to treat him as well as you can."
"You don't never want to trust no half-breed, I tell you
th at strai ght," growled Bill.
" That's my business, boys," said Charley. "Sanely,
hurry up your breakfast. T om Leathers, I want you to help
me do the range on thi s side of the river this morning,
and in the afternoon we will cross the river and do the
rest of it if the water goes down. Now, boys, I just want
to say to you all, if you do the right thing by me there will
be no trouble, and you can depend on me to do what is
right by yot1. You all wa11 t to forget Pete Michaels as
soon :ts possible, and to understand that yo u are responsi bl e on ly to lhe kid boss!"
Charley made these remarks in the pleasantest tone, and
most of the cowboys t ook them in good part.
There was some cheering, but the young cattle king did
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not fail to observe that there ,rere many glum £aces aroun~
the fire.
He had, however, made them all understand that he
meant business, and now he did the moet sensible thing he
could linve done under the circumstaJ1ces-walkcd off clown
to the r iver and left his co1wboys to themselves.

CHAPTER XI.
DETECTIVE WORK IX GOPHER CANYOX.

It was broad daylight when Charley reached the corra l
The water had . now receded considerably, and he was able
to pass on to the hut and survey the rush ing stream ,
Looking off toward Round Butte, he could see that the
water from the mountain lake was no longer flowing over
the edge of the old° crater.
"The riwir will he down to its natural bed by night,"
he said to himself, "but, all the same, the corral had better
be abandoned; for what with bridge builders and the men
who will haYe to come to repair the railroad there will be
a big gang floating around here for weeks to come, and
they are ilure to a-et into trouble with my cowboys if we
liang arounrl here. The best thing I can possibly do is to
clear ont and let them have the place to themselves."
Tom Leathers, Rill Downin g and Dismal Dick all fully
coinrided in thi s when Charley came to talk it over with
them at breakfast, and immediately after the meal war,
0Yer the herd was divided and driven off to the different
corra ls.
At eight o'clork a trai n from the East pulled in, bringing a number of railroad men.
1.'hcy could not advance further than a point near wh~re
lhe station had stood, but an hour or so later the water
had fallen so as to expose the wreck of the railroad bed
heyonrl. By night the river had nearly ret reated to its
natural channel, and next morning saw a hundred Italians
at Kork making the repairs.
During the day Charley carried out his intention of
Yisiting the tbree corrals on l1is side of the river.
Long Torn Leathers, Ike Osborn and T im McCarthy accompanied him.
'l'he fame of the ''kid boss" had gone before him, it appeared, and Charley was everywhere received with proper
respect.
During the ride Charley found a chance to talk over
Jack's p1·oposi ti on with Long Tom, first swearing the cowboy to absolute secrecy in the case.
"\Yaal, boss, if it was me I'd take the feller up and go,"
said Tom. " T here might be something into it, but I'd be
mighty careful how I trusted him. What do you say t o
letting me and Tim go down to Vista City ahead of you
and keeping watch when you get thar?"
" I'm going, and you can do that if you like," replied
Charley, "but do you think there is any danger that J ack
may be intending to steer me\ into the Navajos' camp ?"
(To -be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
PANAMA CANAL TO REOPEN.
The Panama Canal, which has been closed since September 18 by the worst slide in its history, will be opened
again for the passage of vessels drawing less than twenty
feet of water, when ten ships, three from the Atlantic end
and seven from the Pacific end, are to go through.
Exceptional progress, a.ided by good weather conditions,
enabled the canal engineers and dredge men to upset thP
prediction that the canal would not again be opened to
traffic before next spring. Providing that no further earth
slides occur, the canal will be ready for the transit of vesseLs of all drafts shortly after the first of the year.

counter with the real article on U10 State Highway, near
Marian, Cal.
The young lady was dri l'ing a car, accompanied by her
father, C. M. Hutchinson. They left home before daybreak, planning to spend the day with friends in Nordhoff.
As the machine sped swiftly along the smooth road there
suddenly loomed upon the startlea vision of the fair young
driver a huge black hog, only a few feet ahead.
It was impossible to stop in time to avoid a collision, so
a sharp turn to the left was made. Miss Hutchinson misjudged the size of the beast, which was strnck in the head,
and the next instant the auto turned a complete somersault endwise, then rolled oYcr on its side in the clitch.
BOY MAKES MONEY OUT OF SHEEP.
Ur. Hutchinson and his daughter were badly bruised, .
Gerald Pershin, fourteen years of age, of Ipswich, S. but escaped serious
injury. The force of the impact tore
Dak., gives promise of being one of the' :financiers of the the radiator from
the car, demolished one wheel and broke
country.
·
several minor parts.
On Sept. 5, 1914; the boy went to M. A. Slocum, a
friend, and told him that he had a chance to buy twentyA HA RD WINTER.
five old ewes from Robert Jones at a bargain. Mr. Slocum
went with the boy to the bank and signed a note with him,
They have all sorts of sharps at the Tiippodrome, amathereby enabling the boy to get the funds.
teur and professional, and one of them makes a specialty
Recently the boy entered the bank, paid over $83.60, his of weather. After a tour through Central Park and the
note with interest, and remarked that he had cleaned up Bronx in search of weather symptoms, William Stewart
$110.80 clean profit on his sheep during the year. He had sent the following report to Charles B. Dillingham:
sold $28 worth of wool and had sold his original purchase
"I didn't need any Government weather man holding
and their increase, less five sheep the coyotes had killed, for down a padded swivel chair and $5,000 a year to tell
me
$166.40.
it was going to be a hard winter. I felt it all along. And
I have bad hunches of that kind for so many years I trust
BAY STATE'S POPULATI O~.
'em . as a boy cloe his grandad. Maybe it was my long
The population of Massachusetts was 3,693,310 on April trailling out ort the Western prairies, where the weather
1, 1915, according to the official announceme nt the other for you New Yorkers is made, or maybe ifs my rheumatic
·
day of the census taken by the State "Bureau of Statistics. knee.
The total, which probably keeps the State in sixth place
"The Dovermnent reports from all over the country say
in population rank, is greater by 326,894 tj,an the count we are to ha11 e a very severe winter. Why? Because the
made in the Federal census of five years ago.
infallible signs of nature arc hung up all oYer the face of
Massachusetts shelters approximatel y 450 persons to the the eartb. Any dub who knows the woods and the wild
square mile, the figures show, and is second only to Rhode creatures knows that they have the weather all figured
Island in density of population.
out long before it comes to them.
Boston's population is 745,439, as compared with 670,"Persimmon crop is very large this fall. That always
585 five years ago. 'rhe metropolitan district, within ten means a hard winter. There are more acorns and
locusts
miles of City Hall numbers 1,587,093 persons. Worcester than usua l. That ahrnys means a hard winter. You
must
held its place as the second city of the State, its population have noticed yourself bow very thick and hard
the skins
being 162,697. Fall River remains third, with 124,791, of the apples are this fall. That always means
a hard
but Lowel l, which was fourth, is now sixth, displaced by winter. I noticed up in the Bronx the other Sunday
that
New Bedford, which passecl the 100,000 mark for the first the hornets have hung their · nests very high
this fall.
time. The population of the latter city is 109,568; that That's so as to be out of reach of the deep snows
which
of Cambridge, still in fifth position, 108,822, and Lowell, their strange instinct tells them will be very deep
this
107,978. Springfield, moving from eighth place to sev- winter.
enth in rank, entered the 100,000 division with a total of
"The muskrats' nests over on the Jersey meadows and
102,971.
along the Hackensack River ,are unusually high. Don't
know that I ever saw them so high. It tells the same story.
SOMERSAU LTS OVER HOG.
Any market man will tell you that the breastbone of the
Many complaints are beard regarding the actions of goose is thicker and tougher this fall than it bas been
for
"road hogs" of the human type, bui, it. remained for Mis~ it good many :years, and the goose doesn't get fooled
when
Marie Hutchinson of Van Nuys to have a disastrous en- j comes to anticipating weather in bunches.''
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R P OF THE RIP= APS
-OR-

THE GHOSTS OF GROGGY iiARBOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER X III (continued)
Rip seized the oa~s in answer to these encouraging
words, and gave one vigorous pull.
I nstantly he found himself in deep trouble, for the boat
went grind ing on the r ocks.
" On the rip-raps, by thunder!" exclaimed Rip. "Well,
this is our finish ! Sit perfedly still, Retta ! Don't move
an inch."
"Courage !" said Retta softly. "Courage, Rip!"
The water came rushing into the boat as Rip backed
water for all he was worth.
Ile was free in a moment, but there was a large hole in
the bottom of the boat to fight now, and the water was
coming in at an alarming rate.
"Is it serious?'' gasped Retta .
"It's our finish," muttered Rip. "Bail ! Bail for all
you are worth !"
There was ::m old tin washbasin in the boat, and Retta .
seizing it, began bailing vigorously.
Meanwhile Rip whirled the boat around aud pulled as
he had never pulled before.
"Do you know where you are now?" asked Retta.
"No; I am working on a theory ."
"If it is correct, will it save our livest'
"It may. '·Ne are goners if it i.rn't."
The waler kept steadi ly gainin,;.
l~ctta could nul begin to bail it out fasl enough .
"It's no use, Hip," she said at la,t.
A strong pnff of wind struck her face as she spoke.
"'l'here goc~ lhe J'.og !" ci·ied Rip . "We shall soon know
now. Keep on bailing, Retta. Our only hope lies in keeping the w::iter down."
Another pnff of wincl, thn a s11·eeping bla&t.
The fog rnllcd a way be fore it, but the sc-enc "·as little
changed.
Another ~i orrn was close at hand .
R ip 1ookcd over his shoulclcr nervously.
"Looking for a light?" asked Retta. "There is none,
Rip ."
" I know. Prepare for the worst."
T he boat was al most half fu ll now, and as the wind wns
lashing up the waves it IJC'gan to tumble abo ut a goocJ
deal.
"It's half full , Hip," . oid R tta presently.
" Il ark !" breathed Hip. "Don't you hear breakers?"
"J t hink I do .''
" Then my theory is correct."

"We are coming ashore?"
"Yes."
" Oh, Rip! I see a house right over there!"
" I know. Don't raise your hopes too high. We may
never reach it, and if we do it may only be like jumping
out of the frying-pan into the fi re."
"We are three-qu arters full, Rip. I think we are sinking."
This Retta said about t en minutes later.
She was still bailing and Rip was still pulling for all
he was worth.
D irectly in front of them rose the dark outlines of a
large building with another smaller one just beyond.
The boat was doomed, and Rip knew it; his only hope
was to reach the shore before the end came.
IT e just did it and no more.
Up against an old tumble-down wharf the brave boy
pulled the boat, and shipped the oars.
"Quick! Scramble u p th ere !" he whispered. "Make
as little noise ns possible if you value your life and mine."
Rrtla gained the top of the wharf, but before Rip could
fairly ao the same the boat sank out of sight.
"Now is the time I 'm glad I didn't bring the diamonds," panted Rip, as he climbed upon the wharf.
"Why, wl1ere are we?" demanded Retta. "At all events,
we are safe on shore. One moment more of it and we
,·tould have been drowJJed."
"That's right," said Rip. " Only trouble is this is
Groggy Harbor. We are here, and we can't get away
without a boat. Next thing we know we shall be up
agn inst tbe ghosts."
"If thev only were ghosts, R ip ! Are these smugglers
such a ball lot?''
"Y 011 kno11· as much about them as I do, Retta. Now,
clon't look at me that way. You will persist in putting
me clown as being in with these smugglers, but I assure you
ag3in il isn't lrue."'
'· I'm bound to believe you, Rip; a sea captain's daughter
gets a little suspicious-that's all."
'"iY ell, you needn't suspect me, for I'm not in t his deal,"
said Rip. " H ello ! H ere comes the rain !"
The wind liad been sweeping over I ngal 's I sland in great
gust~ ever since t hey la;nded, and now t he rain began to
descend in torrents.
There was nothing for it but to make a rush for the old
fish oil factory, which was the nearest of the two buildmgs.

)
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It was li ke a flood ontsicle a moment after they passed "~ o. no. 'Rip: ?OU mustn't! I won't have it. Let's get
through the dark doorway.
away from 1.his dreadful place. See, it is not raining so
"At all events we ha re done the be. t we could," muttered very harcl now. Let us go up to the house and take our
Rip. " 'l'he boat co-uld not have lived a minute under this rhances there . T'd rather rnn right into the armH of the
flood."
smugglers than to go np those stairs again."
They stood in the doorway looking out, wondering, of
But Rip wa,; going up to i.hc house, and he was in
coursr, what wa s to be done next.
a mood to argue it ouL
"We can't stand this way all night," sa.id Rip at last.
"Look here, Retta, what did you see?" he demanded.
"We. have got to have something to sit on at all events. I "You haven't told me yet."
wonder if the ghosts know we are- here?"
"But you saw it, too, Rip."
"I'm wondering if the ghosts are not all on the sand"Mebbe I didn't see it the same as you did . Tell me
spit," said Retta, "and if we haven't got Groggy Harbor now what yon saw."
to ourselves."
"Rip_, you do know . It was a man without a head stand''That might be, too."
ing there in all that blaze of light. Don't tell me you
"Suppose we start on an exploring tour?"
didn't see it, for I know you <lid."
"Anything rather than stand ing here like a couple of
"Well, and o I did," ,,aid Rip. ",\ ]l(] it isn't tlte first
fools."
time, either. T saw tbe same thing whrn I was here beRip had a few matches left, and he struck. out and peered fore, and I was a big fool lo allow myself to get scared at it
about.
again."
"The very thing!" he exclaimed, making a dart for"And you don't believe it was-it was a ghost?"
ward, and seizing an ordinary stable lantern which stood
"Retta, how can you so deceive yourself when yon know
by the door.
·
that the ghosts of Groggy Harbor are only the smugglers?
He had it lighted in a second.
Of course, this iR only some cheap trick."
"That's a hundred per cent. better!" he exclaimed. "We
"But the li ght, Rip. l never saw anything like it in all
can begin to do business now."
my life."
"And it bears out my id ea that the smugglers are all
"Oh, yes, you have, when you come to think of it. Of
over on the sand-spit," said Retta. "They left the lantern course, you ha Ye . It wag nothing but an ordinary electric
here so that they could ha,·e it handy when they came light. A battery with wires attaebeu to the door :-;o as to
back."
make a connection when it was opened woulll do all that."
"Then now is our time to :find out more about Groggy
"Rip, I'm afraid I 've been a fool."
H arbor," said Rip, swinging his lantern before him., "Pshaw! You are n0rrnus, aml that's natural. Let's
"Come on, Retta. We'll see what's to be found upstairs." go up again an<l face the thing. If jt was a live ghost he
The stairs were actually n othing but a flight of rough wonlcl lrnYe been down after us long ago.''
wooden steps, leading up to an unpainted door.
But notbing could iuduce Ti etta to go further than the
Rip tried the door and found it unfast ned.
foot of the stairs.
'
As he threw it back a bright light instantly flooded the
Hip pushed boldly up ancl threw back the door again .
place, and there was a loud crash heard in the room beIt was just the same.
yond.
.
1,hcrc came a blaze of light as soon as the <loor was
"Gracious! What's that?" gasped Retta, and then she opened .
gave a piercing scream and went dashing ba~k down the
Direrilv in front of him stood a tall fi.g-nre dressed in
steps.
black clot-h0s.
Rip slammed the door and followed her in a hurry.
A man t all appearm ce, but without a head.
T here was something in the room right behind the
Th e light playe<l ab011t the form in a most :ilarming
door.
fashion, but Rip stood J1i s ground thiH i.imc and look a
Both had seen it.
good sqnare ·look.
It was a sight well calculated to make the stoutest heart
"I~ it there?" 0all ed Retta in trembling tones.
turn cold .
"Of course it is there," replied Rip. "Come up and ·
see it. Won't hurt you a bit !"
"No, no !"
"Bnt it is on ly n tail or's dummy with coat and trousers
CHAPTER XIV.
on. Along the arms and down the legs there are a lot of
little gbss points. That's what makes the light play
EXPLORIXG TJIE OLD FACTOJ1Y.
around it so. T assure you there is nothing to be afraid
of, Rei.ta. It is just a big fake ."
Retta almost went into hysterics.
It took Rip a good ten minutes to quiet her down, and
And that is all there was to the wonderful ghost.
by that time he had been able to do a litt le thinking, and
Retta came up after a little and was soon laughing at
as a result was ready to laugh himself.
her fears, for Rip showed her that the dummy stood on
''Now then, Retta ; now then ! Jo more of that!" he rollers, and could be pushed about anywhere.
exclaimed as the girl broke out into another wild laugh.
They ·let it stay where it was and proceeded to examine
"We've made a pair of fools of ourselves, all right . . I'm the room.
going to try it again."
(To be contin.ued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
months at the hand s of Regular Army anil. National
Guard officers. These men get their instruction at 'local
armories, whenever floor space is available and generally in
one or two evening instalments a week, averaging an hour
or two each. Already some 10,000 men have announced
thei r intention to atten d the training camps which will be
Miami, Fla., will hold a winter tennis t ournament this held at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., and near Chattanooga, Tenn.,
year which, it is expected, will attract many of the best in April and May, as well as the later training caIJ?.pS to be
·
players of the country. T. R. Pell will be one of the con- held during the summer months.
testant s. Carl C. Fisher, of Indianapolis, has offered a
challenge cup which becomes the permanent property of
The cat came back! She was an unattractive gray anithe sonteBtant winning it three times .
mal and had hung around the home of Frederick Crowell.
of New London, Conn. E verybody had got tired of her.
In spite of war conditions there is considerable building Mr. Cro\\'ell is the American Express agent of the Central
bein carried on in Naples. Apartment houses are being Vermont railroad her e, and a manager was at last appealed
erected in the Vomero, Piedegrotto, Torrctto and other to to take the cat on a personally conducted tour and lose
· sections, one of the finest being in course of erection near her. He agreed. The cat was put in a bag and the mesthe center of the city on the reclaimed ground to the south senger took it in the train as far as Brattleboro. Across
of Santa Lucia. The contracts for these works, however, the Massachusetts border, forty-eight miles from home,
were all let before the European hostilities began.
the bag was left, open, on the station platform. The
ab=mdoned puss was seen streaking it for the fields as the
J. V. Young, formerly treasurer of the Rush County train pulled out. The other morning when Crowell opened
Fair Association, Rushville, Incl ., has received a letter the front door to get the milk bottle and the morning pafrom an Indianapolis man, whose name was not made pub- per the cat sat on the steps washing her face . She was
lic, inclosing thirty cents conscience money. The m!ln fra yed out and frazzled and dirty after her long hike, but
sa id he, as a lad, stole into the Rush County fair 20 years still game. Perseverance has conquered. Crowell has
ago, and that he wanted to relieve l1is miud of the act. adopted her for life.
F. I. Gahn, of Rich Township, is perhaps the higg(;st
country schoolboy in Ohio if not in the United States. He
is sixteen yearn of age and weighs 260 pounds. Gahn
attends the Ulaser School, north of Fremont, Ohio, and is
one of the brightest pupils in his class.

The admission to the fair was twenty-five cents.
added fhc cents as interest.

He

According to the Army and Navy J ournal Great Britain
is not the only foreign power to learn through the naval
A rlrow~y Rtate after meals is what we should welcome, activiti es of the present war that the monitor, despised by
for it is the most favorable condition for good digestion. our own navy, which invented and perfected it, is still a
Nutm egs may produce it because their effect is to increase useful tool of offense and defense under the right condithe flow of gastric juice. Th e nutmeg is much used by tions . Reports from the Danube state that the Austrian
doctors a:1 a r0mocly in weak digc, tion. If one has a keen rive r .monitorR ha\'e proved of immense value in the operaappetite he doe,: not nc8d nutmeg, for appetite is the nwst tions against the Serbians., and succeeded in breaking down
po,rerfol sl:rn ulant of the floll" of gastric juice . If th·e ap- tin blockade of the Danube which was set up by the British
petite is not good the digestion will be feeble, and then the sailors under Rear Admiral Troubridge, who installed
hcary naval guns on the banks near Belgrade, whence for a
addition of a little nutmeg win be found of benefit.
hne they raked the ri.ver reaches fo r miles above and below ,
their position. How the Austrians finally succeeded in
The French poseession of Jnclo-China comprises the neutralizing this control has never been made kn.own, but
colony of Cochin-China, the prot ectorates of Cambodia , they did so, according to the admi ssions of English corAnnam, Tonkin and Laos, and the territory of K,1·nng- respondents, even before the victorious advance of the AusChow-Wan leased fr om China-an are,, embracing approx- tro-Germnn armies upon northern Serbia. At one time
imately 310,000 square miles. The popul:ltion is estimat- Austria -Hnugary had seven or eight monitors o.::i the
ed at J8,000,000, of whi ch about 35,000 are Europeans, Danube-vessels of from 305 to 527 tons, armed with 4.7the rest being natiYes, sal'n gc tribesmen, Chinese, :Malays iuch guns and with speeds of from eight to thirteen knots •.
and -Hindu s. The principal city, as well as the principal They were all protected by deck, turret and side armor,
port of entry, is Sa.igou, Cochin-China. There are now and in point of age ranged from the Maros and Leitha,
1,378 miles of rai !road operated in Indo-China.
built in 1871 and reconstructed in 1894, to two new ships
which were not entirely completed when the war broke out.
According to a statement made recently by Major-Gen. The enemy also had several gunboats; but the number of
Leonard Wood, U .S.A., about 15,000 business and pro- both these classes of vessels has been reduced. The. claim
fessional men in all parts of the country are ta.kiug advan- that the modern battl eship is an improved monitor is fallatage of the opportunities provided for them to undergo ... ~ious . It lacks the essential feature of the monitor, which
systematic courses of military training during the winter 1;; its low freebcai·d and underwater protection.
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GOOD CUURENT NEWS AJl'l'.iCLES

There is probably no place in the world w~re geese are
raised more extensively than in Poland . Warsaw is the
great center for the trade in these birds, and it is the town
of Dvinsk, near which tlie Russian and German armies
haYe been fighting so furiou sly of late, that has largely
supplied the W:nsaw market. Dvinsk, too, is probably the
only place in the world where geese are shod. The Polish
farmer does not send his birds to market in coops and
hy train. 'l1hat would be a considerable expense. He
driYes them on the highway, the flock often numl;Jering
several hnndred. That they may walk to Warsaw without getting sore feet, he shoes them. 'I'hey are first made
to walk over a patch of road covered with warm tar, and
then over another patch covered with sand. In this way
the feet get a coat of tar and sand, and they make the
journey without becoming footsore.

61-UNS .A.NH CHUCKLES

State-wide prohibi tion went into effect at Little Rock,
She-Would you leave your home £or me? He-I'd
Ark., J an. 1, and every indication points to its strict observance in t his and other cities. All the saloons closed at leave a baseball game in the ninth inning with the score
the appointed hour and t.he owners were removing the fix- a tie.
tures. Under the law the sale, manufachire or giYing
Head Waiter-What's he want? Waiter-Says he wants
away of any kind of malt, vinous or spirituous liquors is a
a
little of everything. Head Waiter-Give him some
felony, punishable by imprisonment £or one year.
hash.
Oklahoma received a New Year's gift of 2;229 citizens,
each of whom is worth about $30,000, when Fedi;ral J udae
H enry Hudson handed down a decision holding that
Osage I ndians were full citizens of the United States and
as such were entitled to al] rights granted in the Fourt eenth Amendment. The decision gi Yes the memhcr3 of
the tribe complete control over their personal property,
but does not affect their real estate holdings.

:n

T he greatest single lock in all the world is in operatio11
on the "Soo" Cimal. This lock has a length o.f 1,330 feet,
with a width of 50 feet, a heigbt of i30 feet and a lift of
20 feet. These dimensions far surpass those o E any other
lock in the world, the lcngtl1 of the bjggcst lock in the Kiel
Canal being but 1,03;~ feet. Two of the largest la]<c
freighters t hat plow these waters, or fonr small steamers,
may be accommodated in the lock at one time. The lock
is operated by means of elcd.ricity and requires bnt six
minutes to be filled or emptied.
Lemon ~xtract, which £or years was used only as a flavoring in cakes and pastry, is being tried as a substitute
for whisky and beer by some persons in VeYay, Ind., since
the cit y voted out the saloons. According to the man who
claims to have discovered the drink substitute, "50 cents'
worth will bring that happy, don't-care feeling, and $1
worth will result in a first-class jag." For some months
there have been ,an unusual number of int<.)xication cases
tried before Mayor Campbell. Courts of inquiry to learn
where the intoxicants came from were without 1·esult.
Finally, it was learned that where the grocery stores here
form e1;ly sold only a few bottles of extract in- a week's time,
dozens of bottles are now sold daily. Mayor Campbell has
so fa r been unable to interfere with the lemon extract business.

Patience-And did he ask the all-imp0rtant question
last night? Patrice-Yes, he asked what size shoe fathe r
wore.
Grateful Patient-Doctor, how can I ever repay you fo r
.',our kindness to me?" Doctor-Doesn't matter, old man.
Check, money order or cash.
Mrs. Flanagan-I want a pair of shoes for my boy.
Salesman-French kid, ma'am? Mrs. Flanagan-No, sir ;
Trish kid.
Dc:jected Suitor-If you intended to say "no" why did
you let me propose? Sweet Girl-Why, how cot1ld I say
"no" if you didn't?
Miss Angular-Do you think my age is beginning to tell
on me? Miss Plumpleigh-Yes, dear; but then you have
no cause for worry. It doesn't begin to tell the whole
truth.
Markley-No, I can't let you have a "V." Why don't
you get Jenks to lend it t o you ? Borroughs-But he
doesn't know me very well. Markley-That's why I suggested. him.
A certain laborer once asked a country clergyman to
write a letter for him to a duke, from whom he wished to
obtain aid. ''But you ought to go yourself and see his
Grace," said the clergyman. "I would, sir," was the nervous answer, "but you see I don't like to speak to the duke.
He may be too proud to listen to the likes of me. I can
talk to you well enough, sir; there's nothing of the gentleman about you."
·
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STRANGLED.
By Paul Braddon

"What's the matter up the street?"
"Man found dead sir."
"Wasn't murdered ?"
"Guess not."
"Who was he?"
"Old Laforge, sir, him as lircd in the third house from
the corner."
"Laforge?"
"Yes, sir; what used to be rich and lost his money, and
took to drinking and licked his wife-that's him."
"And he's been found dead?"
"Yes_, sir, in his bed· wHh his clothes on."
"Aha! I must go and see him."
"Please, sir; they won't let you; only policemen and detectives and such."
"I guess they'll let me in; I was an old friend of his."
The above conversation took place between myself and a
lad of about fourteen one morning in one of the by- streets
of this busy city of New York.
J was strolling along quietly, when I saw a crowd gathered in front of a house, and suspecting that something
was wrong, questioned the boy as to what it might be.
Poor La forge I I had known him well, and before he
took to chink he had been an able man.
I knew his history almost as well as I knew my own,
a.ncl, before I go on, I might as well give an outline of it,
as it will be of use in following the thread of my story, enabling the reader to better understand what follows.
Pierre Laforge was a Frenchman and a designer by profession, who had lived in this co untry several years, and
was married.
For a time he appeared to be very happy, and I often
visited at his house, meeting there occasionally a countryman of his named Durand.
I noticed that Durand was particularly attentive to La•forge's wife, more so, I thought, than old acquaintance
warranted.
I said nothing to Laforge about it, of course, and so the
thing went 011.
After a while I lost track of the ma11 and learned that he
had taken to drink, lost his work, and wa rapidly going
from had to worse.
I used to see Durand a good dea l after that, and he
seemed to prosper '.lS Laforge sank deeper into adversity.
'rhen I somehow learned the two men played cards a
good rleal, a11Cl that in some way or another the designer
was always the lo~cr.
'l'hen a third part:v appcl'trcd upon the scene in the form
of a man of whom I had my suspicions.
Ile wa~ rrally :1 nmncr for a gambling-house . though he
p~irportecl to be a eomrnereial traveler.
His name was Andre, anrl upon Re_ycral occasions he
had been clcieclccl in swinilJing, though he always, with
great aclrni1 ncs~, m:rnaged i.o escape arre, t, throwing the
blame upon some one else.
One night, about a month before the morning that I
heard Laforge ,ras dead, I vi;;itcd a notorious gambling
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den, in disguise, for the purpose of shadowing a man
against whom I was working up a case.
To my astonishment I discovered the three Frenchmen
playing cards, and for high stakes, too, Laforge seeming
to be the loser.
· At last w.hen Laforge had lost all his _money and was on
the verge of madness from having drank so much, Andre
proposed a new game.·
To this proposition Laforge objected most decidedly.
I saw Andre slyly :fill up his half-emptied glass, and Durand began coaxing him to reconsider his decision.
Andre proposed that they should drink a glass of wine at
all events, and to this request the poor dupe acceded.
After that he was perfectly quiet and tractable, and did
everything they wanted him to do.
Andre again proposed that they have one more game.
Laforge said he had no money.
"Suppose we play for the lady?" said Andre. "If you
win, you get five hundred dollars; if either of us win, we
get ihe lady."
"I cannot stake my wife in this way," said Laforge.
"Chut, man," ·said Andre, Durand having very little to
say, "what harm if you do lose her? It will serve her
right."
"Perhaps."
"To be sure. She has frowned on you of late; let her
go, at least let her think you don't care for her, and see
how soon she will come around."
"You think so ?"
"Verily. There's nothing like contrariness in managing
women. If they think you love · them, they will vex your
soul."
"True."
"Make them think otherwise, and they will fly to you,
fall on their knees, worship you.""
To this sophistry Laforge answered not, and Durand
said , simply:
"Shall. we play?"
"Yes."
The game proceeded, and Andre won the lady, laughing
at the result, and saying that it would be all right, that he
would d · cipline her a little, give her a lecture, and then
send her back to her husband better than ever.
I did r:ot pay as much attention to this singular affair
as I would have had_ I not been otherwise engaged, and
when the Frenchmen left I did not follow them.
When I heard that Laforge was dead, I attributed th
facft to his bad habits, and had no doubt that on account
of his domestic infelicities he had ta.ken more deeply to
drinhng, and had died of delirium tremens.
I determined to view the remains, and so, making my
way to the house, easily obtained admission upon declaring
my name and occupation.
Upon entering the sleeping apartment a strange sigbt
met my gaze.
'l'he room was a dingy one, poorly furnished, foul smelling. and bearing the general look of dilapidation.
The walls were bare, and the window was covered by an
old blanket, hung across it in lieu of a curtain.
On the dusty shelf stood a mug and a bottle with a
candle stuck in the neck, while behind the bed was a battered washstand, with a er.a.eked ewer standing upon it.
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U pon the bed, half dressed, one leg half r aised, Jay the interfe re it was buried beyond the guard in the neck of the
Frenchman, one hand upon his breast and the other thrown man Durancl .
The oth er dropped the knife and turned, without lookacross a, chair, his whole appearance indicating tha:t he
in g at thr. body of the murdered man, to seek safety in
had fall en upoi1 the bed in a drunken slumber.
I knew he was dead by the livid hu e of his countenance flight '
I was at his sicle in a moment, and, seizing him by the
and the distortion of his -features.
~ot being entir ely sa tisfied with my first examination, I collar, pressed the muzzle of my revolver to hi s temple,
approached the bed for the purpose of viewing the body telliug h im not to stir or I would kill him upon the spot.
H e tried to escape, bu t firin g a ·hot close to his car in
more closely.
orde
r to terrify him and bring assistance, at the same time
A deep red line upon t he throat had attracted my attenI
clapped
a pa ir of handcuffs upon h im and h urried him
tion, and aroused an en tirely new train of thtmght..
Extending c1ear around the neck was a deep red indeli- off.
'l'wo pol icemen came running to the spot, and quickly
ble mark, as if the blood had settled there, Leneuth the
explaining
t he situation I delivered my prisoner to them
skin.
and went back to find the wounded man .
I kn ew only too well what that singular mark indicated.
H e was stone dead.
Th e man ha.cl been strangled, choked to death, by a cord,
And re was tried fo r the mu rder of Durand and ador possibly by h is own cravat.
mitted his guilt, setting up as his defense that the other
T he position of the collar and cravat set me to thinking, had cal1 r,d him a. coward and struck t he first blow.
however .
My testimony dest royed this defense, an.cl -a t last t he
I found by their crumpled appearance that it was to man confessed hi s guilt and was sentenced to be hanged.
their agency that the man had owed his death, the cravat
H e would say nothing about the Laforge affair, except
having been t wisted until strangulation had ensued.
to deny that he harl commi tted the murder, though be
Ifaving settled in my mind that th e man h;id been mur- might be coneiderecl an accessory.
dered, the n ext question was to fi nd th e assassin .
It was im po,-si ble to get any informati on out of him,
I at once thought of the two Frenchme11, and determined whet her he had any accom plices, 0 1' if he had done the
t o watch them.
deed himself.
H e was as sil ent as the Sph inx, a.nc1 neiil 1er threat~ nor
The body was removed and prepared for burial, which
would be done at the city's expense, pro,;icled no one offers of panlon coul d move him to say a ,1·orcl .
Madame L aforge had fle d, whe re it was not known, and
claimed it.
the
most thorough search fail ed to reveal her place of
I bad it given out' that the man had di ed of al coholi sm,
because I fancied that the murdernrs, whoe ,·cr they were, hiding:
At last , upon the gallows, Andre admitted that he had
knew not hing of the mark upon the throat, and would
fancy t hat there were no means l;> y whi ch they could be not t1ctuall y strangled Laforge, but had hired th e hideous
deed done, superintending all t he arrangements, and watchdetected,
It was not long befo re I ran across the two French- ing ~he assass in do his work.
Lafo rge hnd lately come into some money, qui te unexmen, and a Frenchwoman wbom I recognized from her
pectedly, ri nd i t was , to obta in t his th at he was to be put
portrait as the wife oi' the murdered man.
T hey were both attentive to t he lady, and I co uld not out of the ,ray.
It wa~ some time afte r the execution of Andre, whose
t ell which was the guilty party .
r eal name 1ras di sco\'ered to be Dubourg, that a F renchman
That night_, however, I met the t wo men al one and t hey
',;·a3 repo rtcrl to ha ve been dange rously wounded in an upwere having an angry discu ssion abou t somethi ng.
town ga mbling saloon .
"How much will you t ake fo r her?" asked An dre.
It was said that he w as de_liriou s at the hospital, and
" Two thousa.ncl dollars."
t hat he said strange t hings ; among oth ers, scraps of sen" Chut ! T hat is all the has."
tences relat ing to the Laforge murder .
"T know that," said Durand .
I went to the hospital at on ce, and saw him . He was
" And after I have t aken all the risk, got this coquin oul asleep, but talked incessantly, and I soon gathered enough
of the way, am I to have nothing?" asked Andre.
to convince me that he was the man whom Dubourg had
"Aha !. T hen he is the murderer," I sa id to myself.
hired to kil1 Laforge.
"J ran t he same Ti sk that you did," said Durand.
W1ten he becam e calm, I read to him a tran script of t he
"Perhaps they both had a hand in it," thought I .
things he had said in his frenzy. At first he deni ed all
"No, ' no; you did not," muttered Andre . " It was my kno wledge of the affair, but as he grew weaker, and saw
· hand that directed t he fatal noose, mine tha.t arranged that there was no chance of his living, he retracted t he
everything so there would be no suspicions; I did the w; rk, denial.
and I cla.im th e reward ."
H e confessed the whole affair, and said further that
"Bah, yol1 only- -" here I lost a wor d or so, owing to Madame La.forge was a party to th e plot, and that she had
the noise of a passing cart, "you are too much of a coward fled to Holland, between which country and our own t here
was no treaty of extradition.
to have- -"
H e soon di ecl, and so cheated the gallows, and that ended
The speech was interrupted by Andre's suddenly springthe affair, the wife of the murdered man never returning
ing upon the other and seizing him by the throat.
Then I saw the gleam of a dagger, and before I could to·tbis country.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
U.S. Inf., has been designated by the War Department to
command and to g ive instrnction to the military students.
T he regiment has already enlisted 910 men from•' t he· undergraduate body and the faculty, including two Chinamen, a Hindu, an Indian and a Russian, who are as enHarold Eastman had a narrow escape from wolves near thusiastic as the Americans. The new organization will
Rabey, Minn. Eastman h ad left the store to look over be known as the Harvard Regiment of Infantry.
some timber about two miles from t own. ll11ile going
through the woods a pack of seventeen wolves were on his
Mr. H. H. Nimmo, of Saturday Night, published in Mr.
trail. He let them get within a few feet and kill ed three Henry lrord's home town, sayn of Mr. Ford, whom he has
of them with his rifle.
known for a long time : "It is, we believe, a fair estimate
of the man to say that lie is a mechanical genius of a
Farmers in the vicinity of New Carlisle, Ohio, have sweet and lovable disposition with almost boundless ignofound a way to "bea L" the local option laws. 'I'housan ds of ra nce on almost every subject of human knowledge outgallons of cider were mad e in that section this fall, and the side of his mechanical specialties. Re never had the adfarmers have diseove1:ed that by running it through a crer,m vantage of an adequate education at school or college, and
separator th e wntei· is extracted, lea\'ing littl e but the pure he has ~ucceeded in reaching middle life with far less of
alcohol remain ing. "It's got an awful 'kick,'" declared the fruits of self-education than many men of the same
one farmer, who allowed his banel of cider to sit in the age with less opportunities. He has read less ihan the
warm November sun for two W"eks before giving it t he average schoolboy. He would never win a prize in spelling,
cream separator test. Since his discovery others are filli11g and what he says so frequently and so verbosely in the
their cellars with jugs of the extraded jui ce to tide 'cm new~paper of late months is what others say for him, and
write for hirri, and in large measure thin.k for him."
over the winier months.

If a new idea of a Sumnoytown, P a., farmer becom es a
fad, the rabbit dog may be pushed into the background.
He has trained some of his heifers to scent and chase rabbits with as much success as dogs, and , inc1eed, cheaper.

.

Th e plant for the manufacture of sulphuric acid at the
New York is the largest city in the world . L ondon , by
reason of losses occasioned by the war and beca use of gi- ,Indian Head Proving Ground Powder Factory has been
gantic error in estimating the population, must now ndrnii. completed. With this in operation the plant will be able
the American m etropoli s is the bigger by about a qua r ter to produce sufficient sulphuric acid for the powder that is
of a milli on people. Th e exact n umber of people in the manufactured at the factory. This is quite an improveCounty of London, accouling t o the 19 l 1 figures, is 4,521,- ment in the facilities of the plant. It will not only re3!58, wl1erc>a~ ~c1v Y ork City in 191 0 numbered 4,7G3,883 . clu ce the rost of manufacturing powder, but will prevent
Countin g in "extra L omlon ,'' t hat is, London outside the 1 delays in securing a supply of sulphuric acid, which has
cou nt_v, the popu lntion of the Prst while metropolis of the frequently resulted in the shutting down of the plant. It
worlcl is 7,2,i l ,:1.iH, wlwre t li ,1t of Orcnt cr Xew York, in- is imposs ible to store a large supply of sulphuric acid at
clurling tl1 e \Vc~tc-hr,.;ter ,rnd Xew ,Jersey snbnrbs, was at [ndia11 H ead, and it has been necessary to transport it
down tlie river at frequent intervals. Occasionally when
i.li e las1 cen~ us , ;;s:l,,? L
1hr P otomac River is frozen up it ha s been impossible to
A11 ingr11iou s i11stinrneut for rn111ggling \\·as di,-covere<l reach J11i.lian H ead with boatloads of acid.
at Hungoon. ,rLcn ,1 Chinaman named Oheng was ane:,ted
a1 about 7 o'<:!o<"k in the morning,-;,-; he strpped nshore from
'I'he gori ll a ancl chimpanzee, which belong to the higher
a onmpan. Tit (' prisoner was carrying what nppeare<l to be order of ape", have many points of resemblance to man,
n tin of kerosene, but 0,1 examination of the tin a c11nni11g- hut there iR one thing they cannot do-that is, twiddle
l_1· <·onlrivP<l rn1t1ggling ontfit was discovcrnl. T he corner their thumb" . In the gorilla 1.he thumb is short and does
of t!:1• tii1, wl1ere the opening to admil tht' oi l was sitna1ed, not rrach much beyond the bottom of the first joint of the
was in the lmpr ol' :1 (;ubc Joue inc·lie~ square and the other f"or-:~ nnger. It is very much restricted in . its movements,
part of tlw ti n w·1s userl a,.; fl rcccptaldc for contraband, the and the allimal can neither twidd le his thumbs nor turn
botirJm or t!11, 1 in ,:J iding- ont. In il1i~ hidclen recrptacle tl1 ern arouncl so that t he tips describe a circle. T here are
i. 11e exc·i~c insp( c! or fou ncl :fi ft_v-fi re to las of beincbi and the same number of bones in the hand of a gorilla as in
fifly -1 1ro orH·-C'iQ"litli oune:e bottles of ruca ine.
the hand of a man, but the thumbs of the monkey ha ve no
IT an-a rel ( 'ollr'.l·e has complrtrd tltr military mobilization of its sc·l1olas1 ic resources ancl with the first of the
yrar will brgin 1 lie training of 1,J 00 students and profr c;~or s lo lie• (Jflirrrs of t he Unitrcl :-\btes arrnv in the event
of war. Tiu • ~tudcnts will lullc' a 1ww rom~e in military
science beginn ing Jan. 1 and Capt. Co nsta nt Cordier, 4th

scpnratc flexor or bending muscle. This is why a monkey
n h1··1~·s keeps the thumb on the same side as the fingers
and never bends it around any object that may be grasped.
Iu the gorilla the web between the finge rs extends. t o the
,econd joint, the fingers taper to the t ips, and there is a
··allo~ity on the knuckles on which the animal rests when
1ralk ing on all fours.
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INTE0 ESTING ARTIC:LES
SURVEY SHIP LEONI DAS COURT-MARTI AL.
Court -mariia l p roceedings arc expectecl to follow the
escapade of fifteen or more sailors aboard the United
States Survey ship Leonidas on Christmas night, when
Li eu t . H olland was seized am} locked i:u tlie ship's callteen
for more than i. wo hours \\"hile a huge refrizr rator filled
with food supplies was ripped from its .fastenings ancl
tossed overboard . D issatisfac:i.ion on il1 part of the crew
at the Christmas dinner served rnoveLl them, Lt is reported,
to this act ion .• Fifteen m embers 0£ the C;rcw have been imprisoned and a rigi d investigation has been begun. All
have refused to La lk, ancl there is doubt as lo bow many
o~ the culprits are among the prLsone rs.

1

grcss appropriates the nercsran money. rrhe P~stoffice Department is con1>iclerL11g scrcral route,;, i11c:luding one from
Key ·wc~t to Hrmrna .

l'i'Jrnsn.

TO YEEP FLOWERS
HoscR, rarnations and orchid!i hire been found to keep
three times as long iC a s111all qu:'.JJtil_v of ,:ugar be added
to the water, write~ l\fahel II. 'I\ harlon, of Oakland , Cal.,
to Popular l\fochanics. A small lHlll[) of siarch has also
been found lJcneficia l. OL11C'r flower :; lwgin io blee<l as soo n
as tl1cy arc vnt, mid t bc preC'ious Ra p running out of t he
f-tem. can•cs the eclli- to collap~e im:ne<liatc ly. To prevent
this, the encl of' the stPm rn u~t lie quickly doc:cd, and t his
is best done 1;y ~caring in a ilall!e or l1y placing di rectly in
hot water .
S JGNALIXG T HE AEROPLA~E.
Thr Jlori~fa; of C'aliforniu go so for a,, to hoil the stem8
depends
scouting
for
aircraft
army
the
of
The usefulness
largely upo n the ca re with which m rs~ages c:a11 be sen t back of t!1e brilliuui poitLctLas rJr Chri,tnw, flowers, £or which
an d forth between the scoui in the-nir autl his army head- lheY are •o fomon~. The ~t-2m is firot Ftm·k through a
quar ters, say the American Boy. Long rc,lls of cloth are large Rhe1't of paper to p,· Ycnl the steam from rising d ilaid out on the ground in strips, making rnrious signs to redly ini.o the flower and injuring it.
rarnati011s aml chrysanthcmu111s will keep almost twice
give the aviato r the info rmation desired .
F or in~tancc, t he canvas ,:hips laid to make an immc~se as lon g i f plnercl in fresh ,mi.er (lnily·anrl a 5mall piece is
"V" woultl mean "Obsen-c the effect o-f onr g un fire." 'l he clipped from the crn1s of the strms c111 h time. ..Wh ile cutangle of the _"Y" would point in tl_ie c1irection incl i~atcd., ting tlii~ ]Jiece oif, k0ep ilie ,tcm under water so t ha t n o
an d, aiter notrng the effect of the arttller:r, makes a wniten air bubbles al·p allowed to enll'r Llic stalk and thus r etard
m emoran<lum . i"\ailing back over his own lines, the mes- the npward flow of water.
If Jargc-hc:dcd flow rf', ,:ncl1 as d1r:rnntbemums or
sage is dropped, wrapperl in a gayly-crlored ball with long
peonies, ,ire fo be ticnt 1:H,mc tlis1.ancc, insure thei r arriving
st reamer atLaclwcl, so that it can more read ily he fJm1cl.
Ln good coll(lition b~- ,nappiug each blo~sc)JU separately in
1raxerl vnprr.
ZEPPELI ~S USE DTIOP SEARCHLIGHTS .
Accor ding to an item in the Hamburger Frcmclenblatt
one of the Zeppelins which raiJcd London recently c:.irried
D_\'J'E ceLTURE IN THE U.YJTED STATE S .
a n ew sort of sear cliligh L 'l'lie reflector and electric bulb
The Department of Agriculture states in a recen t publicawere carried suspend ed from a 1,000-foot insulated wire, so
tion that U1c clnt.c palm, which a few years ago was merely
tl:at the blinding light disturbed the aim of the antia b:itmricu l cnriosilr in this coL!J!try, "is n ow the basis of
aircraft gun~. 8h rap11 el is rcporte(l to hare l1it tllQ search1hr great prnspeet ive fruit industries of the SouthonP
light after ~eYcral minutes of bombanlme11t an<l to haYe
west. Offshoots of practically every important Old \Vorld
p ut it out of commi,,:;io:!, but <luri Pg the ft..,,· rninutes which
date rnric!r him: been importer!, nnd there is no w in the
it operatecl it proved i s cfficien<:y as a de[d1::e against 1.hc
date g,1rdcns of this country a la:.-gcr rollection of da te vasearchlights from the ground . One of the officer~ of tbe
rielic.3 th:rn c·an be found in any one oasis of the Old
Zeppelin repor ted t hat in the glare of hi~ searchlight he
\rorl<l."' J:>ro:-;rcss in the American industry includes the
clearly saw t he Woolwich arsenal truC;k by one of the
fleye] op mcnt of a method for the identification of varieties
bombs, foll owed by a heavy explosion iu the plant.
by their lea£ characteristics, a]l(l means of ripening the
frnii artifiC'ially in unfavorable seasons. Imp ortations of
H UGE ELECT RIC SIRE~ .
rnrid ics liaYc been made from Egypt, Algeria, Tunis,
There was used in announcing t he official opc n mg of ~\forocco, _·uhia ,rnd 1.he oa~cs of the Great Sahara, Loth by
the Panama-Pacifi c I nternational Exposition an elcctriC; C.\]ll'tlitions 8ent out especially for the purpose and through
siren which is sain. to be the largest in the world . lts corrcspondC'JJl~ in date-grrrn ing countries. At present the
bl ast can be h ear<l fo r a distance of 10 mile;;, and it is tlcpnrtrncnt is dcYcting much nttcJJtion to the problem of
drivi;n by a t hree-phase, 200-rnlt, fi vc-l10r~c-power motor. deYcloping a rational sYstem of fertilizing the soil for date
Tbe siren h as bee11 in constant u~c ni tile exposition for c·ulture. l t ha ~ rr'ccntly been found that in alkali soils,
announcing important eYcnt,; such as aercplane flig:1ts, whLch bake aud thereby red nee the yield of this f ruit, t he
military drills, marine pageants an d for other similar acldilion of numerous small quautities of calcium sulphate
functions.
kCL ps the soil in goorl condi tion an d improves the crop in
An aerial mail ser vice will be started as soon as Con- both qu an tity and. quality .

or

TAKE NOTICE!
Itch P owder, Bombs and Cachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.
0001> LUOK PlJZZLE.
I. t con1tlsta of tltree horoe•
toirether,
fa•tened
~ - : , · •hoea
Only a very clever parson
can take of! •he clooed
"llllll!lil\1111••111" horseshoe from the two
But It
llnked hor1e1hees.
can be done In & m oment when the aecret la
known. Price, by me.II, 10c, each.
H. F, LANO, 1815 Centre St,, B'kl711, N, l'.

GOOD L U CK BA1o.'XS.
Ornamental as wel l as u s eful. Ma de o r h i ghl y nickeled
brasa. It holds just One Dolla r. When tilled It opens !tRem a.Ina lo cke d u ntil
•elf.
Can be uaed a s a
retll led.
w a t ch oharm. Money r e fundPrice,
ed If n ot satisfied .
lOo. by m a ll,
H.

l\lARBLE VASD.
A clever and puzzHI;)&' effect,
ea•¥ to do : the appat-atua can
be minutely examlhed. Effect:
A me.rble can be made to p a sa
from the hand Into the cloaed
vase, w)lich a moment b&tore

:~1~

1
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a
~1::gly~ao'!;~ •
Price, IOo.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
beautiful enamJ:;

Pn,

MOUSE,
It la made of caat metal and
has the exact color, aha.pe and
atze or a live mouae. Pinned on
your or somebody else' e clothes,
wl!l have a atartllng ettect upon
The screaming
the spe ctator•.
•
fun had by this little novelty, especially In the
presence ot lad toa, 11 more thn.n ca n be tmagtned. It a cat happens to be there, there'•
ilO o th er f un to be c ompared w ith It.
Price, 10c. each by mall, postpaid; S tor Ille.
. Y.
l''RANK SllIITH, 383 Lenox Ave..

"' • •dudn 0.1.. ,l,.w W ei... lflk.

1

OLD COIN

ET llIARRIED I LAROE MATRIMONIAL
Sam ple malled tree.
m&!{llz tne.
F UTURE CLUB, 5, Hearst Bldg., Chicago.

G

,r,
-~
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2NICE POST CARDS :=~.~~'t::~

,
,:#ITri;,

one year, The WBOLE THING for only kn cent,.
ROBERTS & co., HG 11.1.I>IIO• H., CHICAGO

18115 Centre St., B ' klyn, N. Y,

6i

CQU

BOUGH RIDE R DISC PISTOLS.
Made of ni cely col·
ored w ood 5',i lnchea
The powe r !:
lone.
turnlahed by rubber
t>anda. Ten discs of
c&rdboard with e&ch
pistol. Price, G<l. each,
postpaid,
R. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyn, N, Y,

ntolOOOp.i4ftl
s-,
Old 00,•nsWANJED
co .• Brs'-W~"-6tt"'a\~...Mc~GO

_ __pgtftft....
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GLASS l'EN.-Pa.tent glaea pen, with nice
·a 1p, writes like any ordinary pen; each put
Price, lOc., postpaid.
up in wooden box.
,WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W. 28th Bt,, N. Y.

TRICK COIN
The
HOLDER, coin holder Is attached to a rlnf,
made so as to flt
anyone's r 1 n g e r.
The bolder clo.ap•
tightly a 25c. piece.
When the rlnir I•
pla.ced on the ftnger with the coin ehowlnc on
the palm of the hand and ottered In chance It
cannot be ploked up. A nice way to tip people.
Price by mall, postpaid, 10c, each,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, li'.

MAMAS.
This lntereatlng toy ta
one or th e latest n ovelties
out. It Is In great demand. To operate It, the
stem i1 placed in your
You can blow
mouth.
Into It, and at the same
time p u ll or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens, and It then
crie s " Ma- ma,'' just exactly tn the tones of a
real, Hve baby. The s ound la 10 human that
It would deceive anyb:31i~~ 120 _ ea.ch by mo.II,
II. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., D'klyn, N. Y.

,.

INDIAN FINOEB TRAP.
A couple can be jclne&
together and their atrug-

' . ~=k:: m!ite~~le:,~~~e.
~

oni~
will hold them a1 tight

as o. rat-trap, and the more they try to pull

Our traps ai;e
a w ay, the ti g hter It JP'!ps.
extra lonir, P ri ce, 10c, each; 8 for t5e, by
mall , poatpa.! d.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.

LITTLE CLINCHERS
With a po.Ir of these creepers
cJfnohed on your shoee you can
d efy the 1Upperteet lee or snow.
N o matter how slippery the
r oad or how steep the hUl,
th es e claws ot steel will carry
y ou sa fely over them. A child
ca.n adjust them In SO seconds.
No nall1, atra:pe. screws or
rlTeta are needed . They will
not injure your shoes. No need
to remove them Jndoor1-stmply fold the heel-plate fo rward, reveralng the spikes
They a.re
under the 1n1tep.
ccmrort&ble. durable and InJust the thing for
visible.
hunters,
l'Olten,
postmen,
woodsmen, brakemen, miners
a.nd all who would Insure life and limb In
winter weather. 25 cent• a pa.tr, poetpatd.
H, .F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N . Y,

YOU
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AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoolays and Players

Absolutely the finest little publlcatlon on the news-stands

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY
ISSUED EVERY FR IDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits o f aotors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAOES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Got a copy o ·f this weekly magazine and eee what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best tilms, each profusely illustrated with fine half-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs a nd Biogr aphies of the most celebra ted Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the fllm business. ·
Ne ws Notes from the studios about the dtiings of everybody of promi nence connected with the Photo"plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may !Joy the pla ys you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest b1Jth young and old.
GET A COPY NO W from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents 1n money or postage stamps, and we will mall
you the latest number il!sned.

"MOVI NC ' PICTURE STORIES," Inc •

•

86 8 West 2 3d S t reet

N ew York

,_

,.

-~

An Interesting Weekly for Young America.
FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, '181 WEST 23D STREET, NEW YORK

No. 896 •

NEW YORK, JANUARY 28, 1916. ,

Price 6 Cents.
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OR,WATCHED BY THE CONSTABULARY. ·
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LATEST ISSUES-

682 Young Wllll West' s

1158 Young W ild W e st's G rit: or, T h

Ro ckies.

Rough

Riden;

or,

Tile

Roeebud

of

~ e

Ghost ot Gua nt let G ul ch .
659 Youn g Wild W est's B ig Da y: o r,e The
683 Yeung W lld West' s Dash for L ife; or, A R ide Th a t S aved a Town.
le W edding a t Wes to n
660 Young Wild W est's Great S~h e m e: or, Doub
Tbe Bu ild ing of a R ail r oad. 684 You ng W ild W e st' s Big Pao O ut: o r, T h e Battle for & Sllnr

661 Young Wild W est and th e Train Robb ers : or. Th e Huot fo r tt11•
Stolen Treas u,·e.
662 Youn g Wi ld W ~st on Hi s Mett le: o r . l'o ur Aga in s t Twe nty .
663 You ng Wild " :est·s R anch: or, Th e R enegades of Hlley·s Run
664 Yo u ng Wil d \\ est on the Trail : or, Outwittl:ig the lted sk ins .
665 Young Wil d W est's Bargain; or, A Red Man Wi th a W hite Il ea r t
666 Young Wi ld Wes~·s Vacatio n : or, A Lively T ime a t Hoar ing R anc h
667 Young Wild W est on Hi s M u sc le: o r, £<' igh tlng W ith N at u re' •
668

669
670

671

672

673

674

675
676
677

678
679
680

681

Mine.
685 Young Wild West a n d th e Charmed Arrow; or, T he White Lily
of the Kiowas.
686 Young Wild W est' s Great R o und Up ; or, Corrallog the Ranch
Ra id er s .
.
68 7 You n g Wild W est' s R ifl e R angers : or , T r alllng a Bandit K ing.
688 Young Wild W est and the Russian Duke: or, A Live ly Time ou
Mo unta in an d P la in.
W eapons.
689 Young Wild W est o n the Ri o Grande; o r , Trapping the Me xi can
·
Coiner s.
Young W ild West's llllstake: o r , Losing a · H undred Th ousand
690 Yo u ng W il d W est a n d S itting Bull: o r , Sav in g a Troop of C avalry .
Young Wild W est In Deadwood ; or, '.l'be '!'error of 'L'aper Top.
Young Wi ld \Yest's Close Call: or, Th e Raiders of Rawhide Ridge 601 Young W ild W est and t h e '.l'exas Tra il ers; o r , Roping In the Ilorse
'.I'h ieves.
Young Wild West Trapped: or, The Net 'l'hat Would Not [lold
692 Yo u ng Wild West's W h irlw ind R iders: or, Chasing the Border
Dim.
Th ugs.
Yeung Wi ld West's Election : or. A Mayo r at Twenty.
Young W ild West and the Cattle Thieves: or. Breaki n g u p & 693 Young W ild West a n d t h e Dao ites.: or, Arietta's G r eat P eril.
"Bad Gang."
694 Young W il d West in the Shadow of Death : or, Saved by a R ed
Young Wild West's Masc·ot: or, The Doµ- That Wanted a Master
M an's Bullet.
Young Wild West' s Challenge: or. A Combination Tlard to Rest 695 You ng Wild W est and the Arizona Boomers: or, T h e "Bad Me
n"
Young Wild West and the Ranch Quee n : or . Rouodiol): np I he
of Bullet Bar.
Cattle Ropers.
696 Yo u ng Wild West After the Claim-Jumpers: or, '.l'ami n g a Tough
Town.
Y~:~ri%~.d West's Pon y Express: or, Getting the Mall T h roug h
Y euag \Vll d West on the Big Di,ide: or, '!'be Rai d of the
R enegades.
Young Wild West's Million In Gold: or. The Boss Boy ot Boulder.
Y1><1ng Wild \Yest Running the Gauntlet: or, The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
Yeung Wi ld West and t h e Cowboys: or. A £l ot Time o n the
Prai rie.

For sale by all newsdeal ers, or will be sent to a n y add r ess on receipt or pr ice, scents per copy, In money o r postage stamps. DY

FllAliK TOUSEY, Puilisher ,

lil West 23i St., 1'ew Ytrk.

IF YOU WANT .ANY 'B.ACK NUM 'BE R S

or our wee klies an d cannot procure them from ne wsdeaM!rs, t:lley ca n be obtain ed from this oll.ce direct. Write out a nd
fill in yo ur Orde r and sest it to us wit!: th e price of the weeklies you want and. we w ill seat 1l!tem te yeu by r et urn mail
POSTAGE STAMPS T AK J!IIN THE SAME AS MONEY.

Ft.A.NK TOUSEY, h.lllid 1er,
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188 West 23d St., New York.
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t rue m ... a tn c • f
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Tltere' • aa..,..._ hl ft.
It eea t..,aa r ec i p es for c eek ln 1r m e ata, t'l1h,
a lm.eet aay k l•« o f •reaa•, t ece t h • r w it h
H e . l ,&, •ow TO ~ CAX.Y .-A c e mca.me. an« e y ate ra ; a lso pie s , p uddl nga, cake•
ch M"aa, ..rem. . lM, ..... w rl e\l.a ca m .. of
:, lete lla•• - ...,.k f ..- malr: b! c &U ktn tlw e t
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?le. : . IIOW T O DO rw.lCIS.- The .-r ... t
•e. 11.
T & •KC<>WE JN:AurDrUL.
N e . 11.. R ew TO BJl:COJICE A SPEAKER .
bo* .r - . -1« aad - ra trl elc•, H& t &lnl•&' r" ll
- Cite e r t i. lo rl4111at .c: and ,. .. t Talu.alole
-C eft t &llll nc reurtee n 111uetratl n .s, r;lTlng the
tn........,.._ en aJ I th • 1. .
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Nie. S.
H OW T() PLia.T.- The a rts u._
Xe. zt , B•W T O JmT•KTAJN AN EVENN o. S%. R OW T O RIDE A .81CYCX...w 1lwaa e t &k-t a tl on a r e fully •xpl a 1ne4. 9 y t h la
IN5 PAIITY.- A e e:m. p\ete c0m J1M1•t•111 et
Conta lnt n ,c in • t ru e ti ons fo r be1rln a ecs, c h el ce
lit tle . . .k . B eeh1ei11 th e -....,,-leua 111et h M• c f
cam es, a,...rta, c a r 4. • tT&rlie ns , comic rec1t a.e t a M.&eh tn e , h in ts e n traln ln c . •t c. A c•mh a.,.kerNlet, f &n , C'l•ve, ,..,....1, w taCew
u .. s , et c. , aaJ. t a9 1e f• r :,arl • r o r dra w lnc - :,le ~e •••k. Full • f pra c t ic a l lllu lK ra.tlon a.
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N e . SC. 11OW TO SOLVJC C9RU NDR UHS
roo m &nd a t p a.rtJe• , h ew t e • r eam, a.n• full
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d1r &etieae t e r cal l1 n c e tr in a ll -,e-u la r . . uare
la c , t e gether w ith d. eacrtptte n e t c-a m e a n •
t he d a y, &.m\l a ln c r tddlea, ca rl eue cat ches and
dall- .
hill.
w itty sa:rh•K•N.. 5. H OW TO MAilr: L O VE. -A comN e . U. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.N e , SI. HOW TO B ECOME Y• UR OWN
ple te 9UW• t e l• ve. c c u rt ah l', . an 4. m a rr la.ce,
1ile.ll-er' a second al a-ht e xpl a in ed 9 y his t e rmer
DOCTO&.- A we nder!ul \>Qek, conta lnf•c --eglvit-.g aeaalbl • a• vt ce , rule a a n • e t t41:, ie tt e t e
&.IJCiMaa t, Fre41 Hun t, Jr. E x p lah1. lng h e w the
tul and praetlea l tnre rm a tt e n tn the treatment
be ..__-,.._ , w it h m a uy eurM,u a nd lntereat s.cret i la leguea we r e carried en bet w een tlle
o! o r cll....,- d l11eaae11 a nd atlmenh c@m. m en to
lng t bJ·• ffS no t c e n era ll y k• •wn .
tlla.-Jct a n anli the 9 e y e n th e stage ; alse gtveTery t a.sa ll y . Abounding Jn u ae ru t an41. effecNe . S. H &W T O JUCCO)UII AN AT H LETE.
In g all tb e ce de• a n d sl&-•o.ls.
tin recl i,eo ror r;en era l comi,lalnto.
-Gw1- rn ll lnatru c t le n Ce r tile uoe e r ._ umbN e . %S. H OW T O IIXPLAJN D R.EA.HS.N e . :!It. H OW TO KAISE DOQ8 P OULTRY
be Us , rn.ta. n clu loa, par&ll el N ro, h e rlzen t al
Th is little o H k gi ves the exi,l&natlon t e all
PIGICONS AND RA BBnl!.--"- u.:..ru1 and In~
b a.rs a.M Ta rl e u e e thor m • t h M • e t ••Tele:,la c
kHll.js • ! j r e a.ms, t ecether with lucky a n•
atro.ctt v e book.
Ha.n• s • mely JHu tra.ted..
1, ~M , h-lth y muocle: ce n t &lnln&' • nr olx ty
u a lu ck y ._ .. ya.
N e . ~ - H OW T O ~
EA.ND Sl:T TRAPS.
lll ustr a tl•n•.
N e , %4. H OW TO 'WKJTE LETT.EU T O
-Includi n g hints e n hew to ca tch moleo
N • . 7. HOW TO KEJl:P • 11t• S.-Haad Ga 1'"TL a M.E N .-Cgn talnlng full d lrectl~ ns ror
w eas,, lo, e tter, rato, aqulrr e lo and blr .. o. Also
ao m &ly 1i.Ml!!l t rat e 4. a.n d cen t a. ln ln c full lns t ru cwr ltlag te ce11tl e m e n e n a.ll 1ubj ect s.
Aew to c ure aklae:. C91t lOMly illustrated.
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N e . •U . IIOW T0 B KC01JE A GYMNilT.N e . U . TIIIC BOYS OF NICW YO&K E ND
canary, m,eck. tnc~ lrd , bo b e lln k , • la.c k 9 lrd, 1ta r eCe 11taln lac tu ll lnet r uct1 e 11s !or a ll kin d a et
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No. 9 . HOW T O BECOME A V:ENTRILOM"a elug t b.lr ty- ft ve tllustratl e na. By Pro reaser
t a m e ua en« men.
Ne ama.t e u r m tn.tre ls ta
QUI ST . -ll y H ur y Ken ne._ y,
J: very lnte lllW . M&c ... . al._,
ce n,.p lete with ou t this wo n....-Cul lit.tie book .
c ent be y r - d lng- this be•k e r lno t ru ctl•n• can
N e . U . 11e w T8 &9W, SAIL AND B UILD
N e . U. TH.E BOYS OF ~W YORK
m ast er t h e art, and create a a y o.meunt e r run
A B OAT.- Flilly llluotat&4. F u ll hutruetl«>a
STU:llfP SPEAKER .- Ce ntalnl n&- a varied ut o r himseH a nd f rie nds. It ls the crea.te at
a.re c h· e n In t ll ls little • ••k , tee-e th e r with Inao rtm e nt e t atump speeches, N ecro, Du.tch and
b ook ever JtUblWilhed.
stncUe ns • a awl m mine- and r iding, c•mitaatea
Irish. A lff end men' s jokes. J ast the t lltnc
No. t i . now TO BOX . -Tke art e t • • It..,.rt a t • 9•at1n t(".
fe r h e m e amu a• men t a n • aa.ateur ai:lewa.
4 e rense ina.._e eaoy.
Ce n ta lnln&- over tl,trty
:Ne . %7. IIO W T e &!:CITE AND B OOK 8 F
N e. U . H OW T O B.Jl:COKB A XA<HCIAN,
ll lust PA.tktaa of guarcla, bl ew e, a n d t he tltff'.e rJta)ITA.T1ONli.-C••t& lntw.g- the meet .-.,\l ia r
---c.nta.i-.Ja c th e c-r a nclNt a.aaer trnent et ma.ce nt pe.9ttJ,ena et a t;0Qcl ••xer.
E v ery 9ey
Ml• etleaa In use, c• m it r iwln g i>ut.eh •i..1ee:t,
te a l Ulus Mn• e-Ye r • laced be.te re the pultlle.
1h oul d ..-taJ n • ne G! t hese uae!u l and lnatru cFr . . eh 4.t&l&et, Y a a kee a n d Irish 4 1..aleot
A.ls• trick.w wtt k ear&.a. h1-.nlat hn1a , e t c.
live i.oeks , as It will teach ye u b e w t e loex
J>I -, t ..,.th er with m a ny san d ard. r-'lll&-a.
N e , « . HOW TO WltITE IN AN ALw ltho1tt h•• tructer.
R e . %1.
T O TJ:L.L FOR TUNM .B OX . -A lfr and .. u e ctlea er A lbum Veraea
No. 11. IOW T O W R I'J'E L O VE-LE TTICU.
•---:r-• lo ._..,lr eue e r knowing w h&t hlo • ltalole re r &ny time 1U1tl eceaeloo; embrac-A m .et e••,.le te little •••k. c e nta ln tn c !ull
r.ture lite w il l "brl11.g- ! e-rth , wh e t her b a »~ln-..s
111.c Lln&.a: et L e v e , Affec tlen , Sentime nt ,. Hu• trectteoa ! e r w rlttnc- leve -le ttera, a nd w aet
e r mt .. ry, WM.1th e r JIJ OT&rt y.
Y• u can tel1
m•'", Respect, a n 41. C e.delen ee : =.Mio Veraea
t o use t lle m . c tv tns- BJ) eclmen letters ! er
~y a . - ~ a t t his ltttle book. Buy e n e an d
Sult a lt le for Va lentines a n • WM.4.J.np.
J'Oung ..,._ "'4,
loe _,.la.-.
N e . U . T.IIE BOYS OF NIW YORK Mnf1.
No. 12. HOW TO WRIT E L ICTTICRS Te
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l!ITBIIL GUIJ>E AND JOKE BOOK. -Somel
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Every bo y
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laat..._ ".l'tl-i.a M• k e;c:,la lnl the.m a ll, e- h tRg
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le tters of tn trodu c tl e n, n e t ea aa• r e41: uea t a.
e xa-.,.l es tu electrlclty, hye.ra11lica, macaettna tructJ e n a tor • r can tzln g an amateur minN o. lS. HOW TO DO IT; OX, BOOK OF
Ism , e ptlco, J>neumatlcs, mechan ic•, et c.
atrel trou i,e.
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